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AClarification, A Compliment
To the Editor:
lnthc May. 1985 . iss ue of the Quarlerl\',
0
r. Robert O' Donoghuc . in his l£ 1/er Fm~ 11
Ireland. makes the po int th at " When
Prc\tdcnt John Kennedy was here in 1964
he was able to walk appa rentl y un protected
~ng the peopl e on· many occasions . · · I
~peer he was. being invisible. As I
S11lcmbcr. the Pres ide nt di ed trag icall y in
' 0\'cmbcr. 1963 . Ah. well. even Jove nods
~wand aga in .

May I comp 1·1mc nt you on a th oroug hl y
Q .

c~ccllem
1

CI!lUrce.

uwrer/r - a ve ry valuab le

Mrs. L.M. Cushing
Ontario, Canada
AD..:.
'·~t/Pharmacist C omments

1• the Editor:

The medical pro 1·essw
·
·
tlestio
n frequ ently ra ises

or the ns about the safety and effecti ve ness

tery ~-called "contrace pt ive .. pill . But
0
ten Us real harm fulness and true
"'1SICal efre .
.
.'
For . " ct arc tgno
red.
'"-• Instance nlan
.
.,.. 1hat h : .
Y peop1e contmuc to
1
"~ I
e Pill1s a contraceptive. but that
h
onger true s ·
· ~ ..
· mcc t c late 70's. the sonew p'JI'
· · .
1
~rae .
1s m fact not a
~ i e_ptlvc at all. but an abort ifacie nt.
I... s. n causes th d .
.
...__
· · e eath of the conce 1vcd
111...

'1985

More acc urately. what is call ed "The
Pill " is reall y antinidatory. which means that
the wo man takin g it still ov ul ates and
conce ives. but the fe tus can 't " nest ...
(N idatory comes from the Lat in word nidus,
which means nest. ) It' s as if her womb had
an ejector spring in it that aut omati ca ll y
triggered as soon as something ... a fert ilized
egg . an unfe rtili zed egg. whatever . . . we re
to try to nest in it. That is the phys ical effect
of the pill. Or to use another exam pl e . the
wo mb can be compared to a catcher's milt .
Under normal circumstances. the mi tt holds
the ball (the egg or fertili zed egg) when the
catcher catc hes the pitch. But the womb of
a woman o n th e pill is like a catcher's miu
with a lining of cement. The ball hits the miu
and bounces ri ght out agai n.
Of course. that 's no way to play baseball.
and certai nly no way to dea l wi th human
life. The lite ratu re included with any boul e
of th e pill clearl y states: "preve nt s .
impl a nt at io n ... A lth o ug h th e te r m
" contracepti ve " is used in the loose se nse.
it is reall y a mis nomer.
By us in g tod ay ' s so-ca ll ed o ra l
contracepti ve . therefore. some people could
be destroy ing one fe tus a month without
knowing it. And the situation becomes more
trag ic since th e entire process is so cold .
pai nless. and impl acable.

Rev . Richard L. Schendt , J .C.D. , R.Ph.
Registered Pharmacist
Oak Park , Ill.
Former Spiritual Director - National
Catholic Pharmacist Guild of the
United Stat es
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of death " as t he Lo!d IS
· With
· Y?U , " to give you courage " . People , like
~~· ~eed to be g~Ided , to be gt ven leadership , direction and hope . They

1

Message from
the Spiritual Advisor

o ow the lovmg, c_o ncerned shepherd whom they can trust.
~psalm ~on~ludes wtth comforting words from its author, King David
sballp;olpl hestMed m the name oftheLord that , " Your goodness and kindnes~
tO ow
e all the days of My life".
fo:::ou shepherd Y?Ur patients, your " flock "' your goodness and kindness
is a! the Lord_.. It IS true you will become humbl e and exhausted but it
regar true that m the mystery of ministering , your servant status b~comes

-Msgr. Dino J. Lorenzetti

Image of the Good Shepherd
Skilled craftsmen universally have captured the scriptural it :5e of Christ,
the Good Shepherd , in their works of art . They portn the lovmg.
compassionate Lord Jesus with His rod and staff, surrounded
docile sheep
awaiting His next move. This theme of Psalm 23 is applied 1 • vth bishops
and priests in their evangelical a postolate. Could a moder t pl·-.ysician be
cited as a shepherd also?
In our highly technological society , agricultural scene~. ,)f sheep and
shepherds are hardly compatible with busy cities, speedy a1 1bulances and
ultra-modern hospitals. Therefore , one can readily ask, is the metaphor of
shepherd and sheep relevant today?
The physician 's responsibility to leave those who are healthy and care
for the sick, abandoned , confused , diseased and unprotected is indisp~tablef
0
His authority to insure ways to bring about recov ery and his uphfung
those in the depths of despair to the green pastures of hope certainly enutle
him to be seen as the Christ-like Good Shepherd. His will ingness to ta~e
10
time out and , with confidence , bring hi s patients close to hi m is surely
keeping with Him Who lifts His sheep , lost and afraid , on to His shoulder
as a loving sign of His genuine concern for them .
The gospels (John I0: 11-18) speak of two characte ri stics which defi:
a good shepherd . One is that he know his sheep , and the other that he
willing to die for them. Knowing your patients and giving of your t!me (you~
1
life) for them certainly qualifies you for thi s hono r which permitS you
" dwell in the house of the Lord for years to come . "
.
.. b
Your stethoscope is your rod and staff. Present before you ~~ the tannd 0111
helpless on hi s bed . However, you are not afraid to walk " 10 the sha
292
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President's Page

Going Onward, Ever Grow1 g
. , bU' .c' ssman ' healer.
The physician wears many hats : surgeon , pharmactst
llinP
. a tiew · Th e vast 1 ·s of. our
teacher , counselor, comforter, to name but
d ca
by the"
may tempt us to withdraw into a limited role , care_fu ~ l · de ft~~ medical
boundaries of our own areas of expertise. The specw!J;,tt iO n 1 dvance.
Practice appropriate and necessary in this age of rapid tech n.> l ogt~a at dioest
· . T here IS
· so muc_
h ·mfc1rmat10n
"'
'
may further
narrow our perspective
. ~ omation
in each s pecialty that it is i~possibl~ to keep u~ wtth a~ I, the ~n c~~logical
in other clinical specialties, sttll less wtth the htstonca l, eth1cal · P Y
or soc ioeconomic aspects of medical practice .
cy not
Nevertheless we cannot shirk the effort to broaden ou r c_on:p~tens w'hich
only in all areas' of clinical practice, but also in the related dtsctpb~net of our
give meaning to our work. Why is thi s so? It is because the 0 ~~~ disea e
art is nqt inanimate matter , nor dumb beast ; not organ sy ~te ~, h alth and
complex; not age group , nor gender group. Our object IS ~~ie:, organ5·
well-being of a human person. Because we treat persons . not d the whole
· t 1·t towa r s ·ty of the
or p syches our art is never complete unt1·1 we onen
person. A~d because we can never plumb the depth s of comp 1~x~om and
human person , our obligation to grow in knowledge . wts
understanding is never fini shed.
294
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As Catholic physicians we are particularly sensitive to this obligation.
Happily, we have the wealth of Catholic philosophy, ethics, and social
teaching to sustain us in our efforts to serve the needs of our patients.
We know , for example, that truth is one, that there can be no real conflict
between faith and reason, between the moral teachings of the Church and
good medical practice. We know that the Chur~h' s teaching on contraception ,
for example, is not merely a sectarian tenet , inapplicable to those of other
beliefs, but rather is based on the laws of nature itself, and therefore speaks
to the heart of every human person , in which those laws are inscribed .
Because of our understanding of human sexuality as a personal, not merely
a biological , reality , we know that contraception is inevitably destructive
ofthe integrity of the person and of the stability of the marital relationship.
When we counsel a family , therefore, we go beyond the mere refusal
to fit a diaphragm or presc ribe the Pill " because it is against my religious
beliefs." Our demurral is based not on private beliefs , but on our
commitment to our patient 's total personal well-being. We don ' t dismiss
our patient's request with a simple refusal, still less with a referral to someone
who will accede to their request. Would we refer them to a quack or
charlatan? Of course not. Nor shall we refer them for a treatment which
would be detrimental to them , even if they request it. Instead we try to initiate
adialogue . A deeper history will often reveal that one or both spouses really
do not object so strongly to another child, but may be anxious about their
ability to rear or support a family . As Christians, we can communicate hope
-a hope that transcends the anxieties of the moment.
We can try to give young fathers a longer perspective on life. We can
remind them of the experience of older couples, who struggled financially
early in their married lives , but achieved at least moderate material security
by middle age . We can inform them of the surveys of the elderly which
re~eal the prevalency of a heartrending regret at not having had more
chtldren. To paraphrase Kierkegaard , we learn life looking backward ;
~nfortunately we have to live it forward. Or as an old Yiddi sh proverb has
It: " Too soon old , too late smart. "
We_can reassure young mothers that parenthood will not forever be as
~Untmg as it seems at first , that it is a job one can grow into, that expertise
•n parenthood is not infused , but learned by experience . We can share the
observation of many mothers of large families who have found that , after
the total transformation from childlessness to parenthood with the arrival
0
~ their first, and after the increasing demands and exhaustion that come
wnh ~he second or third , the " hump " is over, and although motherhood
remams
~
h busy
. and demanding ' it becomes more rewarding and less
erw elmmg as the family grows.
can point out the marvelous design of nature in chil?-spacing through
ba . tfeectmg; that families who practice natural breastfeedmg generally have
about every I Y2 to 3 years; that nature 's subtle mechani sm tail?rs
h
Interval
to· the need s of each child in a way that no method of plannmg
can h.
ac •eve (I.e. , the more dependent child nurses longer and more

~e

e:•e_s

~ember,

1985
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frequently , thus prolonging his mother's natural infertility and ~ tponing
the arrival of the sibling who will displace him from his mot! s arms);
that babies come more frequently (I Y2 to 2 Y2 years) when p; ;ts enjoy
the energy of youth and less often (2 to 3 years or more) as r nts enter
their late twenties and thirties ; that with natural child-spal
through
breastfeeding, the inherent infertility of the human species w<
keep the
average family size to about four or five well-spaced childre1 1e 12 and
14-child families of a generation ago were usually associate(
th bottle·
feeding). We say these things not as preachers , moralists , o
mfessors.
but merely as physicians who care for our patients in thei t a! being .
In this way, we bring to bear on the solution of practica;
blems in
the lives of our patients our special knowledge, which is gr J ed in the
Church's teaching on the inherent benignity and universal u
cability to
human behavior of the natural law and , with God's help , we 1
save them
from self-destructive decisions.
There are so many other areas of medical practice wh ic: 1n truly be
enlightened by our faith: the care of the elderly, of the dying, < .mdicapped
restricti ve
newborns, of infertile couples. In all these cases , the seemi;
teachings of the Church actually liberates us and our patient , seek more
restrictions
humane solutions to difficult problems. Only by heeding th
·ul poisons.
which, like warning labels , keep us from administering h ~ 1
can we truly be healers - givers of wholeness - to our
1ents.
1ow enough
Such a mission is impossible to each of us alone . We cann
of what is truly good or harmful , of why it is so , and of how ' ;)mmunicate
our knowledge effectively to our patients, without the inst n Jn, counsel.
and encouragement of our fellow Christian and Catholic p ,1cians . This
the National
is the raison d 'etre of the Catholic Physicians ' Guilds and
Federation.
If you have a local guild , be active; if not , start one . To, 1tt le interest?
How many members does it take? ' 'Wherever two or three · 1 _1:athered._· ·
Read this journal; discuss it with your friends. Come to one ,_,f the nauona:
meetings of the Federation held each fall at various sites. For Ule past sev~ra
years , these meetings have been uniformly superb - nourish. ; for the mmd.
the emotions, the spirit.
" Pray always ."
-
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The Pill and Cancer
Kevin Hume

a Doc~or Hume, an Australian physician , prepared the following paper for

A seml~ar on family planning at the Academy of Science, Canberra ,
ustralwn Capaol Territory , in November , 1983, and updated it this past
summer for b!' · · L ·
h
pu tcatwn 111 macre Quarterly. He notes that the three studies
1
~ ~end of the paper, from the Centres for Disease Control Cancer and
,::~~ f!ormone s:udy are ofparticular interest to U.S. readers. They were
su
a~lable until after the paper was completed, so Doctor ·Hwne
mmanzed them as they are presented here.

The DES Problem
Diethylstilbestrol, although a synthetic estrogen, is not a steroid and has
:t~ncy only 1/_25 that of ethinyl estradiol, the estrogen most commonly
DES ~n the combmed estrogen-progestogen Pill. Nevertheless the story of
of or~~ very relev~nt in any examin~tion of the subject of the relationship
The c~:t~acept1~es and neoplast~c changes in women.
Puen R' bl_ned Pill _was launched m 1958 after very inadequate trials in
and ;r ICO 10 ~h~ m1~ 1950s and was given limited approval by the Food
lllainl ug AdmmlstratJOn (FDA) of the U.S. in 1960. The drug company
at Y responsible for its early promotion. G. D. Searle and Co .. conducted
remendous ad t. .
.
the p-111 10
.
ver 1smg promotiOn campaign and very soon women on
PFess
the U.S. were being numbered in millions . This put indirect
the FDA h· h h
h
tas reure on
w IC • w en t e extent of the thalidomide disaster
1
Ciutionve~ ed by the find~ngs of McBride in 1961, should have called for
the Fa ·.1 1 owev~r, the Pill got the green light and , on the reassurance of
in 19()~ §.Plannmg Association that it was safe, was introduced into Britain
Pili, eac.h mce t~en we have seen a succession of new formulations of the
Thedotoclalm~d to b~ "safe" and indeed "safer" than its pr~decessor.
onty a f e_of the mgred1ents has been progressively lowered till it is now
~._
ractlon of what 1.t
. h
. . I .
'lil\'e qu· 1 .
was m t e ongma Pill. Some of the ingredients
forrnulat:~~~ dlsappea~ed ~!together, as have the so-called sequential
COurse, is th · much ~all~d m the late '60s and early '70s . The. reason, of
at the Pill, m practice, was shown to be not so safe . While
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increasing animal experimentation was carried out to test n·.
eroids, the
real guinea pigs have always been the actual users, the wo n
1emselves.
Generally speaking, the victims have been young, healthy W<
, although,
needless to say, the casualty rate rose sharply in the ol?
e groups.
ted earlier,
The DES experience was very similar. However, a~ ~t
there has been more time to see the long term results, giV II
a foretaste
,Jleagues in
of things to come. DES was first synthesiz~d
Dodds ar
..) by Smith,
1938. Its most prominent use followed studies 10 1948 and
f threatened
who suggested that DES was benefici~l in ~oth t~e treatmC'
l previously
abortions and the prevention of abortions 10 patients whc
an estimated
had repeated pregnancy losses. Between the late 1940s and I 1
DES during
two to three million women (mostly in the U.S.) , were prescr
each sex to
their pregnancies , thereby exposing I to 1.5 million fetu s,
uccessful in
the drug. Later studies showed that DES was not ?nl ~
~ prescribed.
benefitting women suffering from the disord~rs for wh~ch I '
n, neonatal
but was actually associated with significant mcreases 10 ar
onsequence
deaths and premature births. In addition, serious long ter
of in utero exposure to DES have continued to come to
1t.
In 1970, Herbst and Scully reponed the occurren< (l f clear cell
years. The~e
adenocarcinoma of the vagina in seven girls, aged 14 to
.:h cancers JO
seven cases exceeded the total ~f all previously reporte
this age range. In 1971 , an epidemiologic study demom.! ~d the link of
vaginal clear cell adenocarcinoma to in utero DES ex p• re which had
occurred 15 to 20 years earlier. The FDA banned the ,e of DES in
pregnancy the same year. However, the legacy of in ute r u ES exposure

?Y

has continued to grow.
has been
Although the most serious side effect to DES-exposed d;, ..!hte rs
ch
the induction of neoplasia (with over 300 cases reported L•. to 1979), sune
·
daughters are also more likely to have m10or
vag 11 ·11 and .uten
. of
abnormalities. Their fertility is affected resulting fro m -th norma 1ltle\ al
.
. I mucus c f~el·t .' and Fcervl
anatomical development with
cerv1ca
II pian
incompetence, as well as structural abnormalities of the u terus and_ : r~lit .
tubes, leading to menstrual and reproductive dy sfunction . e. g. ~~" :rinatal
spontaneous abortion, ectopic pregnancy, premature del l\ cry a P
death.
.
However
·tal ia
In male progeny there has so far been no evidence of malignancy·
there have been structural developmental abnorma I .1t1·e~ 0 f the gemnded
. ep1d1dymal
. .
affecting the pems,
cysts an d un derd eve Iope d a nd undesce
testes. t
f h developmenl
The maior risk of DES exposure may turn out to be not o t. e
· 1 an d cer v1cal dl
squa0100
of clear :.~cell adenocarcinoma, but of vagma
1\t .
2·
· 10
· sue h case s is re po rte Y·noma·
metaplasia . The prevalence o f dysp Ias1a
.
. _t he_mcl
. 'den ce. of
carcl
whereas there is an esti_m_a~ed five-fold ~~crease
10
malignanCY
·
in-situ. with the possibility of a vast mcrease 10 squamous
DES a a
A case of a 23-year-old single woman. who was exposed 10 ted with
fetus and affected by cervico-vaginal adenosis and as a result presen
298
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~arc• noma-in-situ, was reported by Shepherd, Dewhurst and Pryse- Davies
m the British Medical Journal. 2 Of particular interest was the fact that she
was taking the Pill, resulting, in her case, in double exposure to estrogens,
albe:t 24 years apart.

At this time , there is no substantial evidence that DES taken during the
pregnancy has had an adverse effect on the health of the mother. However,
the well known epidemiologist, Dr. Valerie Beral and Linda Colwell ,
reported a link ·between the taking of DES during pregnancy and the
appearance 18 to 22 years later of breast cancer. 3 It is recommended that
women who have taken DES in pregnancy be s ubjected to regular breast .
checks and Pap smears associated with colposcopy.
. There have now been seven patients with vaginal clear cell cancer
~Jsco~ered in Australia ; six of these patients had a hi story of maternal
mgest10n of DES. In 1972 , the Me,dical Journal of Australia publis hed a
statement from the Australian Drug Evaluation Committee outlining the
danger of maternal DES therapy and also the risk of the DES content of
the "m~rning after" Pill. DES Referral Centres have been set up in Australia
-at Prmce Henry' s Hospital in Victori a and King George V Hospital for
Mothers and Babies in Sydney .
A_ recent study by Greenberg et al, s upported by a grant from the US
NatiOnal Cancer Institute, compared the incidence of breast cancer in 3 ,033
women
~ho had taken DES in pregnancy during the period from 1940 to
1
960, With the incidence in a comparable group of unexposed parous
Yiornen.~ They found a crude relative risk of 1.4 in the exposed group, which
had a slightly higher breast cancer mortality (relative risk 1.1) than in the
unexposed. The authors concluded that the incidence of breast cancer was
:erately but statistically s ig nificantly ~n~~eased in women given DES ,
we~e unable to exclude the poss1bll1ty that some unrecognized
COncomitant of DES exposure accounted for this increase .
The findings of this study showed th at DES-exposed women clearly
:ared_to be at an increased risk of breast cancer which, while less than
lloreassac1ated with a_ pos!tive family history of the disease , seemed to become
6lu pronounced With time and may prove to be of greater concern in the
~: The frequency of breast cancer among the controls in thi s study
-"''Pt!d after the age of 60 years, when the difference between exposed
unexposed women was most pronounced .
The long-term effects of DES exposure on mothers. daughters and sons
~ kno~n and there is a continuing need for well-documented and Jongng studies to identity new problems and increased health risks associated
exposure to DES , as well as to allay anxiety among DES-exposed
ns and their families.

one recent study, Depue et al noted that testicular cancer was more
nt _among males with intra-uterine hormone exposure (9 of I 06 patients
testicular cancer vs . 2 of 107 controls had been exposed to hormones).
ver, in thi s series, five of the nine exposed mothers had received oral
ne pregnancy tests and only two had taken DES . 5
' 1985
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Endometrial Cancer - The Oracon Story
The incidence of cancer of the endometrium in women ~el (
the age
of 50 years is quite low at 14 cases per 100,000 women. It IS r icularly
rare in this age group where there are normal .regul~r menstJ , cycles.
Those at special risk are the obese and the mf~rtJ!e and ~ cially in
polycystic ovarian syndrome and in women. havmg est.roge.. mducing
of these
tumors and failure of ovulation and dysfunctional ble~dm~ .
posed to
conditions produce a situation where the endometnum IS
prolonged stimulation by estrogen unopposed
progesterc:rna have
Women who ultimately develop endometnal ~denocaJ .
frequently shown signs of hypothala~c-pituitary-ovanan dysfi , Jn in their
nenorrhea
reproductive years, manifested as ohgomenorrh~a, hyper- or h
frequently
and polymenorrhea. These dysfunctional bleedmg p~ttern~ ?l
ne triad of
because of failure to ovulate, causing problems of mf~rtJh.t~
~ ients with
hypertension , obesity and diabetes is a common findmg H
endometrial cancer. 7
,
ong period
Estrogen, whether endogenous or ex~g~nous. may, ove.
of time, produce endometrial hyperplasia If not mterruptet· opposed by
Jenomatous
rogesterone. This entity has been shown to advance . t
hyperplasia, carcinoma-in-situ or
. ,ncer . Postmenopausal estrogen use has also been associated with tl , :currence of
endometrial carcinoma. The overall risk has been shown 1 . six-fold for
cr five years
estrogen users as opposed to non-users. Long-term use o
carries a 15-fold risk.
.
~
J in the U.S.
In 1963' sequential oral contraceptives were fi~st mar
re clearly the
Their use was promoted , in part, by an effort to Simul at~
one, as found
natural sequence of estrogen , followed by estrog~n-prog
during the normal menstrual cycle. The scheme mvol vec1 '-.ing 80 to 100
an estrogenmeg. of estrogen alone for 14 to. 16 days , followe~.
·ontent
varying
progestogen combination for five to SIX days, the progestoc
from as little as 3mg to 25mg. s
.
t
!he occurrence
Silverberg, Makow~ki and ~yon, m 1975 , first re~o: . -,equential oral
of endometrial carcmoma m young women ta f ·thers By June,
contraceptives. These reports were qu~ckly followed ~) .' ~triu~ had been
1976 30 cases of verified invasive carcmoma of the en c' 1'1d documented
'
a
identified,
occurring in women un der t he age o f 40 who
usedhasequential
type
history of oral contraceptive use. Twenty ~ad
d one patient used
preparations, nine had used combined form.ulatJOn s, ~~i als had used one
an unknown type. Nineteen of the ~0 usmg ~eque he .estrogen and 25
preparation containing 100 meg of ethmylestradJOI ~~~ted under the tra?e
mg of dimethisterone, a weak progestogen, and rna . d t the sequential
nam e of Oracon . Before further studies could be carne ohu 'market by the
· hd raw n from t e
oral contraceptives were voluntan·1 y wit
.
f
. the en d metnal
manu acturers. 9
b . d. sites m
Progesterone competes with estrogen for m mg

?Y

eventually~ endo~etn~

°
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cells and may reduce the estrogen-stimulating effect. The exposure of the
normal estrogen-primed endometrium to progesterone converts this tissue
to the typical secretory type seen during the luteal phase of the menstrual
cycle. This cyclic effect of progesterone prevents the normal proliferative
endometrium from progression to hyperplasia. The addition of a potent
progestogen to the estrogen produces a decidual pattern of endometrial
response with a tendency to atrophy rather than progress to hyperplasia .
This property of progestogens is used therapeutically in the treatment of
endometrial cancer, which , incidentally , has a good prognosis with a cure
rate of 90%. Depo-Provera, (Medroxyprogesterone acetate) , in large and
repeated doses , appears to be the drug of choice.
However, predictions that the simultaneous administration of estrogen
and progestogen might reduce endometrial cancer risk should be regarded
with caution . While they do reduce the incidence of endometrial hyperplasia,
there is no direct evidence that this applies to endometrial cancer as well. 10
All estrogens seem to increase endometrial cancer risk, irrespective of
their formulation or mode of administration. Initially it was thought that
conjugated or "natural'' estrogens , particularly estrone, were primarily
responsible for the association , but recent work has implicated synthetic
compounds such as DES as well. Similarly it was thought earlier that
estrogens were more hazardous when given continuously rather than
cyclically, but this, too, is unsupported by newer investigations. 11
The addition of a powerful progestogen may protect women in older age
groups who take estrogen for prevention of osteoporosis or prolongation
of the "youthful look " , but it introduces all the hazards of thromboem~lism, hypertension and myocardial infarction which characterize the
taking of the Pill by women in older age groups. The mortality rate
accompanying Pill use in this group is 22 per 100,000 wome.n and this
exceeds that of endometrial cancer by far. 12

The Pill and Breast Cancer
ofIn .1950, a trial was set up in England to evaluate the effects of large doses
. stilbestrol (DES) and ethisterone , a progestogen , on rates of fetal loss
10

P~egnant diabetic women. Eight women were allocated at random to
l'eceJve the hormonal treatment and 76 to receive inactive tablets. The aim
to. establish the efficacy of this treatment in reducing fetal loss , the rates
Wh1ch Were exceptionally high in diabetic women. Identical rates of
tmtaneous abortion (8%) and perinatal mortality (23 %) were noted in both
fi honnone and non-hormone treated groups. Similar results were obtained
women in a randomized trial of stilbestrol conducted in
~go. Tha~ both studies failed to show a beneficial effect of hormonal
honn ent dunng pregnancy did much to curb the administration of sex
l9fios~nes to pregnant women , although the practice continued during the

:;s

~non-diabetic
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In 1978, Bibbo and colleagues reported the results of the 25-::. · followup of the mothers who had participated in the Chicago-based
11. They
found an excess of breast cancer in the group treated with stilbest:
although
the difference was not statistically significant. 13
In 1980, Valerie Beral and Linda Colwell , who was involved i• ;: original
English trial , reported on the long term follow up of mothers 'Aok part.
1e overall
Information about all but four of the women was obtained (97 %,
1d Wales,
mortality was 4 .5 times that of comparable women in Englan
s , mostly
most deaths being from complications of diabetes. More tu,
sed group
benign , were reported in the hormone-exposed than the non-e
st disease
(14-18% and 2-3 % respectively). Four cases of malignant 1
t-exposed.
were reported in the hormone-exposed women and none in thC'
r evidence
Beral and Colwell concluded that these findings supported c
the latent
linking estrogen treatment and breast cancer and suggested
5 years or
period before the tumor becomes clinically apparent may 1
longer .
Vance and
In a commentary on the findings of Beral and Colw
\traceptives
Millington drew attention to the fact that most studies on oral
a decrease.
found no increase in breast cancer in Pill users and perhaps, e
ancer, such
However, they pointed out that a delayed appearance of bre3
use younger
as that noted byBeral and Colwell , might have been missed b
women predominated in these investigations . They were pror ~d to review
these studies and prepared a table summarizing data from f1 ._:ase-control
studies of breast cancer according to "young " and "o ld " ~ ,; roups. Age
categories differ among studies and for two studies , the) 1 esumed that
I -I
premenopausal patients were younger than postmenopau
The data in their table indicate an increased risk of brea• a ncer among
women with a positive hi story of oral contraceptive use, bu .nly after they
have passed into their fifth or sixth decade. Most Pill usl have not yet
reached the critical age.

Relative Risk of Breast Cancer in Women with a · Iistory of
Contraceptive Use Compared with Controls in Pub li.., hed Studies.

Definition (y)

No. of cases

Rela tive risk

Reference

Young

Old

Young

Old

Young

O ld

1
2
3
4
5
5

15-39
pre
16-40
pre
31-45
31-45

40-49
post
46-50
post
46-55
46-55

104
126
301
768
31
23

348
160
115
1090
24
26

0.72
0 .80
0.8
1.09
1. 2
0 .8

1. 3 1
1.66
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2.4
1.24
3 .2
8.0

-

oc use
Ever
Ever
Ever
Ever
Past
Present

--

~reast cancer is more common among women who have neve r borne
children than among parous.women and the longer a woman delays her first
pregnancy; the more she mcreases her risk of developing the disease
Recently, It has been suggested that prolonged use of oral contraceptive~
before the first ~ull-term pregnancy may increase the risk of breast cancer
although after thts pregnancy the risk is probably unaffected by taking the Pill:
. Clearly , the first full-term pregnancy does something to alter a woman ' s
~tsk of developing breast cancer. Whether or not she breastfeeds is probably
I~elevant, but there is good evidence that the breast epithelium is permanently
changed .by pr.egnancy. Although histological change occurs in the ductules
t ehphysiOlog.tcal change in the epithelium, shown by its altered respons~
t~ ormones , IS more striking. Possibly the high progesterone concentrations
0 1
~te pregnancy induce progesterone receptors which can then respond
1
: . e lower concentrations of a normal menst rual cycle. If these receptors
the madequa~e before the first full tetm pregnancy ' then during normal cycles
e breast wtll therefore be exposed to " unopposed " estrogen despite th~
presence of nor 1
·
.
'
The
rna co.ncentratiOns. of progesterone m the circulation. Is
w
effe~ts of the .Pill may be dtfferent among nulliparous and parous
~men ~~ Is n~w bemg suggested by epidemiological surveys. Although
t~ed Pill provides estrogen balanced by progesterone if the breast
Of thcom
e nulltparous woman cannot respond to the progesterone' component
the n a young g · I t k'
h p· ·
·
'
"uno
tr a mg t e til IS exposmg her breast epithelium to
,
0
PP sed estrogen , although in a low , but steady concentration
Ea 1
· and late menopause are also
'
fact r Y. men arc he, nu 11·tpanty
important ri· sk
beg?rs Ihn the development of cancer of the breast . The sooner the cycles
In, t e sooner the "
· to act on the breast
epithel'
unopposed " estrogen begms
1
cycle mm_ . n the p~emenopau se, there is an increased frequency of anovular
asy ts, agam exposmg the breast to " unopposed" estrogen. A further but
e unconfirmed · ns
· k "tactor, IS
· that tdenttfied
·
· · by Prke
. and colleagues
'
n....
..... ue1Y an early ·
·
b
'
rnn~
. .
ffiJScarnage efore the first full-term pregnancy . Although
:-"''cntrattons of both t
d
.
.
In the nulli
es rogen an progesteron~ mcrease m early pregnancy '
having first~~;ous w~.man only the. estrogen wtll .affect the breast. Women
Were shown mester. m?uced abo~JOns ~efore their first full term pregnancy .
In the R.C.to be stmtlarly at ~Isk~ ~~th a .2.4-fold increas~.16
to breast can G.P. study of the ~Ill, Initiated m 1968 , the findmgs in regard
of breast
cer were reported 1n 1981 . 17 One hundred thirty-three cases
of the p·ucancer w.e re recorded . There were 19 deaths among ever-users
1
in the in .dand IO m the controls. Analysis showed a significant increase
if they h~d e:e of breast ca~cer among women aged 30 to 34 at diagnosis
- 6ll w
er used the Pill. By 1979 , less than 5 % of the original 23
for how ;men- were current , if intermittent users. No figures are given
or had us~n\of t~e 18 ,755 women , enrolled when they were already using
llseof the p ·ut e Pill , had developed breast disease during their previous
This previo~s' thought to amount to 25,570 women years (R .C.G .P. 1974) _
been obser du.se was excluded from the final analysis because it had not
ve tn use.

1
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In 1981 , Pike et al collected records of 293 women with b1 .;t cancer
under the age of 33 between 1972 and 1978; 48 had died an< r' the 163
interviewed, 83% had used the Pill. Those who had taken it fore their
first full-term pregnancy had an increased risk which rose with : duration
5 women
of Pill use. 18 In 1977 , Passenbarger et al found that 15 out l
19
under the age of 30 with breast cancer had used the Pill.
Pike also found a significant increase in breast cancer in •men with
a history of benign breast disease. Hoover eta! , in 1976, fou nc tt estrogen
ign disease
use was related to an especially high risk of breast cancer if the
developed after the women had started the drug. 20 The fi1 .g of large
as always
epidemiological trials that the Pill reduced benign breast di se
ved
just the
seemed anomalous to some clinicians whose observations s
opposite. 21
·
1 the British
The study of Pike et al gave rise to extensive corresponden
Medical Journal, especially challenging their concept of the lassification
tat of Swyer
of oral contraceptives according to "progestogen potency"
liology
does
is typical. However Swyer said: "My competence in epi
not allow me to criticize the general contention by Pike et < at long-term
isk of breast
use of oral contraceptives by young women may increase t
cancer . . . "

22

Meanwhile, the FDA , having reconsidered its posi t about oral
no increased
contraceptives and cancer, made a firm statement that the1
.1tegory
or in
risk of breast cancer in oral contraceptive users of an:
:
ptives.
association with any particular formulation of oral cont·
However the FDA felt somewhat uneasy about Pn ;sor Vessey's
1traceptives to
findings. It was planning to revise the labeling of oral
increased risk
include a warning that their use may be associated with
of cervical cancer. 23
More recently , a group of Swedish researchers has al! :l its su~p~rt to
the findings of Professor Pike and his Los Angeles grou: n a prehmwar~
0
report of a study about to be published. A case control ,.: dy was done d
80 consecutive cases of breast ca~cer in women .born .ir •: 39 or lat~~ a~y
diagnosed at the age of 45 or ear her, who were mterv1e , d persona Y
their physician. These were matched with 225 control'
.
..
· .. ·c regress1o 0 '
When the data were analyzed by cond Itwna1 1ogandl ml
. es
women who had started to use the Pill at 20-24 years of age had three;n~th
the risk of developing breast cancer prior to 46 years of age compare WI
non-users . .
. .
.
.
.
p·Jl wornen
The relative nsk mcreased with earher age of startmg the 1 · . risk
beginning to use the Pill after their first preg?a~cy had a lo~e~rel:!;v;tion,
than others, although the difference was not sigmficant . In thts wv:ncg were
both a low age at menarche and a high age at first full -term pregn Y
related to increased breast cancer risk.
.
ier reports
The authors conclude: "Our results, taken together wtth earl
ncern
linking early O .C . use with breast cancer, are a matter of great co
24
in respect of 0. C. use by young women''.
Linacre QuarterlY
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The Pill and Liver Tumors
The association between taking the Pill and the development of nonmalignant liver tumor hepatoma was first suggested in 1972 by Horvath. 25
The following year, Baum et al described seven women , all oral contraceptive
users, who developed benign hepatic adenomas . 26 Subsequently a number
of reports have appeared supporting these findings , although the
histopathologic . diagnosis has been variously reported as ·focal nodular
hyperplasia, adenoma, hamartoma, benign hepatoma , solitary hyperplastic
nodule and focal cirrhosis. Prior to 1970, benign liver tumors in young
women were very rare.
Th~ risk of developing these liver conditions increases dramatically with
duratiOn of use of the Pill , particularly after 5 years. The majority of affected
women had been taking mestranol-containing compounds , mestranol being
a. sy~thetic estrogen metabolized in the body to ethinylestradiol. Nevertheless
stg?Ificant numbers of these lesions have been reported in patients taking
etht~ylestradiol-containing compounds. A few patients have taken DES,
conJu~ated equine (natural) estrogens and progestogen-only compounds .
Bemgn hepatoma is a very vascular tumor ?- 'ld subject to spontaneous
rupture, death often resulting from massive hemorrhage. A carefully
conduc~~ national survey , carried out by the American College of Surgeons '
CommiSSion on Cancer , showed the frequency of benign lesions indicated
~large peak in the 26 to 30-year age group . This peak corresponds to the
mcreased use of oral contraceptives in this age group. The increase is true
only for Pill users and benign lesions. Vana et al in another study showed
~at 40% of tumors were diagnosed in women exposed for five years or
ess. ~emorrhage was most frequently associated with adenomas and almost
exclusively confined to the oral contraceptive users. A significant number
~fpatients present with signs of intraperitoneal hemorrhage and shock , the
estons seeming most prone to rupture at or about the time of menstruation .
A nun:tber of the reported deaths have occurred secondary to attempts
at resection . For those lesions which are asymptomatic , the best and safest
course would appear to be to discontinue the Pill , urge the patient to avoid
:;gnancy and await spontaneous resolution of the lesion . Pregnancy , with
effi resultan.t high levels of sex steroids , may have a particularly stimulating
ect. a~d mcrease the propensity for these lesions to hemmorhage . 27
1
~dtvi~ua.l case reports have appeared in the literature , particularly in
and et, linkin~ oral contraceptive use, some compounds containing mestranol
Fo ?thers ethmylestradiol, with malignant liver tumors in young women .
21 ri~stance, two cases of cholangiocarcinoma in women on the pill, aged
~- 2? years respectively , were reported. This malignant tumor has its
An Incidence in the sixth decade, being very rare in the third. 28 · 29
care· adde? ~isk factor in the development of primary hepatocellular
Afri tnoma IS mfection with hepatitis B virus which is endemic in Asia and
chil:~ ~evertheless this liver malignancy is rare among . women of
nng age (15-40) in Singapore. However Chong-Jin Oon eta! from
Nc,yember, 1985
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the Hepaioma and Liver Study Group of Singapore General Hospit reported
ad been
primary hepatocellular carcinoma in a 29-year-old woman wh
on two different formulations of the Pill (both containing ethiny stradiol)
for seven years. They considered the administration of the Pil l 1ay well
have res11lted in the earlier development of primary hepatocellular 1rcinoma
in this case. 30

The Pill and Malignant Melanoma in Australia
Valerie Beral and her associates have reported on a case co rol study
of287 women aged 15-24 years with malignant melanoma and 5 matched
controls conducted in Australia .
raceptive
Their findings indicated that, after a lag of I 0 years , oral c
use for a total of five years or longer was associated with a 50 increase
in risk . This relationship persisted after adjusting for a number · potential
confounding factors , including complexion , sunbathing activities .ccupation
and education. ·
Beral et al note that relative risk estimates reported by the i study and
several others which considered long term use of the Pill , were the range
of 1.4 to 4.4. While these relative risks were not large , they e re of the
same order of magnitude as the relative risks for blond hair colo t RR = 1.6)
or fair skin (RR=2.1), noted · by them for Australian women
oth these
factors are widely accepted as being important determinants o f elanoma.
In conclusion the authors state: ' ' If, as our data and that of otl rs suggest.
a lag period of 10 years or more is involved , it may still be se'h .-a! decades
before the effects of oral contraceptives on malignant mel a n ,rna can be
properly evaluated . " 3 1

The Pill and Cancer of the Cervix
One of the most fascinating stories of modern medicine i~ the gradual
unfolding of the epidemiology of cancer of the cervix. Wh ile ultimatelY
linked with the intricacies of behavior (perhaps misbehavior wo uld be the
better word) of human beings in regard to sexual activity and the not·
unexpected influence of sexually transmitted diseases, the Pi ll has managed
to find its way into the labyrinth , together with the ubiqui tous ciagrette.
While the epidemiological jig-saw is not yet complete, enough pieces have
been fitted into the picture to provide a good idea of the general landscape·
It is an ill wind that blows no one any good. We have to thank th_e ad~en:
of the Pill for the tremendous stimulus it has provided to epide mwlogtc:
research and the crop of outstanding researchers who have ri sen to 1 e
occasion in elucidating its many ill effects and its occasional hea lth benef~s . .
~he accompanying rise in_ sexually ~ransmi~ed d~seases ~as prov ided anot ~~
nch field for research w1th many mterestmg d1scovenes . All of whtch.
pays one to reflect, has been an expensive ongoing exercise . Chasti~y rna,:
in the eyes of modern liberated humanity , be a very dull virtue . but tt co
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effectiveness is undoubted. It also sets the standard in public health and
preventive medicine. Its cost to the taxpayer is nil, in sharp distinction to
the legacy of sexual liberation. While it may be cynically pointed out that
it is simply a case of a virtue bringing its own reward, it should be considered
worthy of a civic award - perhaps even a Nobel prize.
The suggested solutions take no account of the possibility that the
promotion of chastity may provide the answer. No, man ' s ingenuity will
find a way by producing some marvelous new polyvalent vaccine, dealing
a death blow to gonorrhea and syphilis, as though they were as controllable
as diphtheria and tetanus. Among the ranks of man ' s brilliant modern
rese~r~hers is waiting another Salk or Sabin who can produce a vaccine
toehm~nate the villainous Herpes virus II and its partner in crime, the genital
~~VIrus. Chastity, like modesty, is a term soon to be dropped from the
d1cttonary as obsolete, belonging to the Victorian era of sexual suppression
and frustration. Sexual liberation is here to stay , a much-venerated sacred
cow. It is unthinkable that it be open to challenge. Yet all the findings point
t~ sexual promiscuity as the culprit in the epidemic of pelvic inflammatory
~tsease, of herpes genitalis, of cervical neoplasia and even of acquired
Immune deficiency syndrome - AIDS.
Up till about 30 years ago , mortality figures for endometrial and cervical
~ancers were combined for statistical purposes. Only since that time has
11 ~n possible to study cervical neoplasia in any detail. There are two
pnnc1pal hypotheses considered in the etiology of cancer of the cervix :
(I) the association of cervical. cancer with factors related to an early age
at fi•rst ·•~tercourse and first pregnancy. It proposes that d:1ring adolescence ,
~ cerv1cal epithelial cells are especially vulnerable to carcinogens (the
oppleson theory).
2
/ > the association of cervical cancer with factors related to ~he multiplicity
0
sexual partners, not only of the woman herself but also of her husband
r:~po_sing that malignant change is induced by a sexually transmitted
ectJon. Herpes virus type II , the cause of genital herpes , has been long
:garded as the specific agent. 32 However, more recently , human papilloma
lrus, responsible for genital warts , has been joined with the herpes virus
as a cofactor. 33

~nc_er o~

the uterine cervix is almost unknown in nuns . The list of

~ rruolog1cal factors associated with cancer of the cervix have been known
~number of years. They constitute a formidable list indeed: broken
act' _age, multiple marriages , extramarital sexual activity , premarital sexual

ifk!IVJty, early age of first marriage, early age of first intercourse , multiple
rnu~~~ abortions, illegitimacy, multiple sexual partners of the woman,
e sexual_ partn~rs of her husband, history of prostitution , history of
On transmitted d1sease , low socio-economic status, and urban residence.
rest . 1. e other hand, common denominators of the low risk groups are:
~ct•~e codes of_se~ual conduct (chastity) , and religious endogamy , e.g .,
A. w 0 marry Wtthm their religious faith , particularly of the Jewish faith .
study of 750 Taiwan prostitutes by Sebastian et a! provided strong

se"Jh
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support for Coppleson' s theory . 34 Their women su.bjects did ~t
trade until they were aged 18 . They showed a low y1eld of cerv H
of 10 .7 per 1 ,000, indicating that it is sexual activity du~ing th
phase of active metaplasia which predi.sposes t? cervical d:
neoplasia . Many authors feel that there IS a contmuui? betwe
and neoplasia , including invasive cancer of the cerv1.x.
A new hypothesis of the etiology of cancer of the cervix has b
3
by Skegg et al , underlining the importance of the ~ale f~ctor.
point out that concentration on female sexual behaviOr fatls to e
epidemiological features of cervical cancer, e.g ::
.
1. the extremely high incidence in parts of Latm Amenca
chastity before marriage and fidelity within marriage are hi[
some of these societies;
2 . the large decline in mortality in many western co~ntrie'
half century or more which started long before screenmg p r

tart their
Jysplasia
iolescent
[asia and
dysplasia
proposed
1e authors
tin several
~ re

female
valued in

e r the past
ams began

in 1965;
3. the low risk in Jewish women;
4. the association with cigarette smoking, which appears to l 1dependent
of sexual risk factors, and
5. the possible association with oral contr~cepti.ves.
If cancer of the cervix is eaused by . an mfect1ous age transmitted
be of great
venereally the sexual background .of each ma~e partner ~ ~
la-in-situ in
importance. In one study of cervical dysplasia and car~n
·sk increased
women who claimed to have had only one partner, the relat1v
he husbands
with the number of sexual partners their husbands reporte
of affected women were also more likely to have had vene J disease, to
have visited prostitutes and to have had affairs during m ; tage.
In some Latin American societies, women are expected tt ave ~nly one
h ehavwr was
partner , whereas their husban?s. m~y h ave ~an~ · S uc
:
vors the
characteristic of European societies m th.e V1cton~n ~ra .d. fa h have
flouri shing of prostitution . Cali in Colombia and Recife m F tz!l bot . d
· ·
h ' h •r than Umte
incidence rates of cervical cancer f 01.1r to s1x times 1g t
fi . cy
Kingdom registries . It has been suggested that this could be c' uc ~o de !CI~n en
of Vitamin A in South American countries. Howev~~ prostl'Ution h~s ;en
a prominent feature of life in these countries and VISits to r .. othels . Ytheir
10
may account, at least in part, for the high risk of cervical ..:ancer
wives.
. .
.
.
h
terized the
The decline in mortality m cervical cancer, which has c arac b ween
·
·
d t ·
men born et
,
present century' was mterrupted by mcrease ra es m wo . . e 1939-4'
1911 and 1926 who spent part of their early adult lives dunn g th d ' 'the
war when th~ incidence of gonorrhea was high. This sugge~te es in
re;ence of an infective agent which was increased by the c angh , 36
P
.
h b
b
d its aftermat ·
customary sexual partnerships broug t a out Y war ~n
f sexual
0
The general decline in mortality may involve changmg patt.erns mbled
behavior in men from Victorian and Edwardian patterns w hich rese ctard··
.
.
h
h
·
" double stan
those of contemporary Latm Amenca w ere t ere IS a
rterlY
Linacre Qua
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of sexual morality with much resort by men to prost itutes .
In contemporary western society, the so-called permissive soc iety, marked
by increasing premarital sexual activity , particularly in women -both me n
and women tend to have several sexual partners. C e rvical cancer mortality
rates in young women have begun to rise again, at least in Britain and New
Zealand.
Another important etiol ogical factor is related to the husband's occupation.
There is a high mortality in the wives of men in spec ific occupations which
involve travel and absence from home. There is also evidence which suggests
that, if cervical cancer develops in a man ' s first wife , hi s sub seque nt wife
may be at an increased risk. This might reflect transmission of a virus from
the male , the identity of which virus is as yet unknown .
Malignant di sease is the most common cause of death in women aged
25 to 50. While the immediate effect of the Pill on vascular disease was
~ccepted fairly quickly , the increased risks of malignant disease and mental
lll.ness have taken longer to be acknowledged and quantified by large scale
tnals. 37 In the Oxford/ F.P .A. contraceptive study of 17 ,032 women aged
between 25 and 39, there were twice as many deaths from neop lasms (25.3)
as compared with circulatory disorders (12 .3). 3 8 , 3 9
A 1978 report of thi s same study was entitled "Neoplasia a nd dysplasia
0 ~ the cervix uteri and contraception: a possible protective effect of the
~1aphragm". Sixty-five of the women developed cervical neoplasia , the
mcidence rate in diaphragm users bei ng 0 . 17 per I ,000 women years of
?bservation as against the much higher rates of0 .95 in Pill users and 0.87
10 those fitted with an I. U. D. All s ix women who developed invasive cancer
h~d been using the Pill at the time of entry to the study . For the first time,
~Iga~ette smoking was reported as a major ri sk factor in cervical neoplasia
In th1s study. Al so, as compared to Pill and IUD users , diaphragm use rs
were less likely to have had coitus at an early age and had had ntaterially
fewer sexual partners . 4 0
ln. 1980, Harris et al showed that the ri sk of cervical dysplasia or
ca.rcmoma-in-situ increased with duration of Pill use, while the risk decreased
w;th prolonged use of barrier methods . They also found that the number
0
pa~ners exerted effects independently of age at first intercourse . Cigarette
smok~ng once again showed up as a significant risk factor. 41
Meissels et al, in a study of French Canad ians in Quebec , found in 2,017
~omen with mild and moderate dy splas ia highly significa nt correlations
fl tween early age at first coitus and oral contraceptive use . When corrected
or age at first coitus, there was a significant excess of dysplasias in Pill
~~~r Dys.pla~ia of ~he u~erine cervix beh.a ves epidemiologica~ly like
w dnoma-m-s1tu and mvas1ve squamous ca rcmoma, they stated-m other
atf~ s, es~entially as a venereal di sease . It remained to be seen whether
si rplaslas form one continuum or whether there are two morphologically
ffil ar. but biologically di stinct forms of dy splasia - one more frequent,
~~ssmg SJ?Onta~eously; the other relatively rare , progressi ng to carcinomau and mvas1 ve carcinoma of the cervix. 42
ovember , 1985
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Stern et al, in a study of 300 women with cervical dysplasia
>mpared
to 300 with negative smears, found that those using the Pill had
increase
in both severity of dysplasia and in the incidence of co!".version to
·cinomain-situ. The probability of progression from dysplasia to cancer
' ill users
was 0.3 after seven years, compared with 0.05 in non-users.
ad used
In the American Walnut Creek study of 16 ,638 women, 6 1
e major
the Pill while 50 % of those aged 50 to 54 had taken estrogen
d to only
cause of the 170 deaths were malignant neoplasms (45 %), comr
nificantly
15 % of deaths due to vascular causes. Cancer of the cervix was
nas were
increased for those under 40 years of age. Malignant mela
significantly increased as was lung cancer. in Pill users who
1ked . All
six cases of urinary tract neoplasms and SIX of the seven th )
J cancers
occurred in users.
.~ 6 to 15.2
Registration rates for carcinoma-in-situ have increased fro n
he largest
per 100,000 between 1965 , when registration began , a~d 197 ~
134
group
increase in new cases is in the 15- to 24-year-olds (ten times) 2
.1
res
show
(five times) and in the 35- to 44-year-olds (twice). These
cal
cancer
considerable increases in the incidence of both breast and ce
since the early 1960s when the Pill was introduce~ . . estrogen
" replacement" therapy became fashionable. The larg~st ~n c 1 , e is in the
of cancer,
15- to 24-year-olds who, although they still have a low mc~d e t
..:
Pill . This
have only recently become the main age group to start usmg
mes
. Their
age group has a risk of double exposure to exogenou~ h01
the
mini.
,
mothers may have taken them during pregnancy or lactatiOn (1
44
Pill or Depo-Provera) .
A very recent study by Holst and Abyholm 45 lo~ked at a ·oup of318
women with tubal infertility in Norway. Women w1th tubal fertility due
to pelvic inflammatory disease tend to have many of the ri sk tctors which
characterize women who develop cervical neoplasia. Th i rt ~ nne ~f th.ese
women (9. 7 %) had dysplasia of varying degree or ca re ' ~a-m-sl~
Fourteen (4.4%) had severe dysplasia or carcinoma-in-sit u Th1s was
times the national average for women in the age group f2t' 39). Amon~
200 unselected infertile controls, one patient had moderat and one sevher
• &
·1··.
The aut ors
1t • .
dysplasia. Both of these were found to have tubal m.ertl
conclude therefore that women with tubal infertili ty represe~t as
'
' group for the development o f precanc e rous lesiOn
comparatively
high risk
of the cervix.
nd 1977
In the U.S.A. the use of the Pill fell by 25 % between 1974 a
hod
46
but increased by 25% in the U .K. The Pill is the contraceptive me~ of
of choice for young unmarried girls who are now at much g rea~~ ~~~ned
becoming promiscuous than they were 2.0 year_s ago and havmgmatbabies.
pregnancies , abortions , sexually transmitted disease and abnor
a rs
The prestigious medical journal, Lancet, is noted for the number ofp ~of
· th.e media becaus
it has published which have aroused a fu ror ~n
h Lancer
consistently dramatic discoveries concerning the Ptll 's Ill effects. T ~ Prof.
on Oct. 22, 1983 , published not one, but two such papers, one Y
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M.C. Pike and his group in Los Angeles 4 7 on breast cancer and the Pill
and the other by Prof. Martin Vessey and his colleagues on the possible
adverse effect of the Pill in cervical neoplasia. 48 The reaction of the media
and of medical leaders in the field of family planning to this ' 'bombshell''
was characteristic - one of startled dismay and , in the case of many of the
doctors , disbelief. In fact both studies confirmed evidence which had been
mounting for some time .
As these papers were published when mine was well advanced I shall
deal with them both at this point as what one might call a Stop Press item.

The Breast Cancer Study

~ike and his colleagues carried out a case-control study of 314 breast cancer
patients aged less than 37 years at diagnosis and 314 individually matched
controls to assess the influence of the Pill on the risk of the disease. They
foun~ t~at long term use of the Pill , before age 25, of the combination type
c~ntam1?g a "high" content of the progestogen component, was associated
Wtth an mcreased risk of breast cancer. The relative risk was approximately
f~ur after five years of such use , and nine cases and no controls had used
Pills o~ this type for more than six years before age 25.
Prev10us studies of this type had few data on long term Pill use before
the .first full-term pregnancy.
Pike et al postulate that , as the combination Pill suppresses ovulation
~
.
'
ere IS a lack of rupture of the s·urface of the epithelium of the ovary and,
hen~e, a decrease of mitotic activity in this area where ovarian cancer arises.
A Similar lack of activity characterizes the effect of the Pill on the
enfdometrium, the peak of mitotic activity taking place in the follicular phase
0 the normal cycle .
1 In the breast , the reverse occurs, mitotic activity reaching a peak in the
uteal phase due to the effect of progesterone acting in combination with
estrogen. Combjnation oral contraceptives , with their mixture of estrogen
~rogestogen, may therefore stimulate breast tissue mitotic activity. The
~- .r the estrogen and progestogen content of the Pill , the greater the mitotic
at IVJty and hence the increase of risk of breast cancer. If Pill use begins
thean early age, when long and frequently anovular cycles are still common,
fi n the longer the time and the more intense the stimulation before the
Irst pregnancy.

e Th~ authors point out that the use of the Pill during similar cycles
. xpenenced during the pre-menopausal period is also associated with
Increased risk of breast cancer. ·
bot~s an interesting sequel to Professor Pike 's st udy , a letter signed by
IIUbr Prof~ssors Vess~y ~nd Pike as well as two other researchers and
fo IShed m the followmg 1ssue of Lancet, announced that they were joining
in rces to conduct a large case control study of breast cancer and the Pill
Young women in the U .K.
ember, 1985
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The Neoplasia of the Cervix Study
The Oxford-based group carried out a 10-year ~ollowup of
women who entered the Oxford-FPA contraceptive stu_d_y wl
Pill and 3,154 parous women who entered the ~tudy whlie u
to determine the incidence of biopsy-proven cervical neoplas1 <.
of invasive cancer , which were of squamous _typ~, occurred
the oral contraceptive group. Both carcinoma-m-s_Itu and cer~
also occurred more frequently in this group than m those usr
incidence for all three forms of neoplasia combined, rose fran-,
woman-years in those with up to two years Pill-use to 2 .2 per
years in those with more than eight years Pill use . There w a ~
among IUD users , where the rate remained c~nsta~t , aroun
woman-years. The great majority of cases of mvas1ve cancei
by means of cervical sme~rs. The agwegated data for all f01
neoplasia provided considerable ev1d~nce for an assoCiat
contraceptive use ~ a disturbing find1?g.
.
Vessey and colleagues had already pomted out fro~ result,
FPA study published in 1978 that the use of the ~mphrag .
protection against cervical neoplasi~ and that all SIX warne
in whom invasive cancer of the cervix had developed at that
using the Pill. 4 9 Hence , women using a ~iaphragm .ar::: un
a comparison group in view of the relatively low mc1der
neoplasia among them.
.
Unfortunately data about age at first intercourse and nu n
partners were not collected f~r the women .under study . W (
durations of Pill use were slightly more hkely to be hea\
to have married and had their first full term pregnane~ at an
women with short durations of use . Similar small d1ffere•

8 parous
·1sing the
an IUD,
! 13 cases
vomen in
dysplasia
•J Ds . The
per I ,000
;O woman·mch trend
per I ,000
·e
1 detected
of cervical
with oral
the Oxford
, ight offer
n the study
e, had been
,sfactory as
of cervical
rs of sexual
·n with long
makers and
1rly age than
.:s were al so

apparent in the IUD group.
.
.
. ·· fie estrogen
h p·ll.
Cervical neoplasia was not found to be associated w1th a sr ~ '
. I ar d ose of es t.rogen or bl •Jd oft. he oral
I
or progestogen or with any part1cu
A large number of epidemiological studies conce n~d Wldt orne
· of cervica
· 1 neap 1asia
· have
·5
contraception and the nsk
. . been 1 •tollshe
·.· . . n between
showing negative results while others showed a positive asSOL l:ltiOI -term
· stu d'Ies me
· 1ud e d ven• tew ong been
risk and duration of use . The negative
users of the Pill. In the Oxford group study, no association Wl~~d ha~~ even
apparent if the data had been restricted to women of up to
72 - months of exposure .
.
ak 1·no a
.
u ~ ' IS 01
The possibility that prolonged ora I contracep t 1ve
- ~.:. .
vix eand
contribution to the steadily rising death rates from cancer. of the .c e~ gland
the incidence of invasive cervical cancer and carcino~a-m- sJt~:sentrends
in women under 34 in the last decade, should be borne m mmd.
. sexual
.
In
have generally been considered
to be attn'b uta bl e t o chanoes
e
behavior.
.
.
.
an unfavorable
It is uncertain by what mechamsm the Pill m1ght have
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influence on the risk of cervical neoplasia , but cervical tissues are known
to be responsive to the influence of contraceptive steroids . Furthermore
if the Pill d~es indeed speed up the "transit time" from cervical dysplasi~
to m~re senous neoplasic lesions as described by Stern et al , 5o this might
explam why the Oxford group observed a substantial relation between Pill
use and invasive cancer. The authors conclude that their data offer
cons~derable support to the view that long-term use of the Pill may increase
the nsk of cervical neoplasia , while not overlooking the influence of sexual
factors. They recommend that women who have accumulated more than
say, four years of Pill use should regularly have cervical smears to enabl~
serious disease to be detected and treated while it is curable.
. Now, almost two years later , the significance of the study by Vessey and
h1s colleagues remains , although attempts have been made to discredit it
on the grounds that it did not identify age at first intercourse and numbers
of sexu.al partners. Early age at first intercourse is recognized as an important
factor m the etiology of neoplasia of the cervix , while the sexual hi story
of male co~sorts has also come to be accepted as of considerable significance.
The possible confounding effect of cigarette smoking , which was unknown
as a co-factor in cervical neoplasia at the time the Oxford study began, has
also been put forward to weaken the impact of its findings.
Further evidence in support of a Pill-cervical neoplasia hypothesis has
come from. a ~HO study , largely based on women in developing countries
who~ prehmmary findings show an increase in the relative ri sk for invasive
c~rcmoma of the cervix in women who have ever used the Pill. The relative
nsk of .1. ~ 9 for ever-users increased to I . 53 after five years of Pill use . 5 1
The .hm1ted levels of screening procedures for cervical cancer in developing
~ountnes was considered important as it overcame the problem of a bias
10
favor of early diagnosis in Pill-taking women .who tend to make frequent
use of these procedures in countries where they are more readily available .
A ~nly 31% of the cases gave a history of multiple sexual relationships .
Hs 10 the Oxford study, information on cigarette smoking was not ~ollected.
ow~ver the researchers pointed out that this is unlikely to be an important
~ndtnbuting factor. Cigarette smoking is uncommon among the older womeri
In evelo ·
·
Th
~mg count.nes who made up the bulk of those studied in this survey.
e Weight of evidence from what are now numerous studies dealing with
1
io on~ed use of the Pill and the development of neoplasia of the cervix
The implication of this for women currently using the Pill
hosconsiderable.
Wever is
h
.
.
.
,
e
' somew at uncertam because the findmgs are based m part on
~pos~re to preparations which contained higher doses of estrogens and
ogest_ogens than many products now in use .
theA~~Jth the findings showing the cardiovascular risks associated with taking
stUd III, efforts ~a~e been made to undermine the findings of this WHO
in t~ ~y em~has1zmg the importance of cigarette smoking as a co-factor
lhe Pill :usatiOn of cance~ of the cervi~. ~~ seems that th~ protagonists of
ttl
ould have us believe that the Pill 1s harmless and 11 1s only a matter
"~ persu d'
a mg women not to smoke . There does not appear to be any doubt ,
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however, that cigarette smoking and taking the Pill are a
combination. 52 1 53

~ tty

lethal

. 1970 that DES m
· mothers had caused gen ital
With the news m
. . cancer
f an
in their daughters the scenario was set for the eventual recogmtwn
e
association betwe~n the Pill and cancer. By the mid 1970s, the occurr~n~n
of new growths of the liver, albeit mostly benign , had already e
10
discovered . These were related , not surprisingly , to length of exposure
· vered
the Pill.
About the same time, the news that endometrial cancer had been dtsco gen
in women taking sequential oral contraceptives containing high dose esdtro ..aJ
·
d ta
. t~ withthat
ra\•all
and a weak progestogen, demethisterone, caused the tmme
of Pills of this type from the market. However 1t was rea lized

estrogens seemed to increase the risk of endometrial cancer, irrespective
of their formulation or mode of administration.
By the late 1970s, the etiology of breast and cervical neoplasia had become
much clearer. The work of Pike and Passenbarger and their colleagues
highlighted the possible effect of the Pill in the cause of breast cancer.
Although large epidemiological trials appeared to show that the Pill reduced
benign breast disease, many clinicians gained the opposite impression. As
time went by, more women entered long-term categories of Pill-taking , or
even just aged to the point where carcinogenic agents could exert their effect.
The most recent findings of Professor Pike's research put the spotlight
square'Iy on women who had taken high potency progestogen Pills from
an early age, drawing attention to the concentration of the Pill 's carcinogenic
effects in adolescence and early adulthood . They al so showed that
progestogens, as well as estrogens , had carcinogenic potential.
The rapidly rising incidence of cervical neoplasia in young women , at
a time when mortality from this disease in older women was declining ,
worried the epidemiologists. The etiology of cervical cancer is complex
and multifactorial , involving such factors as early commencement of
intercourse, multiplicity of partners who themselves may have been
promiscuous , viral infections , with Herpes virus II and the Papilloma virus
acting as cofactors ; and now the recognition of an association between
cigarette smoking and cervical cancer . Meanwhile , the Pill during the late
1970s had entered the list , gradually establishing its claim to be recognized
as an important etiological factor.
Finally, Vessey and his colleagues from Oxford confirmt>d the findings
of others . As the wncet editorial said , in commenting on their recent paper:
"The relation reported by them and others of an increasing incidence of
cervix cancer with increasing duration of oral contraceptive .use is strong
and consistent and the progression of dysplasic lesions to in-situ carcinoma
seems to be accelerated by the Pill '' . 56
The effect of the Pill in causing thrombo-embolism, stroke and heart
a~cks, together with its disturbance of lipid metabolism , are well known.
Cigarette smoking, although the mechanism of its action is obscure, is clearly
recognized for its synergistic action in increasing the incidence of cardiovascular pathology in women on the Pill . It is of more than passing interest
that cigarette smoking has now taken its place as a contributing factor in
lleoplasia of the cervix. It remains to be seen whether there is a similar
synergism of action with the Pill in this area .
That the Pill could theoretically be an important cause of immuno~ression offers an interesting area for research in the immediate future .
Ellen Grant has said: "Most women who are allergic to the 20th century
~e previous Pill users . " 57 The Pill ' s di sturbance of li ver function could
lllterfere with enzyme removal of mutagens and carcinogens.
The responsibility for the harmful effects of prescribing the Pill for
adoleseents needs to be sheeted home to those in our community who openly
and consistently advocate it on the grounds of being " realistic " towards
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Smoking and Cervical Cancer
An association of cigarette smoking and cervical neoplasi::• ts recently
been recognized . A study by Trevathan et al in the U.SY has sl· m cigarette
smoking to be significantly associated with carcinoma-i r tu, severe
dysplasia and mild to moderate dysplasia with relative risks o .6, 3.3 and
2.4 respectively. Cumulative exposure to cigarette smoking ; measured
by pack-years smoked) was strongly related to risk of the .:onditions.
ks of 12.7,
Women with 12 or more pack-years of exposure had relative
10.2 and 4.3 respectively for the three conditions , with some idence that
the risk was greatest in women who began smoking in theit .rly teenage
years.
Generally the results of this survey support the data from pt ous studies.
of cigarette
It is suggested that cervical cells may be exposed to compon
smoke that are absorbed into the blood and then secreted r the cervical
epithelium .
The possibility of a causal association between cigarettt making and
cervical neoplasia does not exclude the possible, or even e: ttial , role of
other factors such as herpes simplex type II and multiple s• J al partners.
Perhaps the cervical epithelium, especially while undergoi nf , 1e metaplasic
changes of puberty, is particularly sensitive to the carcinog, .., of cigarette
smoke . Alternatively a systematic effect of smoking , cone vably related
to vitamin A metabolism , could be the mechanism.
By way of conclusion I could do no better than to quote 1 ->m the JAMA
editorial on the subject of smoking and cervical cancer :
.k
"Cervical carcinoma in situ is a disease of young w men. The ns
imparted by smoking is especially large for young wome n
iv~n that ~he
treatment for this disease may result in sterility it is obvious that m addtuon
to jeopardizing their lives , smoking has resulted in an inability to bear
children for thousands of women . " 55

Conclusion

°
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the reeds of the young. It seems that, to them, the ultimate evil
whi'h is to be avoided at all costs, whatever the conseq w
advocates feel that parental rights should be overridden and t
floUled, twisted or changed; that the young must have thei r
it now , unrestricted , but always " protected" against pregna·
is time , in the interests of the health of the women of our n
long the guinea pigs of the oral contraceptive industry, fo r
of this disastrous policy.

The Centres for Disease Control Cancer and Steroid He
Oral Contraceptive Use and the Risk of Endometri

1regnancy
~s. Those
law either
and have
. Surely it
1n, for too
eappraisal

lOne Study

ancer

(lAMA 1983 . 249. pp. 1600-1604)

This study showed a protective effect for women
1 had used
combination oral contraceptives. (OC) for at least 12 mont h heir relative
risk being 0.5 that of never users. The protective effect w : nost notable
for and largely confined to nulliparous women, whose ri
.:as only 0.4
that of nulliparous never users. Thi s has not been previo y reported.
However , users of sequential OCs and all other OC s we r .t greater ri sk
of endometrial cancer developing than never users , with
r, rat ios (RR)
of 2. I and I . 8 respectively . It appears that at least six day. ( progestogen
treatment per month are necessary for it to exert its protecti d"fect agawst
the carcinogenic effects of the estrogen of the Pill.
ld
The authors estimated that 39,000 women with endometr: : cancer wo~
be diagnosed in the U.S. in 1982 with 3,000 deaths, th .. ; J isease havwg
the th.ir? highest inc.idence of all cancers. It was considen ' that more t~
40 million women m that country have used OCs. Appr ,Jmately 2. f
0
potential new cases of endometrial cancer would be avcn L·d by the use
combination OCs in 1982 , according to the authors of the report.

The Centres for Disease Control Cancer and Steroid Hormone StudY
Long-Term Oral Contraceptive Use and the Risk of Breast Cancer
(lAMA 1983 . 249. pp. 1591-1595)
.l b
ore than
The authors of this report state that OCs have bee n useu Y m
er
25 million women in the U.S . and I 50 million world wide. Breast ~~~se
is the leading cause of cancer mortality among women in the U. S.. the IS
affecting 7% of American women.
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Most pu?lished studies of the effects of OC use on breast cancer were
conducted m the early 1970s and hence were unable to look at the influence
of long-ter.m OC use or the delayed effects of OC use on the risk of breast
cancer, satd the authors.
This study reports the initial 6.months of a 25 month study based on data
for 689 women with newly diagnosed breast cancer and 1,077 controls.
'f?e women were aged 20 to 54. Those with breast cancer, when compared
Wt~h controls , were more likely to be nulliparous, be older when their first
child was .born, have a history of breast cancer in first degree relatives
(mother, sts~er, daughter) and a history of benign breast disease. They were
also more likely to be premenopausal.
c Compared with women who never used OCs , the relative risk of breast
,:~ce~ for women who used the Pill for at least one month sometime in
et~ Itves was 0.9 . The duration of OC use , up to II years or more did
not mfluence a woman's risk of breast cancer.
'
A lack of association between OC use and the risk of breast cancer was
not.ed for women of all ages studied . Even long-term use (II years or more)
:~tch beg~n more than 15 years ago, did not alter the risk . Women who
1./wthe Ptll before their first full term pregna.ncy showe? a risk ratio of
mat ~en c.ompared to controls . The authors dtd not constder this to be a
bec:~~ally mcr~a~ed risk , but suggested fu~the~ analy~es of such cases b
e of thetr tmportance . Use of the Ptll dtd not mcrease the risk of
reabst cancer among women with benign breast diseas~ or a family history
0 f reast cancer.
b The authors make no claims of any cases of breast cancer being averted
Y use of the Pill .

The Centres of Disease Control Cancer and Steroid Hor.mone Study
Oral Contraceptive Use and the Risk of Ovarian Cancer
(lAMA 1983 . 249 . pp . 1596-1599)
Ovarian
· cause of cancer mortality among
wome
. caneer .ran ks as the fiourth Ieadmg
10
will n the U.S . An estimated 18,000 cases and II 400 attributable deaths
.
. 1983 . Almost' one-thtrd
. of the cases
w·u occur among A mencan
women m
a~ro~c~r among women aged 20 to 54 years. Pregnancy appears to exert
can ecttve effect, several studies having noted an increased risk of ovarian
~er among women of low parity .
lbe fie authors report their analysis of ovarian cancer data collected during
diagntrst diO months of a study of 179 women, aged 20 to 54 with newly
· mtact
.'
.
Co ose ovarian
. cancer, compare d to I ,642 women wtth
ovanes.
lobe mpared Wtth controls, women with ovarian cancer were more likely
llld t~ohunger th~n 30 years of age, to have never married or been pregnant
The ave a dtagnosed infertility problem.
~elo a.uthors found that the age-adjusted relative risk of ovarian cancer
Pmg for ever-users compared with never-users was 0.6, the risk
. 1985
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who had
decreasing with increasing duration of OC use to 0.4 in woP
o persist
used the Pill for five yea rs or more. This lower risk appea
long after OC use ceased .
d by the
The a uthors consider that whether ovarian cancer is c
tV
e theory
" incessant ovulation " of the nulliparous woman or by the altc
Jmote
its
that high levels of circulating pituitary gonadotrophi n-,
'
ill
, which
development , both are cons istent with a protective effect of '
both inhibits ovulation a nd suppresses gonadotrophin rete;
20 to 54
They estimate that the incidence of ovarian cancer in w
rher
words
might be about 30 % highe r if women had nev er used OCs .
averted
in
about I , 700 cases of ova ria n cancer in thi s age g roup wii
m iology of
1983 by the use of the Pill . Further investi gation of the c
ed in thei r
ovan an cancer and its re lati onship to OCs is clearl y wa
opm10n .
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A noted theologian and long-time member of the Linacre Quarterly editorial
advisory board, Father Connery has taught at Loyola Uni versity of Chicago,
and has served as advisor to the National Conference of Catholic Bishops
in Washington.

Claire Conroy was an 84-year old nursing home res ident who suffered
from serious and irreversible physical and mental impairments. At the most,
she had about a yea r to live, but she would die wi thin a short time if a
nasogastric tube, through which she was being fed , were removed . She was
able to respond "somehow" , although only in a minimal way. But she would
not be classified either as comatose or in a persistent vegetati ve state, much
less as brain-dead . The questi on that was raised had to do with the removal
of the nasogastric tube. Wo uld this be permissible?

Legal Solution
The legality of removing the tube was tested in the New Jersey courts.
The trial court decided to permit its removal on the g ro unds that Ms.
Conroy's life had become ' ' impossibly and permanently burdensome·· and
th~t ~~r " intellectual function had bee n permanentl y red uced to a very
Pnmntv~ level.'' Briefly , it was a quality-of-life judgme nt . It was not based
f~1 the ktnd of burden or benefit offered, but on the quality of the patient' s
e apart from the treatment .
th The guardian ad litem appealed the case and the Appellate Court ruled
t at removing the tube would be tantamount to killing the woman. According
_othe court, the right to terminate life-sustai ning treatment was limited to
~ncurable and terminally ill patients who are brain-dead. irreversibly comatose
; vegetative, who would get no benefit fro m treatme nt . Briefl y. the
:.llate Court did not depart from the quality-of-life approach but simply
Wi~~ that the quality-of-I_ife of ~s. Conroy was sufficientl y low to ~~rrant
rawal of tubal feedmg. Smce she could respond '"somehow , her
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quality-of-life was above that of t~e br~in-dead_, ~rreversibly cc
presistently vegetative, so tubal feedmg (hfe-sustammg treatment)
required.
· ·
f
The Supreme Court of New Jersey o~ert~med the dec1s1_on o t
Court and set up a triple test for termmatmg treatment ~n such
with these tests that we are concerned. The general bas~s f~r tl
Court decision was a common law right to self-d~te~mmat10 n
of any human being. The cou~t recogni~ed that th1s nght was r
but would yield to a compelling state mterest.

.tose or
legally
pellate
es . It is
upreme
the part
tbsolute

Moral Solution
The court had no doubt that Ms. Conroy, if competent, ~aul d
to have the nasogastric tube removed. The present quest1on a ;
she was not competent. How does one decide in such cases whet.
may be terminated? The Supreme Court proposed three _test ~
these decisions for the incompetent. The cou~t w~s dealmg '
from the viewpoint of law. Our concern here IS w1th the mo r.
of the case and the tests in question. Although not unrelated , the
two different dimensions and they should not b~ confused , so I
to examine these tests from a moral perspective .
.

e chosen
because
reatment
· making
the case
1mension
re indeed
mportant
1

Subjective Test
The first test the court proposed, which it called a subjec
that it be clear that the patient would have refused treatrr. r
circumstances of the case. The court enumerated several ~c<
in which the patient (when competent) might have made her mt
If it was clear that she would have refused treatment, no furthc1
be necessary.

test, was
under the
1a ble ways
on known .
-ting would

Consent and Morality
.
b h h
,. c the patient
From a moral perspective, there IS no dou t t at t e consel " ' Of itself,
is a requirement for the withdrawal of treatment (or non-tr~atn . rt r) ._ thdrawal
however, such consent would not have b~en ~ufficient to JU ~t! I:. ~; her life .
or non-treatment. The patien~ ha~ a~ o~hgatJOn to preserve ht., the atient.
Although this obligation has Its hmits, It m~st be respected h)w ith!rawing
And it would be morally wrong for the patient to consent to .
legallY
treatment if such an obligation were present. The fact that It was
permissible would not chan~e this.
. .
. self moraiiY
So even if there is clear evidence of consent, It Will ?ot of It
t as well
justify the withdrawal of treatment. This is ~rue of the Jncon:pete~he proxY
as the competent patient. In the case of th~ mcompetent pau~~~ented , but
must assure himself not only that the patient wou ld h~ve c ld cooperate
also that it was morally permissible to do so , befo re e cou
322
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in any decision-making about withdrawing treatment. Without this assurance
he would have a moral obligation to remove himself from the case.
The court indeed recognized that the right of self-determination is not
absolute but is limited, even legally , by a compelling state interest. It
enumerates four such interests: preserving life, preventing suicide, safeguarding the integrity of the medical profession , and protecting innocent
third parties. At the same time, however, the Court states that ordinarily
these interests will not foreclose a competent person from declining lifesustaini ng medical treatment for himself. Presumably, the same would be
true of an incompetent patient if the conditions of the first test were met.
This makes one wonder whether compelling state interests will cover the
whole moral obligation. Certainly the fact that there is clear evidence of
the patient's refusal of treatment will not of itself justify the cooperation
of a proxy in withdrawing treatment. As already mentioned. he would also
have to be sure that it was morally permissible to withdraw treatment before
he could give his consent. So, whatever the legality of the decision, meeting
the requirements of the first test would not be enough for a moral judgment
about withdrawing treatment.

Limited-Objective Test
The Conroy decision calls for other testing only when it is not clear that
the patient would have refused treatment. In this event it requires what it
classifies as a limited-objective test. This test demands that there be some
evidence that the patient would have refused treatment. but also requires
t~at the decision-maker be satisfied that the burdens of the patient's continued
h~e with the treatment outweigh the benefits of that life for him. It elucidates
th1s norm further. asserting that the patient is suffering. and. will continue
to suffer throughout the expected duration of his life, unavoidable pain,
a~d that the net burdens of his prolonged life (the pain and suffering of
hJs life with the treatment less the amount and duration of pair• the patient
would likely experience if the treatment were withdrawn) markedly outweigh
any physical pleasure. emotional enjoyment or intellectual satisfaction that
the patient may still be able to derive from life .

Burden And Consent
From a moral viewpoint we must also raise a few questions about this

lest. We have already pointed out that even clear consent on the part of

the· ·Patient would not of itselfJ·ustify
te
· withdrawing treatment without further
Sling. Here we have to ask whether such testing can supply uncertainty
consent. In other words, will the fact that a treatment is very
~rdensome automatically remove doubt about consent to withdrawing it.
e do not think so . We say this because even if a particular treatment is
~ery burdensome and. therefore. morally optional. the patient may still warit
1
-and many patients do. All an analysis of the burdens and benefits of

~bout
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a treatment shows is that it would be morally permissible c
patient to have it withdrawn. In itself, it gives u~ n~ as.:.ur~nce o
The fact that it is burdensome might be more mdtcattve o l
to have it withdrawn if the alternative was not legitimate . r
he may legitimately request treatment, clarity of intention will n•
by showing that refusing treatment w~:>Ul~ be burde~some a
permissible. And if his intention remams m doubt , the bene t.
should be in favor of preserving life and treatment.

it for the
imention.
intention
~ long as
achieved
herefore.
the doubt

Consent and the Incompetent
Discerning the wishes of the patient is undoubtedly di ffi•
when the
· .th e wts
· h es o 1 :rson who
patient is incompetent. How do~s. one d eter~me
is incompetent? If the person anttctpated the sttuatton whe~ he
mpetent.
he might have made his wishes sufficiently clear. But tf he . not , what
can be done? Perhaps the best approach in this event is t~ pt .e the best
interests of the patient. If it is in the best interests of a patten , terminate
treatment in these circumstances, there is reason to believe th ~ey~esent
patient would do likewise . It may be helpful to discern whe t!
tt ts m the
best interests of the patient by examining the decisions com . .: nt people
make in analogous cases . If competent people generally re1
treatment
..
t'
th;r \competent
in these cases , one can make a Iegtttmate presump ton
.
uall
patients would also do so . On the other hand, if competent p:. nts us
~
continue treatment, the presumption wou.ld )Je that incompetent I ~tents w~~ve
also do so . Such presumptions would remforce whatever ev tdc e may
been present of the patient 's own intention. Although not as rc .t leas ~~~ar
evidence of the patient's intentions , it will be suffici~nt to '":a rr ' ~~ a dect~~n
to withdraw treatment in a case where no better evtdence ts ll\ ,ulable. . ~
process clearly offers a stronger basis for assuming the consent •Jf the pa:ten
than a simple judgment that it would be markedly burdensome and . there ore.
could be legitimatdy withdrawn.

1

Quality of Life vs. Quality of Treatment
.
· ·
· If TraditionallY·
The second question has to do wtth the objeCttve test ttse ·
ke
moral theologians have admitted that one would not be obliged to ta of
treatment which would be excessively burdensome or ~ffer no :o~~ent
benefit. The test speaks of the. burdens~~ the continued. h fe of thas~essing
with treatment. The difference ts that tradtttOnally theologtans were . tude
· · seems to me
the burdens of treatment as such . T h e present d ectstOn
trnent
the burdens of the patient's life. If these burdens are the effect of the tread nt to
·
· ·d B ·f th y a re antece e
as such , the two approaches will comet e. ~t t
e
t includes a
the treatment and therefore , independent of tt, the court te
f
the
uality-of-life
di~ension.
Conceivably,
the
burde
n
result!ng.
lr~ernediM·
q
.
·b· t' or aru fic ta t'
treatment might be minimal, e.g ., ta.k mg an antt to tc, .
reatrnent.
over a short period of time, the maJor burdens antecedmg the t
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For all practical purposes, what the decision is saying is that the burden
?fthe person's life itself may be such that there is no obligation to preserve
It even by means which are only minimally burdensome in themselves or
the~r e~fects. Traditionally , everyone, even the most handicapped, had no
obhgat10n to preserve life by treatment which would be effective without
being too burdensome . The test departs from the traditional moral norm
in this respect.
The decision disclaims any intention of allowing withdrawal of treatment
based on personal worth or the social utility of another's life , or the value
of that life to others. Insofar as the decision rules out the social utility of
another's ~ife or the value of that life to others, it is being consistent with
the norm tt has set down. But it seems contradictory to rule out personal
~orth.as a criterion and , at the same time, include the patient's quality-ofhfe Wtth treatment. It is not easy to see the difference between the two.
If the court saw a difference, it should have pointed it out.

Burden, Benefit and Proportion
The traditional moral approach did not call for the kind of comparative
assessment the present test calls for. The duty to prolong life was determined
~y the burdens o_r the benefits of a particular treatment , not by a balancing
f the two. Obv10usly , no normal person would choose pain or any other
burden unless some good was to be derived from doing so , but there was
no ~?raJ requirement to measure the burdens against the benefits. In the
tradtttonal approach, if the pain or other burdens were excessive, whatever
the benefits of the treatment, it became optional. To demand such a balancing
would. be to expect too much of most patients.
baJBest~es making th~ process itself very difficult , the requirement of
th ancmg burdens agat.nst benefits could ~ead to. much more rigid conclusions
an anyone would wtsh. Such conclustons did not surface in the Conroy
case or ·m other court cases, since the concern was whether and to what
~:te~t the burdens of the patie.nt's life .with t~eatment outweighed the benefits.
out m the ~e~?ert cas~ (Ca!tf.) the Judge m the Court of Appeals pointed
be tthe pos~tbthty that tf a treatment offered " significant benefit", it would
. proportiOnate (and presumably obligatory) even if it were extremely
:•~ful. In the t.radit~onal approach , whi!e the fact that ~ t~eatment would
. ery beneficial might have been constdered a factor m mterpreting the
Wtshes of an incompetent patient, it would not have made it obligatory. If
::ea~ment caused excessive. pain, it ~ould not be obligatory even if it was
ecttve. As we shall see , m the thtrd test, the New Jersey Court itself
=~ed to depart from the balancing requirement in d;aling with treatment
IC would prolong a life of pain that would be inhumane.
theA:nal questi~n ~ust be raised about a tendency in the decision to define
IIIUchurdens of ltfe .m ter~s o.f pain. T.he traditional moral approach was
.broader. Bestdes pam , It would mclude other hardships- cost , or
111
Ytlung else the patient would consider burdensome. It may be that the
ember, 1985
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court was not limiting itself to phys ical pain but inte nd.ed. to incli : mental
pain , anxiety, privation, etc. But if the intention wa~ t~ limit legal · .hdrawal
to cases of severe phys ical pain , it was more restnct1 ve than a n al norm
would require.

Pure-Objective Test
lf th ere is no evidence that the patient would have dec lined
a third , pure-objecti ve test must be passed. Under thi s test, the
of the patient 's life with treatme nt should cl e~ rl y and marked!
the benefits that the patient de ri ves from li fe . Further , th\
unavo idab le and severe pain of the patient 's li fe w ith treatmer
such that the effect of ad ministe ring li fe-sustaini ng treatme1
inhumane .
The fi rst pa rt of the objecti ve requirement of thi s test dol
perceptibly from the objecti ve requirement of ~h e s~con d
di stingui shes this test is the requirement that the pam ~f li fe "'
be such that the effec t of further treatment would be mhu ma•
decision is saying is that if the pain of further treatme.nt would l
it wo uld be legall y permiss ible to forego it even w ithout an;
consent on the part of the patient .

catment.
burdens
mtweigh
~ c urring .

hould be
,vould be
Jot differ
st. What
treatment
What the
nhumane.
idence of

When Does Pain Become Inhumane?
This third test has the adva ntage over the second test of n· mg it look
reasonabl e (i f its conditions could be fulfilled) to conclude t consent 1 ~
withdraw treatment. One can legitimately pres ume that no rea~· tble pat~en
. . conclusiOn
would want treatment that would be .mhuma ne. W e sa1'd th at sue
could not safely be draw n from th e fact that t he b ur dens. v\ L:, great.hor
that they even outbalanced the be nefits. The key question in 11s test then
. of pam
· ma ke the efTL .., 0 f furl
is the following: When does the seventy
. er
d
.
I
d
.
h'
h
t
ded
I
'ti
l
contmue
treatment inhumane? The test me u es pam w IC an ece
.
. e
5 
th rough) treatment. not simpl y th e pai n related to treat~en t <t'. : uc h,- e/i~~
we have already dealt with the proble m~ related to a q.uah~~ -ot !1t~e cn\olely
we will not discuss that aspect of the third test. We will a sse ~" •11 L: test . .
01
· from hc· ·seventy
in regard to the inhumaneness of treatment ste mmmg
.
of
· h um<t. nc, hy
the pain . When do the effects of treatment become m
· reason
th e severity of the pain?
.
.
. . . wn sake .
e
No normal human being des ires or conse nts to pam fo1 Its 0 .
111
. arY
Ordinarily the reason that makes pain tolerabl e for the ·l1l d'' " 1'd. ua• 1 IS SO
good to be achieved. He or she is w illing to put up with the pa l1l n e ce~s om
to achieve that good . The person is not will ing to to lerate pam apart rore
achiev ing some desired good: he o r she is not will ing t~ tolera te any n~ict
pain than is necessary to achiev~ thi s good. ~t would be I ~hum,anea~~ '~n an
such pain on an indi vidual. So It could be mh um anc to Infl ic t P
indi vidual even apart from its severity.
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Even if pain is assoc iated with some good , the human being does not
automatically accept it. He. or she wi ll accept the pai n only if he or she
wishes the good. If the good is something which is obligato ry, e.g. ,
preserving life , and to the extent that it is, he or she must accept the pain
associated with it. However , the duty to preserve li fe is itself limited by
the degree of pain assoc iated with the means to do so . If the pain of treatment
is excessive, the person's obligation of li fe ceases in regard to that treatment.
But the desire to preserve one's li fe may go beyo nd his or her duty . The
person may therefore be willing to accept whatever pain is assoc ia ted with
achieving his or her desire. And if the desi re is there, any pain associated
with achieving it would not be considered inhumane. It would be inhumane
to inflict pain relating to preservi ng li fe only if it we nt beyond the person's
wishes. So , bas ically, it woul d be inhu mane to inflict pain witho ut some
benefit. It would also be inhumane to inflict pain beyond the wishes of the
patient even if some optional good was to be achieved. But the questi on
at issue is whether inflicting pain can be considered inhumane by reason
of its severity , etc. In other words, give n some good to be achieved and
the wishes of the patient to obtain th at good, would it be inhuma ne to do
so by reason of the severity of th e pain in volved?
The assumption underlyi ng the th ird test seems to be that this could happen.
What is not clear is whether it is say ing that it can he inhumane by reason
of severity, no matter what the good to be achieved, or whether it i.s say ing
that it can be inhumane because it is un reasonable in reference to the actual
good to be achieved (i n thi s case , the quality-of- life to be achieved).
Theologians would have disc ussed this in terms of the morality of lifepreserving treatment rath er th an its humaneness . They did ad mit that there
were limits to what one mig ht do to preserve li fe. It would be immoral,
for instance, to take the li fe of another person to save one's li fe. But to
my knowledge they never set a li mit to the amount of pain that woul d be
m?rally acceptable to preserve li fe. The degree of pain involved in treatment
~Ight release one fro m any obligati on to prese rve li fe . but it wo ul d not
Impose an obligation on a patient to forego treatment. It was up to th e w ishes
of the patient. So it was on the wishes of the patient that the tradi ti onal
moral approac h put the emphasis, rather than the degree of pain. Theologians
:ver argued that it woul d be immo ral to accept treatment because of the
egree of pain in volved. And the same woul d be true of gi1•ing treatme nt ,
as long as the patient wished it. A legal obligation in this regard wo uld have
no underlying moral basis .

Conclusion
re The .court ultimately overturned the decision of th e court of appea ls th at
nrnovmg
the tube fro m Ms . Conroy would be tantamo unt to tak ing her
1
e.'
~n
the
other hand. it did not fee l that th e evidence at trial was adeq uate
1
i~ satisfy the ~ubjecti ve. the limited-o bjecti ve . or the pure-objective tests
set up. But smce Ms . Conroy had already died with the tu be in situ , th ere
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was no need for further exploratio n of the case. Looking at the
a moral perspective, we have presented several reasons to shO\'
of the tests wou ld have sat isfied moral requirements. Even if
case had passed one or the other of the tests , one wou ld not hm
to make a moral judgment about withdraw ing the tube on tl
making this statement we do not wish to imply that legal norm s sl
coincide with moral norms. In the Conroy case, we have see n
was in some respects less demanding than morality would requt
it was more demanding. But the relation between law and mo ral
larger question which we cannot enter here . Nor do we wi sh
it was immoral to withdraw the tube. Rather. from a mora l
we would judge that long-term use of a nasogastric tube n
burdensome for a patient. and therefore morally optional. If tl
for (and it seemed to be the case). it would be morally perm i'
Conroy (or her proxy following her wishes) to have the treat nll.
Our purpose was simply to show that even though passing o r
of the proposed tests wou ld have made withdrawing the tube 1
not have guaranteed its rnorality.

.s from
tt some
Conroy
·e n able
·asis. In
l always
the law
, others.
, a much
1ply that
,pective.
be very
as called
· for Ms .
.thdrawn.
the other
. it would
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r A th~ol_ogian is or ought to be concerned with the "spirit'· aspect of human
~e as

It IS implie? _in

th~

noti?n that human life is

a~

least conceivable as

~ th body and spmt. It IS eas1er , of course , to spec1fy w hat the body is,

hor one can literally take the measure of that. To speak of the human spiri t,

Are You Moving?

~~wever, requ_ires the use of the language of inference and poetry more

If the next issue of this journal should be delive re d to a differ·

dan _of quantity a nd measurement. A person's spirit is appropriate ly
escnbed with the help of such terms as aspiration , duty. gratitude,
~ndence, commitment, hope- qualities which are rather affective more
. an_q_u~?titative. The poet James Dickey speaks from and to the spiritual
senslb1ht1es when he describes "the moon lying o n the brain as on the exci ted
::so~ the strength of fields . · ' He goes on immediately , ' ' Lord, let me
pu e w.1!h purpose." ( " The strength of fields", 1977) . To "shake with
rpose refers to human spirit and its ability to mobilize one's life toward

ent address, please advise AT ONCE. The re tu rn postage
and cost of remailing this publication is beco min g more and
more costly. Your cooperation in keeping us up-to-date with
your address will be most helpful.
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sumc desired e nd - the purpose~, >.vhich each o f us c la ims as o
wn cause
to us to fashion our lives, sculpt o urselves, to be a certain kir
r· person.
That ce rta in kind of person w ho is recogni zabl y the self i
uutward
express ion of spirit - all those things that compri se the feel ir
Ite nding.
w illing thing that each of us is.
-., piri t, by
So me peopl e form them se lves, o r express and no uri sh tl
refe rence to a transcendent reality o r power whose ex istence th
ke usually
, ic ist. and
o n fa ith or , perhaps, o nl y o n ho pe. Thu s, the brilliant poet. ·
o n in the
tra nslato r. Ro be rt Fitzge ra ld , e xpressed hi s spirit in thi s
l Harvard
stateme nt he s ubmitted to the 50th anni versary re po rt of hi ~
cl ass . He sa id : " So hard a t best is the lo t of ma n , a nd so grc;
.he beauty
tn take in
he ca n a ppre he nd , that o nl y a re lig io us co ncepti o n of thi n
1pe ning of
the ex tre mes and meet th e case. Our li fe times have seen t
are a few
a bysses befo re w hi c h the mind qua il s . But it see m s to me l
tnd humor)
thin o-s eve ryone can humbly try to ho ld o n to: Love a nd mer •
fa irs of the
in e~e ry day li v ing; the quest fo r exact truth in lang uage a n
.cd energy.
inte ll ect ; se lf-reco ll ectio n o r praye r ; a nd the peace, the coi •
o f a rt. "
! he ·' thi ngs
Such a sentime nt ex presses the s pirit of Mr. Fitzge ra Id : .
o ne humbly tri es to ho ld o nto " sy mbo lize the " ul timate '
: c rns· · of a
pe rson 's life. These conce rn s a nd thi s spirit , of course. :1
never more
so re ly be tested or sha ken thaf! during the tra uma occas1 i
I by serious
illness. What o ne rea lly be lieves o r ho pes abo ut the se lf aP •c world can
s udde nly o r g radually unde rgo a di stressing assa ult . In
~ ~e que nce. a
pe rson' s spirit may e nd up turnin g in the directi o n of be<..
or ug l i nes~.
g rac io us ness o r meanness.
b
I am a theolog ian . That m eans that I have c hose n to ho 1 tor a num er
of things fo r whi ch I have no sc ie ntifi call y addu ~ed evi <.k c . It h a pye~~
th at I do no t ca re much if a nyone sha res the pa rti c ular lllll ·- I posseps.
·
·
even
have neve r admired the mi· SS IOna
ry 1mpe
n·a 1·Ism o f a ny tr u 1'-'· liever
•
• . If
o ne w ith who m I mig ht o the rw ise ag ree as to s ubstance.) l do for myse t.
. the
. abse nce of ev ide
. nce) t h at t h e1e
. .~ ~ ' l 1Il1t:~ power ou,
howeve r ho pe (m
the re w hi ch wor ks fo r good . I ho pe that goodness will one day be shO\'hn
. some meanmg
· to ht· •e; t h at •tOI.g1· \ e ness IS wort
to be sove re ig n ; that the re IS
ae.
practic ing and receiving; that kindness, mercy , w isdom. gen tkne;£. cou r~hi
a nd the like a re va lid se nsi bilities to possess a nd cultl\'atc . eve n 10 h
11
wo rl d. I mi~ht share with m any o th e rs the ho pe th at hea lth is somet:an
mo re ·' true·' and des irable a nd s u sta ina ble in the cosm ic pers pecti ve t of
is its o ppos ite, illness. I ass ume, f urthe r, that most people accept m ~s th.
these kinds o f stateme nt s as e ither mo re or less true or useful. or doble
T o possess li ve ly ho pes o f the sort I have desc ri bed is not a lw~ys chre 1 ed
. nt m
. today . s world . I be li.eve that t h e h. uman 5 P1. ri t Is
n anc
o r conve me
e ethat
their
by ho ld ing ho pes such as th ese, howeve r , and I be li eve. the refo r ·
the
e ros io n unde r the conditi o ns of illness constitutes a g rave chal leng_e 10then
so.illnes~
s pi r itu a l a nd phys ·i c~ ! we i I--~e ·mg o f women an d men . .If this. be
ts of
a th o ug ht ful a nd ca nng re lig io us res po nse to the spmtual threa
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~ccms desirabl e. I sh o uld like to o ffe r a few insta nces of spiritua l threat
and a fe w e xampl es o f poss ibl e respo nses to these threats.
I.
Exactly due to illness. a n ill pe rso n may suffe r a powe rful ··ide nt ity
crisis ... Dr. Irving C oope r. fo r exampl e. a neuros urgeon at St. Barnabas
Hospital in N ew York City. ha s writte n of illne ss a nd the se ri o us ly ill
who must manage a crisis o f this so rt : .. The disease li ves in th at pe rson :
but the re is no longe r a perso n with a di sease . but a diseased pe rso n .
T_he two ha ve bec o me one ..... the disease e mbraces th e pe rso n. c las ps
hun . they fus e to beco me the diseased-pe rso n . The new pe rson may
become mo re se nsiti ve th a n be fo re . but he is neve r. neve r th e sa m e.· ·
(Irving Coope r . Li1 ·ing ll'ith Ch ronic Neurologic Disease, p . 35. New
York : Norto n . 19 76 . ) To move fro m a se lf-und e rsta nding as .. we ll ..
to that o f a ·"di seased-pe rson · · is. o f co urse . to undergo a pro fo und
crisis.. in ide ntity. T he e moti o nal compo ne nts accompany in eo s uc h a
t_rans1t1on can be devastating . For example . the loathing w hi ch the healthy
feel to~ard the ill. pe rhaps at some partly consc iou s leve l. is pa rti c ul a rl y
damagmg when the ill take upon themselves such a feeling as self-loathing .
In a mome nt of this sort. th e soul it se lf expe ri e nces .. malhcur. ·· in th e
words of Simone W e i!. In he r te rm s ... ma lhe ur stamps the so ul to it s
very depths w ith .... sco rn a nd di sg ust. ·· (S . We i!. .. Th e Love of G o d
and Affli ctio n. Waiting for God , tra nslated by E mma C raw fo rd . N ew
~ork : Ha rpe r and Row . 19 73 . ) She uses the me ta ph o r o f a butte rfl y.
Pinned fo reve r int o a n a lbum . to desc ribe th e fee ling of he lpl ess ne ss
before an illn ess w hi c h attacks bo th bo dy and so ul. a nd seeming ly. d ue
to se lf-l oathing. fi xe s the soul firml y in time and space. trapped w ith
no possibility of mo veme nt. Th e des tru cti o n of body. in oth e r wo rd s.
may proceed directl y to th e des truc ti o n of the spi rit.
Another ex ample: Susan Sontag w rote in Illn ess as Mt'laphor ( New
York : _F arra r. Straus and Giroux. 1977 ) o fth e destructi ve se lf-co nt e mpt
to whach ca nce r pati e nt s are s ubject. du e simpl y to the adve rse
t·on~otations of the te rm .. cancer .. in the imag inati o n of o rdinary peo p le.
. Still ano thu exampl e o f cris is o f ide ntity: Jam es Jones describes in
his book. World War II. how the ho no rabl e wounded see med. in a n
~n~ann~ w~y. to be subje~ted . eve n in their ow n e~es. to a so ul estroy mg sha me ove r hav mg been wo und ed. at · ·be 111 n a dran a nd
Weight o n the ir o ut fit.· · He adds. te lling ly . .. nor d o the w~unded ~ee m
to be less isola ted fro m eac h othe r. Be ing in the sa me fi x docs no t m a ke
~hem close r. but eve n furth e r apa rt tha n they are fro m th e well . · · Jame s
ones . World War II. ( New Yo rk : Ba ll a ntine Boo ks . 1975) p . 88.
The point. the re fo re . is th at ·ill pe rso ns may we lL have fundame nta l
Problems o f bas ic ide ntity due to the ir phys ica l de pl eti o ns a nd to the
~xtent tha t the ir esse nti a l se lf-co nte mpt is compromi sed . th e sta kes o f
such ~ predi came nt m ay be ve ry hi g h indeed fo r the m . The m utu a l
~au_saiJty be twee n bodily and (w ha t I am ca lling ) sp iri tual. we ll - bei ng
r Illness . are too o b vio us to be d eta il e d .
Here re lig io us kind s o f responses mig ht be a hdp . They could occur
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along a few lines such as the following:
From a re ligious point of view. a person's esse ntial di gn · loes not
need to inhere in one's self-concept , or health status, or e'
in one's
emoti onal state. Rather, from a religious pe rspecti ve. one
ignity is
conferred . impa rted, ass igned from the de ity.
Gandhi. for instance . spoke to the untouchabl es and he
ed them
" Children of God". for he knew that on their ow n tem
•ey we re
worth nothing . but from God' s vantage point. they WL 1nfinit cly
prec ious as Hi s ow n children.
rni ng the
The prophets of Israel said the same thing repeated ly Cl
impove ri shed people of the land in their ow n time an,
ace. The
carpenter from Nazareth said that the poor. the :. little ones .
e outcast.
were the o nes exactl y who we re blessed by God.
1 e mse l vc~
When th e affli cted have little reason to thin k or fc
di gni fied in th eir ow n eyes. they can at least hope to fi r 1 e m se l vc~
di gni fied a nd va lued in th e eyes of God.
Someone trained and inclined to help re ligiously co1; .ed people
see and fee l a va luati on of thi s so rt can boost th e se lf-c, de nce and
al. indeed :
thus. the se lf-esteem of ill persons. To do this would be pr.
Jress
ion of
but more. from a re ligious fa ith . to do so woul d be an 1
the truth .
Theology. in distinction from va rious kinds of counsel in; ·c h no l og i c~.
is concerned w ith testin g the truth claims whi ch :F isc
m re li giou ~
faith . At ri sk of overstatement and caricature. I am a ll pting to say
that some non-religious counselor may endeavor to he l 111 ill person
li ve with some modicum of acceptance of the ambi guitie· 1d somet ime~
the terrors o f life . But a th eolog ian is co nce rned wit! 1c possibi li ty
that such qu alities as. fo r example. love. hope. trust. g.<' incss. mercy.
and the like. are in some se nse .. true" beca use standinc. behind them.
so to say. just mi ght be a cosmic lover. a cosmi c forL ,· fi Jr good. or
some such . whi ch ca n rea ll y be trusted unrcservcdh beca use 11 1·'
sove rei!!n. rru"··
.
Theology. a~ I conce ive it at least. does not aim .ll o b~c u r i ng thL
rea lities t;f illness or of suffering. Instead th eo log y poin t-- us to a dept~
and breadth of ultimate rea lity beyond suffe ring and death wh ich JS nHJfL
rea l. more susta ining. more perduring than the suffe ring one pcrhap~
must now e ndure. My preferred example of thi s is th e gra ffit i sc nbbied
on th e wa ll of a sanctuary by someone doo med and then exec uted 0 ~.
the Nazis : · ·1 be lieve in the sun when it is not shini ng: I be lieve 111 10 'L
when it is abse nt : I bcli cw in God eve n when He i ~ ~ile nt
.
. To be able to say th at. fro m '.' ·irhin the ext remiti es of life . ~ u~f~~~~f,·
Illness. or at th e pomt ot death 1s not chlid1s h. nor~ ~ 1t nece~s,tnl) :
wishful thinkin g. To believe in th ose thin !!s in thi~ world. wi th one~
eyes wide ope n ~ mi ght be wishful thinking indeed. But more. to hciiC' L
those thin gs mi ght wel l be to believe what i~ rea l and true .
J
. preparelt to o r·r·cr tht:. h<lpc an
I I h.1111\'· ~ a re~lig ious pe rson IS
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encourage ment th at th at kind of attitude is not onl y practical - as the
placeb~ effect. for .example.. is practical - but that hope is valid because.
accordmg to relig10us faith . it is warranted by something or so meone
real and tru e .
3.
The theologian can. in so·me instances. be a help not onl y to the ill.
but to h~alth care professionals. Thi s can be acco mpli shed ind irectl y
b~ helpmg. the Ill. and perh aps their families. to make a mature
d1ffere?t1 ati on between mag ic and grace.
I believe that many peopl e a re respectful of th e effi cacy of hope. Yet
w~ are equally respectful fo the requirement to honor the self, and others.
With a truthfulness based upon valid inferences from hard statistical data.
Ho~ t.o keep the doo r open to reali sti c hope. and not enge nder reckl ess
opt1~11 ~ m. o r pres umptu ous despa ir. must surely be a terribl e and
pers1stmg burden to people i~ . the health care pro fessions. I myse lf have
!hough.t there was a correlati on between wild optimi sm and the belief
1
~ mag 1ca~ cures. The fig ure of Don Quixote comes to mind . One recall s
his ~harmmg con fi dence in the mag ical powers o f the mythi cal " balsam
~f F1erabras. · · a wonderful panacea . He says to his dear friend . Sa ncho.
It not only heals all w~unds . but even defi es death itself. If thou shouldst
see my body cut in two . fri end Sancho. by so me unlu cky bac kstroke .
you must. carefull y pick up th at half of me whi ch fa lls on the ground.
and clap 1t upon th e other half before the bood congeals. then give me
a draft of the balsa m of Fie rabras and you will presently see me as sound
as an orange .. (l.ii. 2) .
. There are opportuni sts enough in my profess ion. and perhaps also
~: th.e health ca re profess ion: who pretend , at least slightly. to mag ical
almg powers. W1th or Without them. however. we tend not to be
respectful of the innocence of a Qui xote these days and so are compelled
10
P.ur~ ue understandings of trag ic things whi ch offer hope on a more
r~ah st1c and deepl y human basis . I believe that the kind of hope to which
1
ou~htfulyeople ?1ight be draw n has to do more with grace than wi th
; a; Jc ·. T~.1 s was di splayed t~ me un fo rgettabl y in that spiritual class ic.
Pa Duu .\ of. a Country Pn esr. b~ George Bernanos, (translated by
mela Morn s. New York : MacMillan. 1966). In this book the author
manage · t b ·
h
'
a ain . s 0 . nng ~ut 1 e presenc.e and power of grace as a miracle,
bg rest the foil prov1ded by a~ e~bltte red woman whose soul is poisoned
. Y
sentment. The woman s li fe has bee n wrecked not so much by
I 11ness
·d
h
.
·
. or. acc1 ent as by the tenac ity with which she holds to herself
1 111
e JUStJ ce she perceives has bee n done to her. Here her soul becomes
completely poisoned . closed entirely to the operati ons of God 's grace
upon her .

0

/~ that gre~t s.tory. however. is another fi gure. He is dy ing slowly
the ~~e r . With 1ts eve r-pr~s.e nt pam. ~h at fill s this man's life is not
n. or perhaps a JUSti fiable despair , but rather his commitment
10 /
he ~~e out ··.the everyday ness'· of wh~t remai~ s to .him . He does what
els obhged and able to do, consistent w1th h1s own history, his
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commitments. his appointments. At the moment of his death
fricml
leans close to him. stra ining to catch the man 's last words.
~ y arc :
·· ooes it matter? Grace is eve rywhere ." (p. 255)
A theologian might say that though that man · s body was
' royed .
ffering
yet he saw God. Hi s sou l was tried in the crucible of hu mh
,egrity.
and by some miracle it emerged purified with the clarity. th
of a gem stone . There is no magic in that story, but th ere 1 miracle
fication
in it. and it is the miracle of God's grace and the consequent
an"s lot
of the human spirit . The physical adversity which was th
h seems
became the occasion for the emerge nce of a spirituality
this sort
to have triumphed over and through his extremity. A stor_
'J red the
is not altogether unusual. for we know many who have
p reciou~
dark night of the soul and have come through with so
this sort
semblance of greater. more complete humanity. An even
does bear witness to the truth of the enhancement of th e I 1an spirit
ly in thi ~
under adversi ty. A person religiously convicted might pre,
of truth .
sense be inclined to speak of a miracle of grace as a m u
!race that
A religious person might skil lfully point to the realit y
can fill any life with surprising refreshment, and perhaps tr; ormation
One. of course, does not wantto speak too glibly of th e ~
1ings, nor
does one want to appear to dispense grace as if it were n JC . for the
two are quite different. One does , however, want to be ' .:ast aware
of the fait h claim that grace is present and operative in ..: , and that
its presence and efficacy somehow in certain contexts. ; ~a st, seem
sel [-authenticating and therefore , essentiall y "true" .
I conclude. At its best. religion and some of its various praL toners have
sought sincerely to assist people in the wonderfu l and terr il ng busines~
of li ving and dying. Somewhere between these limits of li\ ' :l and dytng
are the moments of a person's illness within which a religious 11 .. or woman
may point - kindly, unobtrusively , wi th humility - to tht hope whtch
sustains and assists people in different circumstances, in variou cxtremtues.
and which has done so through countless generations. Surely 111 the absence
of the scientifically measurable , one in~y yet fortify another (" ho is already
religiously convicted) in this hope : that rrusring in the power of Io~e .
generosity. goodness. and the like, and possessing at least a conferred dtgntt~
and value, one may sti ll live and so one may still die in th e pr~se nce 0
grace, i.e ., gracefully. To trust in these things and live in th i'> fas hiOn. fron~
a theological standpoi nt , is more than simply practical. It is warrante
ultimately because. to the eyes of faith, it is essentially true.
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.

We '!leet on an ausp tctous day to ex plore more effective ways of
:servmg, protecting and fostering human life - the 40th anniversary of
dend ofthe war in Europe , which claimed millions of lives both European
a~ II American. It was also a war in which, tragically , the ~ord Holocaust
~ for~ver emblazoned in history . We must never forget!
hts ~nmversary is not only for remembering victory over the forces of
ton , which led to this savage destruction of life ' but also for
rOpPress
~om · ·
D . mitttng ourselves to preserving and nurturing all human life.
of ai!y we encounter news headlines which reflect the growing complexity
contempor
I.D h
'd d
.
global
a:~ 1 e, t ~ r~p1 evelopment of science and technology , the
for ltmtted natural resources and the violence which
l·s
so ramcompetitiOn
·
'
hu
. pant m parts of our nation and world . The problems of contemporary
mantt~ are enormously complex, increasingly global
and ominouslv
th reaten
· '
rer . mg to human life and human society . Each of them has moral and
!gi~us dimensions because they all impact human life .
"'limes
.
It is
. ' we may c•ee I he IpIess and powerless as we confront these .tss ues.
com cr~ctal . that we develop a method of moral analysis which will be
~espepre.
ens1ve enough to recognize the linkages among the issues, while
ctmg th · d . ·
e In tvtdual nature and uniqueness of each. During the past

1\\

~ember,

1985
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yea r and a half, I have addressed thi s task through the devel
.. consistent ethic of life" - popularl y referred to as the "seamlc
approach to the broad spectrum of li fe issues.
I come before you today as a pasto r, not a health care pr'
theoretician, not a philosopher. not a politician or a legal expert
I wi sh to share with you the teaching of the Catho lic Chu rch
to human life iss ues .
I am ve ry grateful to Father Baumhart for the invitati on l<
on · ' The Consistent Ethic of Life and Health Ca re System s
briefl y describe the concept of a consistent ethi c. The n 1-wi
challenge it poses to health care systems, both in te rn:~ of· :e t a ~.:
ethi cs questi ons and in regard to " contemporary social Jl

ent of a
:.~ rment "

.ional or
a pastor.
pertains
lress you
will first
.plore the
medical
c issues.
0

0

l. The Consistent Ethic of Life
I carefully
Although the consi stent ethic of life needs to be finely t~ n c ,
to specific
structured on the bas is of values, principles, rules and appltcat
,f its bas ic
cases. thi s is not my tas k here . I will simpl y hi ghlight s o~
111 to health
components so that I can devote adequate attention to its appl:
care systems and the iss ues they face today.
an person:
C ath olic social teaching is based on two truths about the '
~
as sacred .
human life is both sacred and social. Because we esteem hum•
,nent.
from
we have a duty to protect and foster it at all stages of dev<
-wledge
that
conception to death. and in all circumstances. B~cau s~ we <H
·nvironment
human li fe is also sociaL we must develop the kmd ot sociC'
th at protects and fosters its development.
·
Prec isely becau se life is sac red. the taking of eve n one · nan li fe is a
mo mentous event. While the presumption of traditional C: ,Jic teaching
lll!l of human
has always been aga inst taking human life. it has allowed the
1
life in particular situations by way of exception - for c ' ple in selfde fe nse and capital punishment. In recent decades . .,wever the
pres umptions against taking human I ife have been strcn!:'' .·ned and the
o·· . , . of the
exceptions made ever more_restri cti v~ . .
Fundamental to thi s shift 111 emphas iS IS a mo re ac ute r\ ' cpllOn
multiple ways in which life is threate ned today. Obvious!) , c~c h quesuon~
· h r · ce ntun e~ as war. agg ression and capital puni shment have been w11 u • ~ 0 1
. ·ons
·
·
h
·
h.
h
th
'
·e
·t•:·
·Icnt
quesll
they are not new. W h at IS n ew 1s t e context 111 w IC
e~ ' · .'
. r eth ic
ari se. and the way m wh1ch a new context shapes th e co n t< n t ot ou
0

0

0

•

of life.
.
. .
..
. . . . ·hnologYOne of the major cultural tactors atfect111g human ltte toda) Js tee . I)'
.t.
.
.. le prevwus
Because of nuclear weap? nso we now_ threaten l1 e on a. :-.c<~ . War II .
unimag inable - even after the ho rnbl e expe n encc ot WoJid . ·are.
·
Likewise. modern medical
technology opens new opp01·t UIl ii!C
. ·.S tor .c. we
.
t'
l'f
•
L Jv ino as
1
but it also poses potential new threats to the sancti ty o
L: ·
e· .. ce a
. technolog•ca
. I deve Iopme nI . Ill L:·ans· we 1a
do, in an age of careemng
qualitati vely new range of moral problems.
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The protection , defense and nurture of human life in volve the whole
spectrum of li fe from conception to death , cutting ac ross such iss ues as
genetics, abortion, capital punishment , modern warfare and the care of the
terminall y ill. Admittedl y these are all distinct problems, enormously
complex , a~d deserving individual treatment . No single answer and no simple
response will solve them all. They cannot be collapsed into one problem ,
but they must be confronted as pieces of a larger pattern . The fact th at we
face new challenges in each of these areas reveals the need for a consistent
ethic of life.
pre-condition for sustaining a consistent ethi c is a " respect life"
att1tude _or atmosphere in society. Where human life is considered "cheap ..
~n~ eas1ly " wasted," eventually nothing is held as sacred and all lives are
In Jeopardy . The purpose of proposing a consistent ethic of life is to argue
that success on any one of the issues threatening life requires a concern for
the broader a~titude _ in society about respect for li fe . Attitude is the place
to ~o?t an ethic of ltfe . Change of attitude, in turn. can lead to change of
pohc1~s and practices in o ur soc iety.
Besides rooting this ethi c in soc ietal attitude, I have demonstrated, in a
number of recent addr~sses, that there is an inner relationship - a linkage
- _among the several Iss ues at the more specific level of moral principl e.
It IS not my intention to repeat these arguments today.

!he

.. ~evertheless, I would like to examine briefl y the relati onship between
ng~t to li fe" and " qu ality of life" issues . If one contends. as we do, th at
the r~g~t of every unborn child should be protected by civil law and supported
by CIVIl consensus, th e n our moral, political and economic responsibilities
do not stop at the moment of birth! We must defend the right to life of the
weakest among us; we mu st also be supportive of th e qua lity of life of the
powerless among us: the old and the yo ung, the hungry and the homeless .
t~e undocumented immigrant and the unemployed worke r. the sick. the
~.Isabled and the dying. I contend that the viability and cred ibility of the
se~ml~ss garment " principle depend upon the consistency of its
application.

~~~h a quality-of-life posture translates into specific political and economic

P<>s_1110 ns- for example . on tax policy . ge nerati on of empl oy ment. welfare

po1ICy
. .
.
.
· nutntion and feed111g prog rams and health care. Consistency means
we cann t h
.
.
.
o ave 1t both ways: we cannot urge a compass ionate society and
;~;~~us pub.lic and pri ~ate poli~y !?_ protect th_e ri ghts ?f the unborn and
beh g~e that compass iOn and sigmficant public and pn vate prog rams on
be alf ot the needy unde rmine the moral fiber of soc iety or that they are
se%tond the _proper scope of gove rnmental responsibility or that of the pri vate
or._Neither can we do th e oppos ite!
thaTh~ Inner relationship among the va ri ous life iss ues is fa r more intricate
to ~. can s ketc~ here. I full y ac know ledge this. My inte ntion is merely
healnng. that bas1c linkage into focus so I can apply it to the issues fac ing
th care systems today.
·
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2. The Consistent Ethic and " Classical" Medical Ethics (

stions

As I noted at the outset. the consistent ethi c of life poses a cl cnge to
testions
two kinds of problems. The first a re .. class ica l .. medi cal eth ic
to the
whi ch today include revolutionary techniques from ge net
nd what
tec hnologies of prolonging life. How do we defin e the problen
does it mean to address th em from a Catholic perspec ti ve?
1 an age
The esse nti al question in the tec hnologica l challenge is t h i ~
!11 /d do"'
when we can do almost anything. how do we dec ide what w e
mythi ng
The eve n more demanding questi on is: In a tim e when we ca n
do? My
technologicolly. how do we decide 11/0 ra//r what we shoul d
1ealth of
bas ic thesis is this: Technology must not be allowed to hold 1
human beings as a hostage .
outlined
In an address in Toront o in September. 1984 . Pope John Pa
three temptations of pursuing tec hnolog ical deve lopment :
ous force
I ) pu rsuing deve lopment for its ow n sake. as if it we re an aut o
resource
with built-in imperatives for ex pansion. instead of seeing it
to be placed at the service of the human fa mil y:
constant
2) tying tec hn ological development to th e logic o f profi t
ers or the
eco nomic ex pansion without due regard for the ri ghts of \
needs of the poo r and he lpless:
3) linking technological development to the pursuit of maintci1
:: of power
instead of usi ng it as an instrument of freedom .
out. is 11111
The res ponse to these temptati ons . as the Ho ly Father poi1
'
· We need
to renounce the technolog ica l applicati on of sc ienti fic discm ,
y
. We also
sc ience and technology to he lp sol ve the probl ems of hu m
need to subj ect tec.hnolog ical applicati on to moral a n al y~ i
ich impacts
One of the most recent and most critical ethi cal qu estion '
d
engineer1
the quality of human life is that of genetics, ge netic counsel if'
o
change
so
ing. Perhaps no other di scovery in medic ine has the poten t
..:
itse
lf.
radi ca ll y the li ves of indi vidual s and . indeed . the human
· advantages
As with most sc ientific ac hieve ments in med icine. th erL'
.w
ledge and
and disadva ntages to the utili zation of thi s theoreti ca l
technological know-how . Many ge netic diseases can now be , 2 110 scd early.
eve n in utero. and tec hnology is a lso mo ving towa rd trca· tent in 111ero.
Prope r usc of such informati on can se rve to prepare paren • 'l ) f the arn v~~
of a special infant or can allay the fears of the expectant parent ' 1f the d_~h vci ~
of a health y infant c;.tn be anticipated . The acc umul ation of ... c ic ntdi C datd
can lead to a better und erstandin g of the marve ls of creation and to the
poss ible manipulati on of ge nes to preve nt di sease or to effect a cure betorc
the infant sustains a permanent di sa bility.
,
On the other hand . people al so usc available diagnostic pnlL·cd urcs to secur~
information fo r the sex se lection of their ch ildren . Some may w1sh 10 usc
it to eliminate .. undesirables .. from society. Many bel ieve that t h~ prov~Sf(:
of ge neti c informati on contributes to an increase in the nu mber ot aboroon. ~
At the othe r e nd of life ' s spectrum is care of the e lderl y. Ou r marvelou.
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progress in n:edi cal knowledge and technology has made it poss ible to ·
preserve the li ves of new borns who wo uld have di ed of natural ca uses not
too many years ago ; to save the li ves of children and adults who wo ul d
formerl y hav~ succumbed to contag ious di seases and traumati c injuries; to
prolong ~he_ li ves of the elderly as they experi ence the debilitating effects
of chron~c '!lness . and old age. At the same time , some openly advocate
euthanasia, 1mply mg that we have absolute dominion over life rather than
stewardship . This directl y attacks the sac redness of each human li fe
. Other ~ew moral problems have bee n created by the ex tension of Ji ves
m Intensive care ~nits and neo?~t~ l in~e ns i ve units as well as by surgical
trans~Iants ~ nd Impl ants, arti ficial mseminati on and some forms of
expenmentatwn . Computers prov ide rapid, usually accurate, testing and
~r:atment , bu~ th~y also create probl ems of experimentati on, confidentiality
. d dehumamzat1on. Intense debate is be ing waged about the ex tension of
hv~s solely ~hrough e~traor~inary - n~ech~nical or ~echnological --'- means.
he consistent ethic of life, by takmg mto considerati on the impact of
technology on the full spectrum of life iss ues , prov ides additi onal in sight
~~ ~~e new challeng~s which ''classic~) '' medical ethics questi ons face today .
abies us to defm e the problems m te rm s of their impact on human life
and to clarify what it means to address them from a Catholic perspecti ve.

3. The Consistent Ethic of Life and
"Contemporary " Social Justice Issues
.. The second challenge which the co nsistent ethic poses concern s
contempo
· 1 JUSti
· ·ce Iss
· ues re lated to health care systems The
.
rary " soc1a
~nm ary question is: How does the evangelical option for the poor ~hape
ea th care today?

1

all~~e r_e g~rd the problem as b~sically

financial: How do we effec ti vely
te hm1ted resources? A sen ous problem today is the fact that many
persons are left without bas ic health care while large sums of money are
Invested in the treatment of a few by means of exceptional . expe ns,·ve
measures Wh 1·1
·
.
.
'
and h ·
. e technol ogy has provided the mdustry w1th many diagnostic
p t erap~utlc . tool s, their inaccess ibility, cost and sophisti cati on often
revent the1r Wide distribution and use .
th Gover?ment regulations and restri ctions cut-bac ks in health prog rams
of personnel to provide ~dequate services are but a fe;
Ofethma!distribution
· h eontnbute
·
' do not and
pr beb•acto ~s wh IC
to the rea lity that many persons
w~ ~ ly will ~ot receive the kind of basic care that nurtures life - unless
~ ~nge attitudes, policies and progra ms.
edu bi_Ic health endeavors such as home care immunization programs health
thu cation and other preventi ve meas ures t~ improve the environm~nt and
ands1.prevent. disease, have a11 serve d as alternate means of providing care .
if p ~Provmg the health of the poor and isolated populations. In the past
a Ients from rh ·
t
f
·
· . .
. .
'
built With .
Is sec or o society n eeded hospitalizatiOn , mst1tuti ons
Hill-Burton fund s were required to provide a designated amount

1
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of "charity care" to those in need.
.
>wever.
In some instances, hospitals continue to follow thiS procedure
access to these alternate , less expensive types of health care 1 ·coming
· e poor.
more difficult. Cuts in government support for health programs I
.tking it
for persons receiving Medicare or Medicaid benefits, arc
increasingly more difficult for people who need health care !1 ceive it.
insured .
Today we seem to have three tiers of care: standard care fo r
~ million
partial care for Medicaid patients, and emergency care only for ~ I
n there
Americans who are uninsured. Do we nurture and protect h f..
ardship?
appears to be an unjust distribution of the goods entr~sted to our
lement a
How can Catholic hospitals continue both to survive and to
preferential option for the poor?
.
lrd health
This is not merely a theological or pastoral Issue. Access to st,
n ited for
care is largely non-existent for about half of the poor and ve1.
ed States
the other half who are eligible for Medicaid or Medicare. The ·
Atlantic
has the worst record on health care of any nation in the · ·
community and even worse than some under-developed nat
'enter for
Judith Feder and Jack Hadley , currently co-directors of tl.
Health Policy Studies at Georgetown Universit~ , ~av~ cond u. ! research
trticularly
on uncompensated hospital care. Some of their fmdmg s a_r1
.-. pitals disturbing. They concluded , for example, that non-profi t
than Jorincluding Catholic facilities - ~o very little more for the r
profit hospitals (which is very little , indeed) . Free care prov1 d ' Yprivate.
revenues)
non-profit hospitals averaged only 3. 85 % of all charges (g r
1 indings in
in 1982. I am aware that some dispute the accuracy of the'
regard to Catholic hospitals, but I have not ~et seen data wh i· .hows that.
than their
overall , these institutions provide substantially more free L
3

counterparts .
.
d ther
I must also affirm , of course , that there are some mne r l ~ an
h
Catholic hospitals which do a great deal for the poor. Noncr'. ·less . as t e
research seems to indicate , hospitals average less than 5 % of r ·c nt charges
for uncompensated care . Much of this is for deliveries to wom .. .1 wh.o appear
in heavy labor at our emergency rooms and the subsequent ncon·Hal mtensive
care for their infants born with severe problems because o f the lac k of care
given their mothers during pregnancy·
at ion
Our national resources are limited , but they are not scarce A.s and ct
we spend more per capita and a higher share of our Gross Domestic P~o u
. t h e wor ld - nc,"tr ly twice a5
(GDP) on health than any other country m
1 51
much as Great Britain for example. Yet our system still e xc ludes at eaas
half the poor. In 1982: the U .S. share of GDP dev?ted to hc~ lth ~~r:c~ss
10.6 % against 5.9% within the United Kingdom, wh1ch has um vers
to health care and a lower infant mortality rate than th e Y· S ·
f~ ( ve
The basic problem of health care in the U .S. is manage n ~l: the el ec~hy
allocation and control of resources . The key is the underly m.g phi ~soons.
.
.
. ~o rm s man age n a l deci
and sense of mission wh1ch
mot1vates
an d m
h SIli ve
As a nation , we spend enormous amounts of money to pro lo ng t e

°
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of newborns and the dying while millions of people don't see a doctor until
they are too ill to benefit from medical care. We allow the poor to die in
ou~ hospitals , but we don't provide for their treatment in the early stages
of Illness, much less make preventive care availabl e to them .
These facts are disturbing to" anyone who espouses the sacredness and
valu~ of human life . The fundamental human right is to life - from the
mo~ent of conception until death . It is the source of all other rights. including
the nght to health care. The consistent ethic of life poses a series of questions
to Catholic health care facilities. Let me enumerate just a few .

Should a Catholic hospita l transfe r an indigent patient to another institution unl ess
superior care is avail abl e there'1
Should a Catholic nursing home require large cash deposits from applicants?
Should a Catholic nursing home transfer a patient to a state institution when his or
her insurance runs out?
Should a Catholic hospital g ive staff privileges to a physician who won't accept
Medtcatd or uninsured patients'/

If Catholic hospitals and other institutions take the consistent ethic
seriously. then a number of responses follow . All Catholic hospitals will
have outpatient programs to se rve the needs of the poor. Catholic hospitals
and other Church institutions will document the need for compre hensive
~re-nat~l programs and lead legislative e fforts to get them enacted by state
and national government. Catholic medical schools will teach students that
medical ethics includes care for the poor - not merely an occasional charity
case. but a commitment to see that adequate care is available.
If they take the consistent ethic seriousl y . Catholic institutions will lead
ef.forts for adequate Medicaid coverage and reimbursement policies. They
~IIllob~y for preventive health programs for the poor. They will pay their
~affs.~ ~u~t w.age. Their staffs will receive training and formation to see
od h1dmg m the poor" and treat them with dignity .
oflr t~ust t~a.t each of you has an opinio~ a~out .t~e importance of v iability
. espo.nses to these challenges. My pomt m ra1smg them IS not to suggest
:'~phstic an~w.~rs t~> co.mplex and difficult .qu~sti?ns. I am a realist. and
do now the difficulties faced by our Catholic mstitutiOns . Nonetheless. I
suggest that these questions arise out of a consistent ethic of Ii fe and
r:esent serious challenges to health care in this nation - and specificall y
Cat~olic health care systems .
Med1cal ethics must include not only the "classical" questions but also
~~mporary social_justice iss~es. which aftect health care . In a 1983 address
de e ~orld Medical Association. Pope John Paul II pointed out that
d' Velo~mg an effective medical ethics - including the social justice
unens1on _
· ·
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fundame ntall y depends on the concept one forms of medicine. It is a matter of
definitely whether med icine truly is in se rvice of the human pe rson,_h1 s d1g n
he has of the unique and transcendent in him , or whether med 1cme IS cons1d
of all as the agent of the collectiv ity , at the se rvi ce of the interests of th,
and well-off, to whom care for the sick is su bordinated.

I

I

He went on to remind his listeners that the Hippocratic oath deti
morality in terms of respect and protection of the human pet
The consistent ethic of life is primarily a theological cone<
from biblical and ecclesial tradition about the sacredness of hu ma
our responsibilities to protect , defend , nurture _and enhan_c e C
life. It provides a framework for moral analys is of the d1ve1
cultural factors - such as technology and contemporary di
resources - upon human life , both individual and collect iv
The context in which we face new health care agendas gl
by technology and by poverty is that the Catholic health care ·
confronts issues both of survival and of purpose . How shal
For what purpose? The consistent ethic of life e_n~~les us_to
questions by its comprehensiveness and the credib1~1ty _wht c; h
its consistent app lication to the .ful l spectrum of life 1 ssu c ~
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Father Allsopp, 11-ho has lecTured ll"idelr !Jmh in Ausrm/ia and rhe UniTed
Srares, is The aurhor (~lnui!Ierous public~lfions. He holds college degrees
from Sr. Par rick's College, Sydney. Ausrmlia, and u docwmre in rheology.
Sttlluna cum laude, ji·o111 The Gregorian Unil·ersiry in Ro111e. Fro111 Gon;.agu
~llil·ersity, he 11 ·as mmrded 111asrer 's degrees horh in religious swdies and
Ill adminisTraTion and curriculu111, and he joined rhe CreighTon Unil ·asiry
deparrmenr of theology , as associaTe professor, in 1984.

Daniel Maguire is a moral th eologian . Dearh hr Choice. in its newly
released and expanded edition. while informative on current law and medicine
Is, at its heart. a work of moral theology . 1 And rightly so . As Maguire would
agree. I am sure. ultimately when all is said and done. the ilecision to end
o~e's life. to die with dignity . to take steps to insure that the dark Siranger
Wtll come quickly when we have reached that corner. is inherently
th~ological, involving issues such as the role. place. autonomy and authority
ot th~ person in the cosmos. The acceptability of DeaTh hy Choice as a
contnbut_ion to moral theology. especially to Catholic moral theology.
Wheth~r It meets the tests of soundness and validity. depends large ly upon
~agutre's stand on these issues . Here . howeve r. I believe. the work is
~wed. unacceptable as Catholic moral theology . and principally for one
reason: the "homo agens" (the achieving person) . as Maguire calls the new
person he sees in our Post-Modern World - the person Maguire encourages
0 to be wears. in my mind. the mask of Prometheus. not Christ. the mantle
Nietzsche not Adam .

u;

. . ~. dealing with objections to his thesis. Maguire considers such matters
1

~~ors!he

<.

Do?1ino T_h~_ory
Supp~>se a Cure is F~~und: .. "They Shoot
.. · >Don t They? and ·The Htppocrattc Oath . Bemg a theologtan.
God ... posed special danger. obviously. and the rc.buttal is written
potsc and tlai r:

wfr~ym~
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The objection is . at root. a kind of re lig ious bi olog istic detcrmini,m . ~~; th ~·t .
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good reasons to recog ni ze this mo ra l dominion ove r our dyi ng. To do this is nor to play God
l>u! to be huma n. It is to do what is proper to persons as persons. bei ngs with powe rs to deliberate
and to act on their delibe rari o ns whe n tha i actio n appea rs to achieve w hat is good. 6

re~ tin g
t~ pt i on .

+.

to the C hri stian view . person' are created in the image o f the c reator God ..T~eya ~e 1 ·1·
. .. ·
d to creativit)' · co-c reators w ith God desttned. to exerciSe rutt u "
com mtss\One

lo assume thi s freed o m . Ra!her we mu st probe a nd see whe lhe r there a re propo rtio na le a nd
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Now , if Maguire destroyed a "straw man " he had set up for hi s own
convenience in the opening section of this case , it is no less obvious thi s
last statement embodies not one but actually two central beams in his defense
•Of death by election . Surely , while the initial remarks deal with knowing
right and wrong by the exercise of our own minds, the closing words move
to applying our knowledge; to the right of the perso n to act upon the
judgments of his mind. For Maguire , to conclude that some course is good
inherently implies it is moral; to judge th at an action is within the limits
of God-given human freedom carries with it the ri ght of action . According
to this point of view , as I interpret it , eac h moral person in today 's world,
as in ages past , mu st face the pa'in , must wrestle with the issues . Should
he discern after praye r , thought and cons ultation that , ass isting somebody
to kill himself by providing th e mean s, lies within the divine mand ate ,
"Increase, multiply , fill the ea rth , make it yours , " then thi s action may
be done .
Even those only casually acquainted with Catholic moral theology would

be aware of the movement toward greater self-determination in d ec is ionmaking , as well as the replacing of m a ny moral boundary markers during
the last hundred years. From Augustine 's defense of the right of the Christian
soldier to kill in battle , to Richard McCormick 's stand on letting infants
die, there is remarkable change , as Mag uire 's book frequently reminds us.
When one reads Suarez and Molina on rules for a just war , on the prope r
treatment of conquered peoples, it seems hard to justify today 's weapon s,
the legitimacy of conventional warfare; yet Catholic moral theologia ns do .
The question remains, however , whether the tendency , the drift of theology
has a limit?
Few of us , I believe , consider it morally wrong to provide s impl y

~upportive care · in the case of a spina bifida infant born with severe
Intracranial hemorrhage or some other major life-threatening anomaly. 7 At
tilt: other end of life, with Pope Pius XU 's observations in mind about those
bemg preserved " alive " by extraordinary means, most physic ians, I am
sure, do not scruple now when acting in accord with the Harvard Medical
School's " brain death " guidelines. But are there no limits? Are abortion,
euthanasia, voluntary suicide simply the next steps along the moral path?
Here, I believe , lies the theological flaw in Death by Choice. Although
the movement toward moral se lf-determination cannot be denied , nor the
11 that the Christian belief in personal dignity has been extended to death .
SCems to me that Maguire 's anal ysis gives insufficient place to the limits
set Upon the role and authority of the human spec ies embodied in those
~numental
theological so urces: the Genes is creation and fall narrati ves.
0
~d, hi s case gives too little weight to Christian hi story and moral
leachtng. Since Vatican II, all things are possible , and it is dangerous to

~act
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predict the future of theology, nevertheless, I think that M•
suffers from the same defects as Nestorius's Christo logy weakness of insuffi cient foundation in Sac red Scripture, an'
support in the writings of authoritati ve teachers in the Ch UJ
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I reasons.
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~ r of God .
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re simply
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;ptance
of
uni ve rse, according to Emil Brunner , is this awareness and
9
roles and borders, re lati onships and limitations.
our own .
The Genes is creation narrati ves take us into a world not
where Herac litus's · ·All is change," rules. While these narrat i' tre patently
the world..
anthropocentric, and we are nowh ere depicted as simply a ·· bi,
alone seen
like the othe r work s of God's hands; while we are · ·speci a
vertheless .
to have been fashi oned "'in the image and likeness of God :·
, who give .
Brunner reminds us. we are the ones who rece ive. not the c
We are " images", not self-sufficient "' lights." Created out of , .1 and sli me.
c. and only
neve r eterna l nor omni sc ient. Adam is master of Eden bee
>le . with its
insofar as . God makes him His steward , and gives him th a
ttioned but
duties whi ch out we igh its rights . " Man is not unco·
ll icient. but
co nditi oned . .. Brunner writes, " not autonomous and sel f
10
wholl y depe ndent upon the posit ing of God . "
For Christians fac ing the close of th is 20th century. Ch1 1 not Adam.
the New Testament not the Old. should be our gu ides and ~ndels. manY
will retort. "The cosmology. the social strati fications of the an cnt Hebrew~.
are not obligatory for us. They are not part of Revelati on.· · t' 1crs no dou~~
will ave r. ··Jesus Christ is the Word . He is the word and lan!!' :tge as such .01.
vo n Balthasa r reminds us correctl y. · ·As mortal ma n he ~' the spee~h
the immorta l God :" 11 But in Chri st Himself. in the New Tc~wment tatth .
the awa reness of roles. borde rs. limits and re lati onships remains. 1
· ·As child. youth . and man. as a mortaL dy ing. and resurrecti ng '~ an .
the etern al Word underwe nt limitation in order to be still the \\' hole Within
the frag ment. .. von Balthasar states . We. however. H i~ disc iples (b)
definition a relati onal word) are inescapably also ma le or fema le. Jew or
Ge ntile - people separated by nati onalit y. borders. ideologies. front.Jer~
of blood . th ought and time. Furthermore. human freedom and obllgatwn.
our aut onomy ~nd our responsibility. are inex tr icabl y ti ed to such realitiC~
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as t~~ .cos.m os itself. .T ruth , Beauty. Virtue . Consc ience. The authentic
Chr.1st1 an IS not an ex l.stentiali st fi xed upon self- realization in the future.
but a person. an esse nt ial pa rt of whose being springs continuall y fro m the
past.
.. No~ , it i s m ~ opinion that Mag uire's interpretati on of the di vine mandate
to th1~k a~d feel a~d li.sten and do all of th e thin gs th at make moral bei n a~
~ully ahve m all o f. th~ 1r sensit iv ities," as well as hi s Weltblink , are n~t
tut~~ n~l call y Ch~1 s twn m th eir acceptance of the rea lms o f re lati onships and
tlmitatlons. In h.1: c h~ pter . "E thi ~~: _ H ow To Do It ." as in this chapter.
a~e :ode! of.the ac h1ev 1n~ p~rson fit s neither th e Old nor New Testament
ropolog1es. For M ag u1~e .s moral person . "a ll is possible. whereas.
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Sex education as such does not exist , in fact. It is a conventional term ,
because the subject cannot be isolated from education of the entire person
Who in his very substance is sex ual , is a man or a woman and education
of man is a complex process. Its result depends on many factors; and this
P~ocess, in fact , lasts for the whole life of man . In the light of the current
dtscussion rooted in the proposal of introducing sex education into school
programmes, one might conclude that the sex education issue is a very new
Idea, thus indicating that the previous education of man missed, or shunned ,
Problems related to the sexual life of man. As a matter of fact , sexual
Problems were always considered in the total context of education , though
more implicitly , and more modestly presented than is now the fashion .
Isolation of Sex is Degrading
Nowadays, some try to isolate the sex ual problems of man and set them
up as a subject independent from the whole of education , which I consider
lobe impossible as well as destructive . Although man is a complex being,
Yet he is a complex unity , and sex in isolation does not-exist ; while sexual
~and his fate does. Education of man depends on the culture of the society
~n15 Which a human person lives, and on the accepted anthropology, for there
al~ays some purpose or other to education; man is always educated for
~Itt Nowadays, it is a question not only of a school program in sex
llcatton , but primarily it is a question of the whole notion of man ; and
as a matter of fact , an ideological struggle is taking place in thi s field . The
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view of
and treat
. Isolation
in fact a
Jd cannot
'1 ristianity
1clude the
· lie ethics
t and give

sex education programs that ensue are sympt?matic of a .cc
man , the view according to which one is permll~ed t? m~m pu
other human persons as things , that is, below their obJeCtive v·
of sex from the bulk of man's fate and from mor~l ~or n: ·
degradation of humanity , And therefore, people .beh~vt~g I
remain indifferent to the ideological fight waged m this ftel
contributed unique values to the world's culture. These ~al u
whole substance of man , thus including also human sex~ahty · <
do not reject what is sexual; just the opposite. Th~y mt~g n•
human sexuality the proper, that is , the pers~nal.' dtmensiOn
dimension of human sexuality is a spiritual.tzatwn of the ht
man is not a body ; rather man is in possessiOn of a body. It
up to now school programs were indifferent to the human St
since the sciences themselves provide .a usefu~ range o l
However, the sciences provide only some mforma~ton , and ed
go far beyond the mere acquisition of information.

.1

~ personal

n body -

mtrue that
t1 ity issue .

formation .
,ion should

Church defends true values
·
uch
Sexuality is fully human and relates
to the h'tg he~t va 1ue
· f~ as tlife
10
itself, human love, etc. ' and obviously th.e Church I.s nevel dt :~~~rat
these values. By the Church I mean the hierarch~ "':'Ith the I . y Fd being
the top as well as the community of those behe~mg m G '. a~
kes
conscious of their responsibility arising fro£!1 this . The < trcea~a the
statements on the human sexuality issue. Particularly . m rel ~ ~urch 'also
Holy See has issued several documents related to this. T~ ""
e of
defends all the values which are threatened . Our century ~ ~ .nt an ~ganticultural progress in human ed uca t'wn , but in a way ' more
. · tme
f h 0human
Culture given the extent of savagery and violence. The nght· t e l'ty A
'
. l l . h fi ld , sex uat af•ord
I .
Person are violated in many ways, parttcu ar y m t e te l
r
I
nd
W
t.:
·an
no
I'
h
struggle takes place , a struggle fort he o te.st va ues , a
. ,. . articular
1
to give in . We have to a~hiev~ s.uch an education- s~x educatll • m P
- such that man in hts activity never destroys htmsel f.
k call
·
h
what
the
Gree
While using the term 'man' ' I WIS to ex~ress . ' know thatsoften
'anthropos' the Germans , 'Mensch', the Poles, czlowte~ . I h. I point of
this concep~ is rendered by ' person' . But from the phtlos?p ~ca os. and
view there is a certain difference between the Greek anht rothper hand.
'hypostasis' between the German .mensc h ' an d •person' . On. t edo 'won1an·:
'
·
· · •betwe~n 'man
an the Polish
• ' 'b,
these languages
have a clear dtfferenttatton
the Greek 'aner, and 'gyne ', the German mann and . » et , nuuages.
'mezczyzna' and 'kobeita '. Hence , there is no difficulty m th~se Ia ~pecies.
When it is necessary to express a truth extending to the w~ole h~n:andifficult. .
we speak of 'anthropos ', 'mensch ', 'czlowiek '. In English, t ~· ~~ ·a man·
So I am going to use 'man' when spea~ng generally of hu ~~nhtmo~ women
or 'a woman' when treating of the dtfferent sexes. No s g
is intended .
>.
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I. DANGERS OF SEX EDUCATION PROGRAMS IN SCHOOL
The Danger of Confusion of Ideas - Loss of Authority
Although all these matters imply transmitting information , and it is clear
that parents, often not sufficiently prepared, do not feel able to pass it on
-it is necessary to be very cautious and prudent with any school program.
It is evident that the school must teach , but since sex ed ucation is truly
'education only when no information is abstracted from the ethical context ,
there exists a danger that information thus abstracted may bring more harm
than good.
The information in this field depends also on ideology. There is a real
danger that children baptized and belonging to the Catholic Church might
receive in school teaching that is not compatible with the doctrine of the
Church; they would therefore become not only uneducated, but demoralized .
Contradictory tenets give rise to doubts as to the information itself, also
the Catholic principles, if not the authority of teachers and parents
themselves.
A negative influence on the child's psyche
When such delicate themes are treated collectively, without taking into
consideration the different milieux , preparation , degree of development of
the children , it may prove that such an impersonal demonstration of the
technique of sexual activity is a shock for the child 's psyche. It is well known
that children develop differently and it is not true that all children of the
same age have , or are ready for , the same amount of information.

The danger of spoiling 'A thing of be~uty'
Of course, if one demonstrates sexual behaviour in a technical way and ,
what is more, in a vulgar way - as so many textbooks do; if one likens
human sexuality to animal sexuality, then human sexuality is shown in a
way that is incompatible with the whole dimension of human destiny and
the role of human sex uality. The result is vulgarization. a stripping of the
depth of its meaning from a certain sacred mystery.
Sexual matters easily become then an object of ambiguous jokes, and th e
Whole way of speaking of such matters is far from respectful.
Danger of misinformation
th ~eaching in a popular way, simplifyi ng matters without penetrating into
. etr deeper meaning, sometimes causes unintentional falsification: what
15
Worse. it is often the expression of an unintentional distortion tending
:change. the outlook of pupils and to smuggle in permissive ethics. This
Ppens In the most important and responsible fields: purity. Jove.
PCirenthooct. responsibility for life . etc . For instance. when one speaks in
an official handbook of ways of preventing pregnancy. and proposes
COn!raceptive methods. without mentioning marriage. it is evident that th e
Pllpt! Will become convinced that he is permitted to act sex uall y outside
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o f ma rri age, o n condition that conceiving a c hild w ill be ex c
way the contraceptive menta lity is propagated ; it treats the chi lt
facto r w hic h has to be avo ided a t all costs. Even when al
me nti oned , o ne arri ves at the co nclu s io n tha t the child is
intrude r .
The greatest falsificati on of mo ral laws and deni a l of vall
by in fo rmatio n about legali z ing a borti o n.
Quoting onl y statistics of how ma ny countries accept thi s pr
d o ing so w itho ut any co mme nt fro m a n ethi ca l po int of vi t
to the conclus ion that what is legal is right. In thi s way the hun
becomes de praved .

d. In this
harmful
on is not
J nwanted
.t

is caused
·e legally.
must lead
:onscience

Danger of immediate demoralization
Mass info rma ti on about the ma nne r of sex ua l inte rcourse '
the way of provoking o rgasm by di ffe re nt perverse me thods . <
a ny me nti o n of ethics or any prohibition , may eas ily e nco u ra ~
practices, the mo re so si nce these lessons a re also o ften tc
Whateve r the o rig inal inte ntio n , suc h an a pproac h to ~
d e prives thi s ty pe of sex educati o n o f a ll value , a nd instead
the young, it d e morali zes the m . It is the re fore not surprising t
protest and de m and a di ffe re nt prog ram fo r their children. A m
to the po int , not o nl y a d iffe re nt_prog ra m , but a totall y di ffc ·
to the w ho le problem.
It would see m that the best way o ut of thi s dil emma wou ·
these matte rs du ring Re lig io us In structi o n , w hile tra nsmi tti n
o f the Churc h . The basis of thi s teaching sho uld be the re le va
released recently by the Churc h, suc h as Humanae Vitae. Pe1 .1
Gaudium et Spes. Familiaris Consortia ,· a nd Th e Charter oj

a lso about
n, without
·ying these
1sed.
1al matters
educating
C hri stians
hat is more
11 approach
be to teach
!he doctrine
t docu ments

,w Humana .
li e Rights of

~fhuman _e xi sten ce_; and huma n ex iste nce implies sex uality. Fo r a pe rson .
!s determmed by ht s o r h~ r. sex_ua!ity. " Don ' t you know that your body
IS a temple of the Ho ly Spmt w 1thm you whi ch you have fro m G od? Yo u
are n~t your own . Yo u we re bo ug ht w ith a price. So g lori fy God in your
body (I Cor. 6 : I ?-20). Wha t mo re could be sa id abo ut the huma n body?
All of the doctnne of the Churc h since Chri st , thro ugh the doc ume nts
of t~e Holy See, is faith ful to the g reat truth revealed by the Book o f G e nes is.
It gtves a clea r a ns we r to the qu esti on o f who ma n is in hi s sex uality: ·' G od
made them , man a nd woma n , in Hi s image a nd like ness".
In a c~rtain sense, the teac hing o f the Churc h is sex educati on. fo r it lead s
man , With his sex ual_ bo? y, to sa nc ~ity, to God . The w ho le sex ua l rea iity
~f man ~n?s ex press to n m th~ doctnne of the Churc h . This beg ins a lready
m the btb_hcal sce ~e m paradt se, w he n ma n a nd woma n li ved in h armo ny
and happmess while they we re .na ked . The ir na kedness became a source
~f s_hame only because o f th e s in of di sobed ie nce . It is not na kedness w hi c h
IS sm~ul and evil - the na kedness o f the huma n body revea ls the person .
Man IS born na ~ed a n? is always uncovered be fo re G od . The beauty o f
the human body ~ s the g tft o f God . The body in itself is innocent ; only human
deeds ~ay be s mful, not the constituti o n o f the hum a n body.
Precisely the a nalys is of human sex uality de mo nstrates the beauty o f G od 's
1
"?ught and plan w ith rega rd to ma n. It also shows how trag ically m a n ruins
thts beauty w ith hi s deeds.
The Church , th rough its teaching . em b races a ll huma n matte rs s how ing
~he wa~ for a ll human acti vity. G od Himsel f reveals the ri ght dir~ction for
umantty by means of the Deca log ue.
beThe_norms o f C atho li c eth ics .. w hic~ rul e a nd co rrec t ma n 's attitudes a nd
hav10ur , accept the constitUt iOn o f ma n as God· s c reature.

th e Family.

Church and Love

Lay people a re ri ght in de ma nding from the Churc h a pasto ra l prog ram
in thi s spec ia l fie ld . .It sure ly is the first tas k of eve ry pasto r. as Paul VI
stressed .

~ne ~orgets that there ex ist no mo re beauti ful texts o n human love tha n the

.

The C atho li c Church , w hi ch for ages has led human ity wwar?s
developme nt a nd prog ress, is now accused of o bsc uranti sm . The reason 15.
its oppos iti o n to trends whic h ex pe rime nt in a nd ma n ipu late the sphere of
human sex ua lity . The Churc h is accused of incompre hension. T he norms
o f Catho lic e thics a re sa id to e nd anger the development o f ~he h uma~
pe rsonality. What is mo re. the Churc h is acc used of rejec ting s~xu:
problems , o f seve rely deprec iating eve ry th ing that is sexual. Whe re 15 1 e
truth ?
.
h
The truth is that the who le of Reve lati o n. the whole doctrine whtch ~ e
Churc h tra ns mit s, revea ls . among othe r th ing s . the im·men~e pen;pectlve
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Pnoruy to pa re nthood as the aim of sex ua l acti v ity. But at the sam e time
ant1cle of C a ntic les.

1~t is -~o~ the refo re true

II. THE CHURCH AND SEX EDUCA TIOJ\'
Christianity and Human Sexuality

!h~ Churc h is acc used o f fo rgetting the ' rig hts o f love · and of g iv ing

that the Church in he r teaching has avo ided these
mes , she has a lways e mbraced the m a nd continues to do so.
Paul VI in Humanae Vitae re mind s us that the Churc h d id not in vent the
: ;ns _o f huma n be hav io ur. but f~ ith fully tra nsmits the m according to the
and ~~~s s ete~~al pl ~n . S~e tra nsmits the~. fa ith fully a nd wit~out c ha ngeprectsely thts whtch ca uses opposttto n. Modern man w1shes to cha nge
llloral norms . so me t tmes
.
. Stt. fy mg
. h 1s
. actiOns
.
even JU
by appea ling to G od ' s
co~~an~ : " Have domin! on ove r a ll ~he ea rth " (Ge n . I :26).
lha1 ~ c~nnot c reate by h1m se lf, but tnes to transform the wo rld a nd fee ls
lhts IS hi s vocatio n . With the uni ve rsa lly pro pagated inte rve ntio n into
human
~
T
.
.
aile e e ~ 1 _ 1 ~Y · eve ry ma_ntpul at! o n _o~ the process of fec undation is bei ng
all ~edl~ JUS~~fied ,by prec 1sely t_ht s dt vme comma nd :_ "Have dominio n over
earth
M a n . w ho rece 1ved from G od the n g ht to rule the wo rld,
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tries also to subordinate man.
-; and the
But there are two levels of human activity: the world of tl
h reason ,
world of persons. In the world ofthings man, endowed by Go
1 improve
may discover the laws that rule nature and direct them. He may
y making
this world. But 'improving' man is possible only in one wa:
You must
him holier; and this is only possible with the help of grace
).
be perfect just as your Father in heaven is perfect" (Mt. 5
which is
This task of 'being perfect' embraces the whole life of n
at human
only a way to eternity. John Paul II once said: "Rememb
therefore
life on earth is only a way and nothing else . . . . " This ta~ !
e also his
the aim of human life and embraces the whole man and ther
ot change
sexuality. The fact of having sex and a personal vocation do
the universal vocation to holiness.
The bodily , sexual existence of man is essentially noth in lse but an
s eternity.
irreversible progress towards inevitable death , and with it to v.
101.
Every
whether man is conscious of it or not , whether he accepts it ·
g
of
o~e 's
human life is a way leading to God. To understand the mea
-;
vocatiOn.
own destiny and aim of life is at the same time to understand 0 1
which is always related to one's gender since man is a sex , being .

Man's sexuality and vocation
Since man is a sexual being , his vocation bears the impres ' n of his sex
and only within its orbit may he realize his vocation and tht truly fulfill
himself. A vocation which has the impress of his gender in -.. pecial way
is the vocation to one of two great sacraments: the priesthood . d marriage.
Both these sacraments demand a total self-giving , a total co T n itment and
a liberation from human egotism.
. .
The priestly vocation demands totalcommitment, a full ',..; rifice ;_~~IS
actualized in a bodily way, and demands from a man supreme dom.nwn
over his body and its mechanisms.
The vocation to marriage is fulfilled also in a bodily wa:. through an
~cti~it~ to whi~h. God Himself invites. man by allowing h ;m to co?perat~
m d1vme creatiVIty . Both these vocatiOns embrace human sexuality an
demand man ' s dominion over himself.
.h
Since the original harmony and balance has been lost , together wtt
'original innocence', this self-domination must be worked upon. It is nt
given to man ready-made , it is presented as a task to be accomp lish~d. -~
this task, which often proves difficult , God Himself comes to man sat
by giving him a special ability to realize his vocation , a special gracethe sacramental grace.
.
. J.fs
1
Whatever his vocation , each man and woman is created by God tn h
image and possesses the potential ability of dominating hi s body, alth.~~g r
there always exists a certain tension as a result of the lost balance. .~
the desires of the flesh are against the Spirit , and the desires of the Sptr~
are against the flesh , for these are opposed to each other , to prevent yo
from doing what you would" (Gal. 5 : 17).

1
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T~e church is an educ~tor in the sexual field through its teaching which
renunds everyone of the S1xth Commandment. This commandment is binding
for. everyo~e an~ do~s n~t exceed human possibilities. Christ even gives
us _methodical d1rectwns , teaching us how to handle our own body , with
whtch we often have to struggle: "But now I tell you: anyone who looks
at a _wo'?an and wa?ts to p~ssess her is guilty of committing adultery with
~er m h~art. So If your nght eye causes you to sin, take it out and throw
It away· It IS much better ~or you to lose a part of your body than to have
you~ whole body thrown mto hell. If your right hand causes you to sin
~u~ It off and throw it away!" (Mt. 5:28 , 29). While accepting the bod;
m Itself, St. Paul clearly defines what purity is , and with what it is necessry
to strug~le .. The human body becomes obedient to its owner if it is educated .
~ubordmatmg the body to the spirit - the spiritualization of the body ts true sexual education.

h:s

Human sexuality and Holiness

no~he Church clearly_ d_efine~ what is good in sexual activity and what is
H~, she shows the d1 ~me dimension of humanity , the way to hoi iness .
wever, from observmg human life , it often seems that the whole sphere
or f human
· Stigmattzed
·
·
· , that sexual activity and sexual
. . sexua1·Ity IS
by sm
eachvity lead man to sin. It would seem that the fact of being sexual is
~ obst~cle for man 's potential holiness and makes cooperation with God
~mposstble. The casuistical approach may lead to the conclusion that sex
: : obs~cle to rea~hing _God. ~his happens because in this field man departs
fi . God s plan, reJects It, and mtroduces his own plan , burdened by human
1 And thus sexual activity, born in the divine thought may become
ratty.
a sourc f ·
·
.
'
. th' eo sm, degradatiOn
, wrongdomg and even crime .. It is precisely
~ ts sphere that man's deeds are such today that we may rightly call them
~ uman' , below the dignity of the human person. Such a degradation is
p result of a lack of proper sexual education and formation.
the ro~r ~exual ed_u cation is_correct only when al~ the sexual activity of
th pe son IS subordmated to h1s progress towards holmess . Human sexuality
theushrealized according to God's plan of love, becomes for the subject _.:.
hu uman person - a source of happiness and holiness. The analysis of
_.:~n :-exuality and directing it towards fertility should awaken human
way ~ah~n, admiration for God ' s work. This domain reveals in a special
God ~ s_ thoughtfulness towards man and his body , which should worship
With tts very existence.
~e s~~ual act of the married couple can and should be a hymn of the
it is a ~~vmg to_ God the Creator. Th~n , thi_s l~ve is_total; that is to say ,
-ry special form of personal fnendship, m which husband and wife
e"'ucrousiy
sha re everyt h mg
. , Wit
. hout undue reservation or selfish
.
calc
1
~ ~:I~ns. _W hoever truly loves his .marriage _p~r~ner loves not only for
his pa ecei_ves, but for the partner s self, reJOtcmg that he can enrich
nner Wtth the gift of himself.
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Information and formation
Quite independently from the existence or non-existence of th
programs of education, a human being , endowed wit~ reason aT'
to perceive and think , acquires wisdom thanks to hiS own ex r
history. Sexual experiences, which essentially co~cern ma
structures, enter into his consciousness and subconsciousness 1
indelible way. And that is why it is singularly important to defer
from experiences which would cause wrong attitudes and con v
must acquire wisdom and understand the meaning of .sex u ~l i
more deeply . But this wisdom must be in harmony w1th fa1 tl
reaso n to be able to discover the whole truth .
The sexuality of man mu st serve his holiness and hi s lo
information must reveal thi s dimension to the pupil.
In the sphere of sexual activity , whose object and subject
person , there are no morally indifferent acts. Either ~~n rc
action God's plan , while complying with the whole d1vme n
gives ri se to happiness and is holy, or in this action man i.s
object, as a thing , which degrades him- and .then ~he dee~ 1s
The proper information must take into consideration the mtc
of the human person, who possesses a body permeated by t•
could also say that the human being is an incarnate souL ~m
and body is the image of God.

or other
1e ability
.;nee and
deepest
deep and
1e person
ms. Man
nore and
:d proper
and true
e human
in this
ty, which
ted as an
•rally evil.
·tted vision
spirit. We
ith its soul
~ es

Some proposals of proper information
Information should be given in such a way that it does not • ,e rfere with
· d.1rected tow aru ho liness.. It
the proper development of the human bemg
should be real and true, but at the same time given in a en .prehens•b 1e
· o f ' 1u rse ev1dent
way, corresponding to age and degree of deve Iopment . It IS
.
1
that human attitudes depend not only on teaching, not only C' en on verbad
transmission of ethical n.o rms, but to a. high degree_. on a n . ,tJ se rvedn;~f
accepted model of behaviOur. Observation of the attitudes o ! .tdu lts a
adult behaviour is for the child a source of information ,:nd at the same
time a way to educate and to form attitudes.
.
.. n
The basic information concerning sexual matters, the fasc inall ng ques~~d
of the beginning of human life. may be transmitted to a very small c \ y
in the most natural way by observing family life. When the w hole fam• n
. of the next ch1ld
. w1t. h JOY,
.
awaits the commg
w h en t he f ath er (!raws. attenuo
. de
to the pregnancy of the mother, de~anding from. the childre~ a speCia.t.at~~en
of care towards mummy, who "1s now carrymg a growmg ~a by · eW
he shows that attitude himself, then the children accept the t~ct_ of a .:al
baby without surprise, and also the special part the mother pl~ys •n liS ~~~re~
1
If children were born only to married couples, it would be evident to c . 10
that "one has to marry to have a child". Sometimes the chiid comes
such a conclusion by himself without any exterior informauon. . the
. stresses the specJal
' · elements w h'1c h accen t an
. d unde r1me are
If the family
role of the mother. for instance, when children on their birthdays prep
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little gifts for her at the suggestion of the father, who tells them that when ·
they ~ere born it was the mother who suffered- this instills into the child
respect for materni.ty and grat itude to the mother for giving him life .
. If the whole family prays while awaiting the arrival of the child· when
11 th~nks ~~d for his birth , when it celebrates religiously the day' of his
B~p~1sm, It IS easy to transmit to the chi ld the deepest truth of the divine
ongm of m~n, a.nd also the fact that God transmits life through the child 's
parents , wh1ch 1s why he is bound by the Fourth Commandment.
The first information abo~t. human sexual activity should be given in the
fontext of these two great d1vme commandments, the First and the Fourth:
~dore. God who has created me and I thank my parents who cooperated
wuh. H1m . In such a context the details of the anatomy of the woman are
not Important or necessary. However , since the false opinions widely
rropagated toda~ assert that the ~hil? bef?re ~irth is not yet a human being ,
t wo~Id be adv1sable to add the b10log•cal mformation in the form of a
beautiful film about the prenatal development of the baby : it shows how
wonderfully human life develops from one cell. The real photographs
generally arouse the children 's enthusiasm
If i? a family where children of different se~es are born , the older brothers
and Sisters assist at the baby ' s bath, they notice the differences of sex and
~cept them in a natural way, without surprise; they find their own similarity
th ~um.my or daddy , and thus accept their own sex . If the parents love
d'~r ch1ldren equally, ~hile taking into consideration their psychological
1
erences and demandmg from them according to their possibilities the
accep.tance of sexual differences is accomplished without traur~atic
:~nences, and the children grow within a correct inter-personal relationship
~ ~n a strong foundation of brotherly and sisterly love .
h•l.e .growing, the children comprehend more and more deeply their
lllascu~mJty and femininity, not wishing to change their sexuality, and fully
acceptmg their vocation.

ca~he corr~ct ~ode! of a father , responsible for the destiny of .his family,
andses a.dm•ration and high regard ; the model of the mother, tenderly loving
canng for all the needs of the child, gives a sense of security. No
~r~ms of sexual education will provide what the strong arms of the father
e tender hands of the mother embracing the family transmit to the
~litre~The child lear~s love at home, and only then is born that deepest
Y
the correct mterpersonal relat•onsh1p of the 'communion of
persons'.

ctn;

~ormation

and non-transmissible matters

non the family's dialogue of love , the parents should transmit the ethical
~s of ~ehaviour : it is their privilege. right and duty.

b,,a;xualuy characterizes man and ll'oman not only on the physicalle\·el.
0
Ofth ~ on the psychological and spiritualle1•e/s, making its mark 011 e(ich
hlv err expressions. Such di1 ·ersity, linked to the comp/ementarit\' of the
sexes· allmt·s thorough response to the design of God accordi,;g tr) the
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vocation to which each one is called.
" Sexual intercourse, ordained towards procreation , is til
expression on the physical level of the communion of lo ve_ of 1
Divorced from this context of reciprocal gift- a reality wh1ch I
enjoys, sustained and enriched in a particular wa~ by t_he !J '~a
it loses its significance , exposes the selfishness of the mdlVldi
moral disorder. ''
(Educational Guidance in Human Love,
5) .

·wximum
111arried.
~11rislian

>{ God and is a

They educate the child through their ex~mple _and they shou l e the first
that they
to give him information on human sexuality. It ts cle_a r : ho~ e '
tman
life.
experience difficulties when matters ar~ ' non-transmtsstble . h
:
es
which
and especially in intimate sex ual expenences, there are exper
possess such depth and intimacy . that they become _ab ~ . •ely nontransmissible . All attempts to descnbe the sexual act fat! I<' .tnsmit its
become
essential content: all desc riptions , drawings, photogra,
1
but
show
pornography , since they cannot rende~ the g~eat int~rior dimen '
only one dimension, thereby degradmg thts sublime act.
Parents who try to give their children a good sexual ed w on do not
always know how to manage this difficulty , how to desc n l the event.
will ever
However , nobody , while even observing the sex ual act clos1
the tWO
>
f
be able to learn what is rea lly happening . It is the secrc
a
mystery.
participants , who are living their union before God Himself. It
a nd that is precisely what the .children must be told : these 1 ters are so
great that they are indesc ribable .
This is the sphere in which it is necessary to leave space ,r mystery.
for the depth of silence , in which the young pers~n guessL and awaits
marvelous fulfilment. Young people in love look mto each •t her's eyes
and thi s look transmits depths known only to themse lves. A_ b. ·, y who does
not yet understand much knows well if he is loved; he recognt zL love without
any 'education· , he experiences love. Man possesse_s ~ sens. ve heart. an
intuition which allows him to learn and feel what ts tnde sl bab le.
Teaching children the true meaning of love
eat
And so silence in sexual matters need not, after all, be ~ uc h a ~rble
educational mistake. since it may give more real wisdom than t rrespon~I e
0
talking . If a child grows up in an atmosphere of love . he -.ccs that . ~e
1
searches for expression by means of different bodily ge ~tu res. Asl e
.
.
·
·
·
d
·h·
·
d
then
ov
interpersonal relationship changes. passmg through fn en s Ip an
. . as··
.
11
h
signs
so do the gestures change . The chtld understands very we ~ uc
a·
·
bl
,e
lcome
to
the ex pression of feeling s. From the gestures o f amta e \.\
ed
. gestures tn
. t h e fam .I
. un d ers·tands
the bodY
ne
stranger through the cordial
i Y. It
.
of engag ing the body in all ex press ions of love and of maktn g the . ·tic
.
. o f altruyis
obedient to love . A young man must lea rn t he gestures
10
te nderness, not gestures of desire, since desire wi th its tendenc
appropriate, is against love.
.
.
. . . search
It becomes clear to the young that If all Interpersonal re lationship 5
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for some sign of expression , the married love to which God calls people
must find its expression in a special bodily sign. Scripture says simply: " They
become one flesh " - and that is enough. It is not true that man is able
~o accomplish the sexual act only if he sees a diagram or even photographs
tn a_ ~ornogra~hic magazine or a manual , showing the number of poss ible
posttt?ns. It ts not true that " technique" deepens the strength of the
expenence of the partners . True human love is a strength that embraces
the whole man, and then the body , obedient to love , finds an expression
c?mprehensible to the beloved . People in love conduct their own individual
dialogue . "The profile of your love depends on you alone." (Card. Karol
Wojtyla) .
Although human love makes use of the body , it takes place in the soul.
The ~y has no power to love. The popular formulae , ' bodily love', 'sexual
~ove m fact do not reflect any .reality , since the body alone cannot love ,
~~can only be an instrument of love . Educated , it can become an obedient
Instrument. The body can be taught purity or, to the contrary, impurity.
True _experience of love is not through the senses, it is above the senses .
Man ts convinced of love not by descriptions , not by words and gestures,
but by the depth of mutual trust: " I know you love me , although you are
not always able to express it ; I know I love you, although I show it so awkward~y. ·... " What is greatest , deepest , most holy and dearest to man must
~emam ~ts secret. Uncovered , reduced to dimensions that are expressed,
II loses tts mysterious value . .
Sexual education and fertility
While it is not possible to transmit by mere teaching the true significance
of human sexual activity - and this sphere should remain to some degree
the P~rsonal secret of the concerned- the field of human fe'rtility demands
~th mformation and teaching. It is not however , teaching about the activity
0
the human person, but the action of his organism. Human fertility depends
on the fu · ·
fun . ~cttomng of hea!thy genital organs, and these organs, like all others ,
b'10 ftt~n m harmony wtth the whole organism. Fertility is the proof of
ogtcal maturity and health. The functioning of the genital organs is
co~rollect _by the br~i? and especial~y by the pituitary gland (hypophysis) .
ofb_formatwn on f~rt1hty sh<:mld be gtven to young people during their course
and tology_ or physwlogy , wtth all respect for the human being and hi s body ,
..~spectally for those parts about which St. Paul writes:

ay, much rather, those that seem the more feeble members of the body
are more
h
.
th b
necessary; and t ose that we thmk less honourable members of
e _ody, we surround with more abundant honour and our uncomely parts
recetve a
b d
.
'
ned . more a un ant come/mess, whereas our comely parts ha ve no
10 e. of u. Bur God has so tempered the body together in due portion as
disgrv_e m?re abundant honour where it was lacking; that there may be no
m the body, but that the members may have care for one another' '.

Thton

lllarr~ correct information about the functioning of the organism allows the
ted couple to direct their fertility according to their conscience· and
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, and in
d should

responsibility . The Church stresses responsibility in this sph
several documents speaks of it in detail. Married couples can
be entirely familiar with the Church 's teaching in this real m

.,.

Conclusions.
I. Sexual education, rightly understood , is a formative proc,
the result of many different factors.
2. The most important seems to be maintaining a just proport
information and formation. There exists a real flood of ·
It should not be given without a proper moral formation
need never be given at all.
3. The persons to whom the duty of sex ual ed ucation belong:
way are parents themselves. It is their inalienable right
4. The Church should help parents in their duties both by p
and by providing approved programs for parents who fe
them , and most of all by administering sacraments and th
a channel of grace necessary for sanctification .
5. Parents should be vigilant with regard to the mass me1
programs, and openly protest when they offend the rel ig
of the spectators or degrade their human dignity.
6. All education requires a parallel self-education. Cooper:.
educators, and with the help of grace , a young person ca
sexual body perfectly. He will always find his model in (
Mother; he will also find heip with those who were able to ,
and have been canonized.
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. The moral duties of infant care review committees has become a

WI~e~y discussed issue in the past few months among physicians,
eth1c1sts and legal scholars. It now appears as if these committees will

come to have a great deal of responsibility over the care and treatment
~f ~n?ica~ped newborns, and it is necessary to outline their moral
t Utles ~~ th1s role. Recently, very broad, formal , procedural guidelines
or thetr proceedings have been suggested by other authors. In this
:per, I wish to present a fuller account of what is morally required of
ese comnittees.
th Ethics . ~ommittees had their beginning in the decision rendered by
e court m the Matter of Karen Quinlan.1 In this decision, the court
=~ed health ~are professionals, physicians and families to consult with
es commtttees in difficult cases so that there could be full free
an
·
'
alld open d'1scuss1on
of treatment issues. This proposal was not generheeded by medical professionals or parents, largely because most
th mect to want to preserve the traditional prerogatives reserved to
th:m. ~s a resul~, - few institutions estabished ethics comnittees after
CatbQ~znlan ~ec1s10n? In the years that followed this decision, only
lnohc hospttals established ethics comnittees in large numbers.
_fant care review committees received their major impetus from
themfum
death
ous Bloomington Baby Doe case for , in response
to the
issued of that_ baby, the Department of Health and Human Services
to hanr~gulatlons t~ prevent the denial of care and medical treatments
cap dtcapped children for the sole reason that they were handitatiPt!d. These regulations were based on section 504 of the Rehab ilion Act of 1973 and these regulations implied that:

re:
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h~o hoatned~::pse ~e excluded from the participation in, be demet_d t
h

fIS

.

ualified handicapped individual . . . shall,

sub]., ected

• •
.
discnmmatwn

to
o, or be
.
federal financial assistance. 4

sol~l y

un d er an y program or ac

b·

l VI

.son of
enefits
ceiving

)le violaFederal hotlines were initiated for the reporti~g ~f p
.1ediately
tions of this regulation, and many medical_ associations
·ns, HHS
rotested these rules. Through a long s~nes of ne_go ~
en they
the legitimacy of infant care
~ d accepwere used in conjunction with federal hotlmes,- The tance of these committees, alo~g with th: gro~mg aw~
" that the
ger adel parent-physician-patient relatiOnship was . J ,
d ·t·
tra I 10na
· · f t
e revw·
mmittees.
quate spurred the present interest m m a~ c~ · d
t ·
ICRC's as
The Department of Health and Human Ser'?ces I nou ;
rely as an
a substitute for the requirements of SectiOn 50_4 , bf
. dicapped
· · t e d t 0 further
protect10n
additional measure mstitu
.
. .
kc
newborns and to promote quality medical decislOn-m~
significant
Infant care review committees hold out a promis.
ment agen.
benefits. They could make
I't 1ess n ecessary for law en!
; of handicies to intervene if they could guara?tee tha~_th~/
lents would
ped infants to normal care and ordmary me Ica ,
orne of the
be violated. These committees
bring
~s
olve some
best minds in medicine, law and ~thics to ex:rnme aJ
f'
critical problems in contemporar~ ~~f~nt ca~e.
ew commitT
tudy the moral responsibihties of u~fant car
.s
authorities
tees or :hall begin by briefly surveying the
o;hv<
will
examine
on the roles and functions of these committees.
c
;ressed
about
f the concerns and problems that have been
some o
'f'
ral obl
of
these
tons
ICRC's. Finally, the general _and speci IC mo
it
"
and
society
committees to handicapped mfants, parents, ph ys
will be studied.

~ccepted
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revie~ c~mmitt~.

c~uld
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Infant Care Review Committees:
·u
WI
·
· f an__
t car e review
ummI'tteesagree
The three general functiOns
of m
mmentators
be examined here. Virtually all authonties and ~~ for both health
that ICRCs can serve a general educatio~al fu7~ I~n They also agree
care facility staff members an~ the pubhc at ro ~ ;als both prosp.ec·
that these committees can review treatment p p
agencies whtch
·
1
A
d
ICRCs
are
also
seen
as
tively and retrospective y. n
. .
t ndards and norms for
could assist in the formation of guidelmes , s a
the care of handicapped infants.

. w Committees
The Educational Function of Infant Care R evie
healthe
educatethe
While there is general agreement that_ ICRCs
lar should
e concerning
cart
f ·1·t t ff members and the pubhc at
~
't on wha
care aci I y s a
. f t t here IS no um y
.
and treatment of handicapped 111 an s,
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should be taught by these committees. The American Academy of
Pediatrics asserted that these commitU!es.should edtu:ate parents about
the means of treatment available in health care facilities and in a
community for these children.7 However, these tasks seem to be
better suited to other bodi es, and most authorities agree that ICRCs
should limit themselves to instruction in ethical matters. The most
common view held is that infant care ethics committees should inform
parents, physicians and health care staff members of their ethical
responsibilities.
There is some debate as to whether ethics committees should
merely provide a forum for the discussion of ethical issues, or whether
they should assume an explicitly pedagogical role in which they would
teach determinate ethical principles and rules. 8 One leading authority
has asserted that ICRCs should link societal values with developments
in institutions, whatever that might mean.9 In contrast, some .ethics
committees in Catholic institutions have assumed a wider role and
have aimed at teaching about the social implications of certain medical
Plactices and policies, but this function has not been widely regarded
as being necessary for infant care review committees. 10

Infant Care Review Committees and Case Review
Almost all authorities agree that ICRCs have a role in reviewing the
treatment given to or proposed for handicappedinfants.ll A number
of writers have asserted that infant care review committees should not
Jnake decisions about the cases they review, but they are not clear on
What they mean in saying this. 2 2 If this assertion means that ICRCs
should not make medical decisions about treatments given to or
Pl'_oposed
for handicapped infants, then no objections could be
13
l'aised. It would seem that ICRCs, by their very nature, are to aim at
coming to moral judgments about actions or treatment proposals, but
to deny them the freedom to do this would be to defeat their primary
Pllrpose. That ICRCs should make ethical judgments does not mean ·
that they should replace the traditional loci of medical decisionDlaking, but it does imply that these traditional forms of medical
decision-making should be subjected to strict ethical scrutiny and that
all decision-makers should be held accountable for any irresponsible
~ost authorities do not object to infant care review comnittees
Dlaking ethical judgments
treatments and proposals for treatBut at the far end of the spectrum, _sone authors
that
trCRcs should
only
decide
who
should
decide
about
the
provision
of
14
t eatrnent.
It is difficult to take this suggestion seriously, however,
or shortly after making it, the author asserted that parents should
decisions about the treatment of children unless they are judged
by a court;1 5 This view would unduly restrict the freeIll of action of ICRCs and it is one that has not been shared by

a~out

~ent.

sugg~s~

~e
:ornpeten~
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many authors.
1 prospec·
Case review can either be prospective or retrospecti'
Llld obtain
tive review of cases, it has been argued that committee& m t issues,
all of the relevant facts of the case, identify the im ,
the com·
resolve differences between parents and physicians, ai
ion of law
plexity or difficulty of the cases and recommend inter
almost all
enforcement agencies if necessary.l 6 A serious probl
:. intervene
writers mention is that of determining when ICRCs sh
mmittees
prospectively. Some have said that infant care revie
posed for
should intervene whenever life-sustaining treatments ar
vene when
withdrawal. 17 Others have ·suggested that they only i1 embers.18
requested to do so by physicians, parents or staff
· determin·
Another difficult problem mentioned J::>y authors is tha
~ by infant
ing the authority of judgments or recommendations n 1dations or
care review committees. Some claim that ICRC recom , ed infants,
resolutions be binding upon those who treat handic~
n them in
while others would hold that they should be binding
varying degrees according to the circumstances.19
When committees do intervene prospectively, there little agree·
ment among authorities as to how they should evalu ~ treatment
proposals. Some assert that ICRCs should only require .at " reason·
able" or "appropriate" actions be taken in behalf of andicapped
0
infants or that the " best interests" of the child be promo d ?- Others
have asserted that the dignity of the parents and physic· ts should be
affirmed and promoted by ICRCs. 21 But to my kn vledge, few
notable authors recommend that infant care review corr 1ittees inter·
vene when the rights of the infant are in jeopardy. The )sence of an3
affirmation of this should be a cause of concern, for it as in such
situation that the Baby Doe regulations were specifically romulgated.
In their prospective review of cases, some writers h ve suggested
that ICRCs should not aim at reaching a consensus in th(· r judgments.
but should merely settle for a wide-ranging discu- ;ion of the
issues. 21 And virtually all authorities
agree that court~ andd laW
e~·
·
· vest!·
forcement agencies should only be allowed to interven• an m
2
gate cases as a measure of last ·resort. 2

Policy and Guideline Formation

sho~

Most authorities hold that infant care review commit tees
have a role in the formation of policies and guidelines for the tr: e
ment of handicapped infants, but there is not much agreement on. ~
3 No writers have suggested that _
nature of these
contrary to institutional bylaws be adopted or endorsed by Infant tb'
review committees. Being predominantly procedural and forxnal, ted
guidelines which have been thus far proposed have not
that they could effectively protect the rights of handicapped mfan 1'dt
critical situations.24 As there is little or no mention of these gu

guidelines~

guide!~

dem?nstr~ ~

lines in Section 504 of the Rehabilitation A .
.
the conclusion that the primary b' t '
ct, one can readily draw
protection of parents and ph . ? Jec IVe of these guidelines is the
wish to promote high qualityy~:~s~l ~os~ _authors_claim that they
not specific concerning the nature f th _ec~swn-makmg, but they are
It any 'ud
e
.
o
ts unproved decision-making
to be m~de ~ I~sts cotncelrmng the moral responsibilities of ICRCs ar~
' alsonoto on aY necessary
to un d erstand their roles and
th
functions, but
round ICRCs. The aim o~t~ls ne~trob~ems ~nd concerns which surthese problems and concern b f sectwn_will be to examine some of
these committees.
s e ore studymg the moral obligations of
.
Infant Care R eview
·

II

c ommittees:
.
Concerns and Problems

There are five gen
·
committees:
. era1 areas of concern
with infant care review
1) Probably th
t . . .
could really beco~:~s s~gmfi~ant concern with ICRCs is that they
number of gr
~m~~te by the interests of one or a small
.
oups or mdtVIduals to th d t ·
patients and handic
d .
e e runent of physicians
25
relatively easy for :p~e. mfants. Reports have shown that it i~
to promote h .
p ystc:ans t_o dominate these groups and use them
acute with :t~;~s ~~:!~~~ate ~nterests. 2.6 This problem has been less
have generally had
; e~~ m ?at~ohc health care facilities, as they
all authorities ass grea e~ tverstty m their membership.27 Virtually
to attain diverse ::~!:t ~~fant care revieW: c~mmittees should strive
domination by a . I rs tp an~ t~~reby hmtt the harmful effects of
2) H ld'
. smg e group or mdtvtdual.
·
mg Infant .care reVIew
·
actions 0is another
committees accountable for their
Pioblem similar to maJor ~ea of ~on~ern.28 ICRCs appear to have a
1Vhen they f ' t b that which InstitutiOnal Review Boards (IRBs) had
rights of re::rch ega~: I~Bs o~ten !ailed to adequately protect the
~by some th su Jec s agam~t tmm?ral research, and it is thus
~ts by being ::J~~~~ c~uld J~opar~Ize the rights of handicapped
lights. 29 ICR
c u o thmr duties to argue in behalf of their
call for measures aptpear vulnerable to this possibility' and most authors
-~wons. With es
t o make ICRC s accountab1e for their J·udgments and
I....~
ou
't ts
· qll1~e
· possible that ICR,Cs could
uq;ome culpable csuch measur. es, I.
10
3) A further r~operator~
unJUSt actwns against infants.
functions appe p t bl~m wtth these committees is that their roles and
.a.ogate to thar ol e so vaguely defined that they could readily
decision-makersemse
ves c the . roles
. .
tile
health
. of
. paren t s, phystctans,
surrogate
courts. This' is a
. are _Instltutwns, law enforcement agencies or
'-e the competen senous tss~e because it is not certain that ICRCs
Pleteiy. Related to c~h?r authont~ to assume any of these roles com.
1 ~ concern Is that of the possible violation~ ·by
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ICRCs of rights of privacy and confidentiality of interef :1 parties
because of inadequate procedural standards and regu· ions. To
forceful
counter this possibility, many authors have strongly urf
involved
measures to protect the privacy and confidentiality of
parties. 30
·e review
4) There have been few reported instances .o~ inf~nt
sible that
committees requiring excessive treatment, and 1t 1s qmte
these committees might become biased iri favor of unj w · able non·
treatment or nonintervention . A number of authors ha,. ·r ged that
osals are
the activities of ICRCs be severely limited, and if these ·
accepted, the power of these committees to require t r e; .ent could
1imized if
become severely restricted.3 1 This problem could be
~
s, for the
there were more specific and concrete guidelines for H
:r
compell·
guidelines being proposed currently have little capabilit .
ing committees to require justified treatment.
-'dures and
5) Up to the present time, practically all of the pl
Jdural
and
guidelines suggested .for ICRCs have been purely. p t
ne
without
formal. This raises the possibility that ICRCs could mt '
, would be
justification or fail to intervene in review cases whe
ise, precise
justified or morally required. Enactment of sound , c
nended
fre·
and substantive norms and standards has thus been re~
quently.
~s and func·
In light of these problem:; and concerns about t he
le
to discuss
tions of infant care review committees , it is now po
is
discussion
their general and specific moral responsibilities. Whih
1 obligations,
of their responsibilities will focus primarily on their m
o the extent
some attention will be given to their legal obligat io
that these bear upon their moral duties and responsibi
·s.
III
The Moral Responsibilities of Infant Care Revie\ l ·m mittees
Before discussing the general moral responsibilit i
f these corn~
mittees it is necessary to state that those who establ 1 ICRCs have n
'
.
h tiliey ~
strict moral duty and obligation to structure them ''-' t a _ . d in
1
fulfill their moral duties in full freedom. If ICRCs ar..· -.o restn.c ed of
·
ll y reqmre
their actions that they cannot execute w h a t 1s m o.r~ . . on the!ll
them, then any attempt to impose moral responsibilities
would be futile.
. Tties in ail
Infant care review committees have four moral respo nsibl 1
of their functions and roles.
h s come
1) All ICRCs are bound via the duties imposed by what art that
to be known as the Kew Gardens Principle. This principle as~e il sgrave
all moral agents are required to take actions which do not ~ ~osing a
risk for them if those actions would prevent another fro
uffer·
.
.
grave s
fundamental human good or from expenencmg
that
.
h'
. 'ple means
I)'
ings. 32 For infant care review committees, t 1s pnncl
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they must take whatever actions are reasonably within their means to
prevent handicapped infants from suffering grave harm or injury by
either commissions or omissions performed by other moral agents.
2) All infant care review committees are under a common and
ordinary moral duty to protect innocent human life from direct and
deliberate lethal commissions or omissions~ 3 This principle is correlative to the Kew Gardens Principle, but it states the nature of this
obligation in more technical and precise terms.
3) In all of their actions concerning innocent human life, infant
care review committees are morally required to adopt the morally
safer course of action.34 This does not mean that ICRCs must adopt
the safest course of action in all circumstances, but only that they
must act to guarantee that handicapped infants not be denied any
reasonable chance for life and improved health. This principle does not
endorse moral rigorism, for it promotes and encourages moralresponsibility, prudence and respect for fragile and innocent human life.
4) All infant care review committees are morally obliged to promote, endorse and support laws and efforts of law enforcement agencies which seek to responsibly protect the moral rights of handicapped
infants to ordinary medical treatments and care.35 ICRCs are not
meddlesome "do-gooders," exceeding their authority when they do
this, but are only fulfilling a common and ordinary jurisprudential
duty incumbent on all moral agents.36 Because the law is more precise
and specific than are moral principles, norms and rules, it is better able
to protect the rights of all parties, and there is a moral duty to support
it when it is administered responsibly. By doing this, infant care
review committees are better able to fulfill their moral responsibilities
toward handicapped infants.
These are the general moral duties of infant care review committees, but there are also some specific moral responsibilities of these
committees which must be examined.

The Moral Duties of Infant Care Review Committees
in Education and Case Review
In all of their case review activities, infant care review committees
are to gather all possible relevant factual data concerning the cases.
~ey are to studiously preserve privacy and confidentiality in doing
this. All aspects of their reviews and investigations are to be properly
and accurately documented and recorded.
When infant care review committees function in their educational
~le, they are to recall that their primary function is to instruct physi~. staff members and parents of their moral duties. ICRCs are not
lllnply to provide forums for discussion, or aim at replacing legitimate
~tory f~nctions of the government? 7 ICRCs are to take a peda::-~ r~le in their educational activities because this is required ·by
. Pnnc1ple that the safer course of action is to be followed. Infant
ovember, 1985
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s in their
care review committees are to train health care profes&
Je precise
moral duties toward handicapped infants. They are t
the rights
ethical guidance which, above all else, positively prom '
cases. In
of handicapped infants, especially in difficult and co n•
ary moral
this role, they are to instruct in the requirements of o
action in
duties and in what is demanded by the safer course
hese com·
various circumstances. And it is also a moral obligation
)bligations
mittees to instruct parents and physicians in their m ·
toward the law.
ew, infant
In their roles of retrospective and prospective case
d ical deci·
care review committees might not be required to make
judgments
sions, but that does not prohibit them from making eth
from mak·
about treatments or treatment proposals. To prohibit t h
physicians
ing ethical judgments is morally equivalent to prohib it
from making ethical judgments concerning clinical cas or ought to
their attention.
In both prospective and retrospective case review ,
RCs are to
take the safer course of moral action and intervene t r Jview three
·separate kinds of cases. First., they are to intervene a , matter of
moral obligation and make ethical judgments in cases '
re life-sus·
taining treatments are being proposed for withdrawal ro m handi·
capped infants, or where they are actually withdra' .3 8 This is
required because there is imminent danger that the withe twal of such
treatments or care could be directly leth,al or would be violation of
the rights of the infant to care and o)lligatory medit 1 treatment.
Second, infant care review committees are morally reqt· red to inter·
vene in cases in which possible medically beneficial care r treatments
are being proposed for withdrawal or have actually bee1, de nied to a
handicapped infant. This is morally required because it i1: quite pos·
sible that grave harm could come to a child if such proposals or
actions were carried out, and therefore, taking the safer co urse of
action requires review. Third, infant care review committees are
required to review cases where nutrition and/or fluids are be~g
proposed for withdrawal or have actually been withdrawn.39 Taking
the safer course of action requires this because there are few, if any,
situations in which denial of nutrition and/or fluids would not be
direct killing. Whenever nutrition and /or fluids are o f nutritional or
hydrational value, whenever they can be successfully ingested b_Y _a
human being, they are of benefit and should be provided unless 1~ ~
physically impossible to do so. Nutrition and fluids are not mediC
treatments, but are basic resources of the body whose provision su~·
tains life and whose withdrawal certainly causes death.4o Their provr
sion directly supports the natural functions of the body and its nat~
defenses against diseases. Because they are not specifically rnedi
treatments, their provision should be regula ed by principles otbteT
than those which govern the administration of m _· aJ trea rne be
Nutrition and fluids are aspects of normal care, and they should
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liven w~enever they can meet the nutritional arid hydrational needs of

~e patient, as they ~e of b~nefit when they do this. There is nothing
unmoral whatsoeve~ m feedmg a patient if this will sustain life, and

tber~ . very well . might be _something seriously immoral in denying
nutritiOn and flUids to a patient so·that death is brought about. Taking

~e. safer cour~e .of ~ction requires that one avoid the risk of unjust

?Y

killmg
providmg life-sustaining food and fluids when they can preserve hfe. Food and fluids are different from medical treatments
beca~se they are not directly therapeutic as they do not directly and
prox~ately correct or ameliorate clinically diagnosable conditions. If
:ythmg co~stitutes medical abandonment, it is the refusal to provide
v:~ and fluids _to pers~:m~ w~ose lives can be sustained by them. The
bean recogmzed this m Its Declaration on Euthanasia when it
:serted that normal care was always to be given to patients even to
ose who were terminally ill. 41
' ·
~n both prospective and retrospective case review infant care
l'eV:lew c?mmi'tt_ees are ~o u~hold th~ requirements of the' law. Specificall
Y, this requrrement Implies that mfant care review committees are
not ~0 be used in any fashion to impede the enforcement of the law
~o ~r~tect the rights of handicapped infants. They are to
ab ct IndiVIduals in their duty to report suspected cases of child
ti USe and neglect, and they are to reprimand individuals or organiza.:ns which fail to do this. 4 2 .ICRCs are not only to report cases of child
ti use when they judge that there is sufficient evidence for a convico::~ut even w~en there is only a _suspicion that neglect or abuse is
infant mg. An~ m both retrospective and prospective case review,
ICti care review committees are to take steps to assure that their
ons are carried out.
·
Infant
care
·
·
,L .
reVIew committees also have specific moral duties in
...ell role of a . t'
. th e d evelopment of policies and guidelines
llld
tb
. SSIS mg m
ese will be examined in the next part.
.
'

=g

Moral Duties in Policy and Guidelines Formation

IUid~~ fundamental duty of ICRCs in the development of policies
Procedmes, norms and stan~ard~ is to assure that these are not mere!;
fie. Tb~' fon~al and subJeC~lV~, but substantive, binding and sped18
fail
requrred by the prmciple of the safer course of action as
eu:e~ demand this places handicapped infants in imminent dan~er.
the righ es c~not be merely "feasible," for these' would not guarantee
diffieu1 ts ~f m_fants to obligatory medical treatments in complex and
able , .~ Situati~ns. Guidelines cannot aim at being merely "reason1rill' t appropnate" or in the "best interests" of the child, for these
~ assur~ protection of the rights of the child to normal care and
lently
medical treatments. All of these criteria being proposed curare Purely procedural and formal , and by themselves they canovember' 1985
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on any·
'ant care
:ights of
tble than

not impose any specific concrete and practical moral d u1
one. All norms and standards regulating the activities of
review committees must aim at concretely protecting t '
handicapped infants above all else, as they are far more v:
any other parties.
must be
All norms and standards endorsed or promoted by IC
rights
of
in full compliance with civil and criminal laws protecting
1 implicit
handicapped infants against discriminatory acts. There J
sing poli·
requirement in this demand which forbids ICRCs from er
1s,
health
cies and guidelines which violate the moral rights of phy s
t
ant
that
care institutions and parents. And it is particularly irr
dentiality
ICRCs endorse policies which protect the privacy and c
1dicapped
of all individuals and parties involved in the treatment ot
newborns.
infants be
Recently it has been suggested that some handicaPl
only," in
included in a treatment category called "supportive l
.
:
w
ided. 43
which no life sustaining measures or treatments would b
borns who
Policies such as these, when suggested for handicapped
1 nutrition
are not imminently and unavoidably dying and for VI
and fluids would be life-sustaining, should never be end,-. J by infant
1iative care
care review committees. There are instances in which
,uld
not be
could be provided morally because nutrition and fluid
) not immi·
ingested, but a policy permitting this for infants wh
nently and unavoidably dying is immoral. .
1t reatment"
It has also been suggested by some authorities that ,,
1ds of other
as a medical policy is morally legitimate when variou:-.
1 " nontreat·
treatments would be of clear benefit to a child and '
;linical pic·
ment" would do nothing to improve the child
,orally toler·
ture. 44 Adopting "nontreatment" as an option is no ·
co ndition or
able when positive measures would improve a child
';. Adopting a
when the child is not imminently and unavoidably dy
,uld promote
policy of "nontreatment" when positive treatments
, rights of the
the health of the .child is nothing but a violation of t
child by omission rather than commission.
. .
f m
There are quite a number of specific kinds and c. nd1tw~s r~he
which infants can suffer, and in the next section, we v, 1l consl~er or·
moral responsibilities of ICRCs in respect to some of the m ore liDP
tant afflictions of newborns.

Moral Responsibilities of ICRCs in Special Cases
ionate and
It has been suggested by some authors that compass
1 sch·
humane treatment of infants with various conditions such ash e ail·
.
nd ot er
Nyhan, Tay-Sachs disease, hydroenceph_al y ,_ t. ns~m y a
. osition
45
ments be withdrawn or withheld.
The JUstlflcatwn for t hlSlt'10 ns is
1
is that the suffering experienced by children with these con
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so severe that death is preferable to life. This position is highly objectionable, however, because it is implied that nutrition and fluids
would also be removed so that the children would be starved or
dehydrated to death. As a result, these children are not killed by being
allowed to die, but are rather killed by culpable omission. Denying the
food and fluids would do nothing to improve their condition and it
would introduce a certainly lethal cause which did not previously
exist. Removal of nutrition and fluids does not cause the child to die
due to a condition from which he or she is suffering, but rather it
introduces a new culpable and immoral cause of death.
It has also been suggested that it would be morally permissible to
bring certain handicapped newborns to death by directly killing
them. 46 If it was judged that continued life was not in the best interests of a child, if the child suffered in the abs ence of treatment, and if
death could be brought about intentionally, then it would not be
immoral to directly kill a child, probably by lethal injection. 4 7 This is
also quite objectionable because direct killing is never morally permissible, even when its motives are compassion and concern. Life is a
basic and fundamental good and it can never become a burden to one
in and of itself. The conditions from which one can suffer can become
burdensome, but life itself cannot become burdensome. Giving lethal
injections to infants makes physicians killers and it violates the medical canon of "do no harm." Death is never a friend of a child, and
while it is not an absolute evil, it is never something which should be
d~~berately and directly chosen. The moral absolute against direct
killmg should be compared to the moral absolute against rape. While
rape might bring some psychological benefits to the rapist, it is always
~ng. ~imilarly, while direct killing of severely handic;:tpped infants
m•ght brmg some benefit to others , it is not somet hing that should
ever be chosen. Handicapped infants have an ordinary moral right not
to be starved and dehydrated to death and they have an ordinary
llloral right not to be directly killed because someone thinks that they
are suffering too much.
bifiWhen considering treatments to be given to children with spina
th da, ~y and all treatments which improve the clinical picture of
; : children should be given. Any treatment which palliates, allevia or corrects their clinical conditions and which can be given with~ut undue burden to the parents or health care providers should be
sp:en a~ ~ matter of moral duty. Aggressive treatment of children with
th na 1flda should never be regarded as imposing harlfl on them when
there~ a prognosis that such treatment will improve the condition of
~ c~ild. But where a child with spina bifida will die imminently and
bee VOldably, aggressive treatment which cannot ward off death can
car orne morally extraordinary. Even in this circumstance, palliative
titee a;d pro~sio~ of nutrition and fluids are morally required, as the
0
the ch1ld 1s a basic good which should never be deliberately

?
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destroyed or turned against by anyone.
"Do not resuscitate" orders should only be given f01
capped infants who suffer from terminal illnesses and
nently and unavoidably dying. These orders should no:
"quality of life " judgments, or on other standards such
fit" or "burden of resuscitation, but rather they should <
for handicapped infants when it is clear that death could
off by further treatment.
Tay-Sachs disease is often difficult to detect at birth ,
becomes markedly worse as the child grows older. Inf;
condition and with similar conditions should not be
being imminently and unavoidably dying, and therefor E'
which includes palliative and supportive care should aJ
vided. Only when medical treatments cannot forestall d
be held elective, even though nutrition and fluids shoulc

3. Levine, op. cit. , p . 10.
4. See Richard A. McCormick. S.J.. H ealTh and Medicine in rite Ca rltolic
Tradition (New York: Crossroads Books. 1984). p. 146.
5. Levine, op. cit., p . 9 .
. 6. See Department of Hea lth and Human Services . lnjcllll Ca re Re1·iell' Colll llllttee Interim Model Guidelines, 45 CFR 1340 Section IV A, "Basic Functions."
7. American Academy of Pediatrics, "Guidelines for Infant Bioethics Commitlees" (unpublished manuscript~ section VII, A, "Educational Functions," p . 6.
8. Levine, op. cit., p . 10.
9. Cranford and Doudera, op. cit., p. 14.
1.0 . Kelley, _s. Margaret John, DC, Ph .D. and McCarthy , Donald G . , Ph.D .,
Ethu:s Commrttees: A Challenge for Catholic Health Care (St. Loui s: Catholic
Health Association, 1984 ), p. 5.
II. Cranford and Doudcra . op. ciT.. pp . 16. 17 . Also sec Alan R. Fleischman
llld Thomas H. Murray , " Ethics Committees for Infants Doe?" Hastings Center
Report, Dec., 1983, pp. 8, 9; and American Academy of P ediatrics "Gui delines"
op. cit., p. 3.
·
'
'

i se handi·

are immi·
based on
e "benebe issued
be staved
it usually
with this
sidered as
)rmal care
rs be pro·
1 can they
· provided.

Conclusion
For all of the discussion of infant care review commit ~s in recent
months, it appears that such committees have been
dly under·
utilized in the recent past. One study showed that h· '1ital ethics
committees were only used once a year on the average i1 hose hospi·
tals which had instituted them .4 8 At the present time, 1 're is a con·
certed effort to create a network of infant care reviev.
mmittees,
and this effort should be regarded ·with caution. Man authorities
admit that there are not experienced ethicists to be f nd on most
comnittees, and this could lead to highly objectionable ~ actices and
judgments by those conmittees. It is quite possible that J -;RCs could
be used in the future as shields against legitimate intervt 1tion by Ia~
enforcement authorities, and this would be quite unfc-rtu~ate if~
were to happen. Thus, it is imperative that ICRCs ado pt stnct mo f
0
standards and that they be closely monitored during th is phase f
0
their growth and development. The existence and d evelopment
these comnittees are only tolerable if they enhance prot ection of thef
0
rights of handicapped newborns and if they facilitate enforcement
laws designed to protect their moral and civil rights. They cannot be
allowed to become impediments to strict law enforcement, and f~r
that reason it is imperative that a close watch be kept on them Ul
coming month~ as they grow and develop.
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BOOK REVIEWS

Sex And Sensibility
by Dr . H .P. Dunn
Published by E.J. Dll'yer, PTY. LTD. Sydney and Wel/ingron : disrribwed by Cosrello
Publishing Co .. Box 9, Norrhporr . N. Y. 11768 $8. 95.
. In this masterful undertaking . New Zealand's Dr. Pat Dunn asks and answers 133 questions
m mne chapters and 131 pages in the tradition of our dear departed colleagues. Drs. Bill
Lynch and Sean O ' Reilly .
What is most remarkab le is th at Dr. Dunn is not a theologia n. but a conservative. busy
OB-~YN. His advice is always practical. Hi s nine chapters cove r Love. Sex Go ne Wrong.
~arr~age and ~ormal Sexuality. Contraception. Sterilization. Abortion. Investi gation of
tenh.ty. AnzficJallnsemination , and Something About Everything . There are no surprises.
theWh1le Pat I?unn opposes modern mar(iage manuals. he proceeds to write what may be
best marnage manual yet. Who should read it? Surely doctors. nurses . a nd married
couples. those about to marry. hi gh school students, and, above all. the religio us - priests
and nuns.

One of the most unfortunate changes of our times is that sexual morality is se ldom if
from the pu lpit. Many young couple!>. even those who have atte nded Catholic
~h .schools. are not aware that there is such a thing as sex ual moral ity. Many Catholic
booinals appear to be no different from public hosp itals. There is enough mater ial in this
H for all of next year's sermons in yo ur parish and mine.
Condomo exuality, masturbation , abortion. contraception and sterili zation are all vehemently
emn~. Homosexuality and masturbation are wrong because it is only our reproductive
0
r~ans wh1ch are made to share permanently with a person of the opposite sex.
pr~: Dunn uses a postcoital urethral sample for sperm study of the husband in infertility
20th em · Everythmg he says is consistent with what has been taught by the Popes of the
shout~entury. I~ Casti Connubii , it is said. " it is indeed of utmost imponance that the faithful
M be well mstructed concerning matrimony both by word of mouth and written word . ··
i ~ny of our Catholic colleagues provide for each patient's needs. Dunn says. ·'The doctor
accord~ant ~f the patient , not the s~ave .. . ·· " He must ha ve freed?_m to make decisi~ns
him 10 g to hi~ expenence and pnnc1ples to protect her mterests. . . "She cannot oblige
W act agamst hz s better judgement. "
Q e ~~outd all read question #123.
A. ,_ Should a young Catholic doctor take up obstetrics and -gynecology?"
im~ He Will safeguard the natural rights of both mother and child and will make an
the 1nant co~trib.ution to the nobility and dignity of the profession . There is no doubt that
~m~er chozce IS the only one if he wants to do the proper thing in life . Unless a large
•·ill har of decent young men enter the specia lty it w ill be doomed and mothers of the future
T0 Dve onl y abortionists to serve them during pregnancy.··
.
her t hr .. ~at Dunn . it is a doctor 's first responsibility to a patienl to be her teac her. not
ec n1c1an .

..
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All tradit iona l Catho li c phys ic ia ns sho uld read thi s bo?k to a ffi r~ \h ~
a nswe r to eve ry poss ibl e questio n in vo lv mg sex ua l mo ra lity . All Cat o 1 ~
no t in accord w ith traditi o nal Catho lic teac hm g sho uld also read thi s ~ook
th a t the re is a solutio n fo r eve ry pro ble m . The a nswe r IS not co ntracep t 1

J o have an
•>rs who are
t they know
re rili zation.

o r abo rtio n .
f p D
· · book fo :
1 reco mme nd that eac h of us purchase a copy o a t . unn s
a nd se nd a nothe r copy to o ur favo rit e pnest o r semma n an.

.>W n li brar)'

-John J ,
Mil w a ·

man, M.D.
Wisconsin

_Caring f or th e Special Child is a brie f co mpe ndium of pa pe rs related to the sa me iss ues
ra1sed by Ma nney a nd Bl a ttne r in Dearh in the N ursery . The se lectio n of the pa pe rs is useful
m helping us to unde rstand why it took so lo ng to ac hieve protecti o n to r handica pped newbo rns
at the federal leve l. The book is a ppare ntl y inte nded as a study g uide . It is d iffi cult to imag ine
a more undesirable way to introd uce a n uninitia ted stude nt to the topics cove red in thi s book.
The foll owing gem s of disinfo rmatio n ca n be g lea ned fro m the ca re full y selected materials:
I. Pare nts sho uld always dec id e w he the r to exert max ima l effo rt to susta in li fe . Docto rs
should be ava ilable to ad v ise but pa rent s w ill " act un selfishl y" where life is at sta ke
(AMA Judicial Counc il ) . In the c ity whe re the AMA headqua rte rs a re located . the re
were 250.000 re po rts o f c hild a buse last yea r.
2. The " mora lly releva nt " issue is no t whethe r the re tarded have rig hts but rathe r whethe r
they impose unacce ptable burde ns o n the fa mil y (C a rso n Stro ng) .
3. The investi gation o f the Spina Bi fi da case in Ro binso n . Illino is was a "po liticall y
responsive prosecuto rial threat" to a non-treatm e nt decisio n (Pa ris a nd McCo rmi ck).
The baby who was being neg lecte d in C raw fo rd Me mo ria l Hospita l was . as a result
of the investigatio n. surg icall y treated . adopted. a nd now wa lks w ith braces in a lovi ng
home.

Death in the Nursery
by James Manney and John Blattner
Sl'/'\'({11/ Boo/.: s, Ann A rhor . 202 flfl ·

Caring for the Special Child
by John Glaser
I'd. Ll'a l 't'll Prl's.l' . Kansa s Cirr. 97 l 'fl ·

.
. . . ·, .. . '
.
. >r ha n .tppcd newborn
.
'll SUS . It 1'
W .tth the publication of rc.,ul auon s to g uarantee ilksav mg the r<~py II
e
h
. •e nCC Ol
ll flS~ . .
f
infa nt s und e r th e C hild Pro tecti o n Act. we have see n t e e m~~g debat e I .m a varict) o
now poss ibl e in retrospec t to VICW the mput tn to lhc pu bl
.. ,
n llla king their
pe rspecti ves . W e can now eva lu ate how pc rsu.~s t ve d_d fer ent groups ~~~ t' nicd that there
c rce ti o n o f the prob le m preva il. The mcdt ca l p n~~ cssl ~ n .. Ill gene ' " .. A continUing
approbl em a nd viewed all federal involve nle nt as unwa rhrantcddmtnll.l llt -',. Jt LII'C containt'll
·
-·'
ha' ndicap
in sustai ning suc h a pos ..
ttlon was· t h e rca· l'ty
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' 1
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ri n•• the colllnlcntar)
Bloomingto n . the public continu ed to respo nd w ~th e mphatic suppo r_t du A~t Thc Acadcnl~
e riod a ll owed fo r the Inte rim Final Rul e a nd lo r the C hil d P rotec tion . t ; n bcforc Judg<
~f Ped ia tri cs sheepishl y re treated from it s o rig in al pos tuo n ta ke n 1~1- llllg<~, ';he cnforcc lllcnl
Gese ll. It joined w ith the var io us pa re nt s a nd ad vocate group~ to •.:spo~~c· t hical confusl•>"j
of Sect ion 504 o f the Ha nd icapped Ch ild Ac L The AMA. w it . ' ~' ~~u :'o ~c reig nt) o,·cr al
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evolving through Yale-New Haven Hospital, So noma C o nfe re nce, In fa nt Doe o f
Bloomington , Baby Jane Doe a nd the N e urosurg ical Se rvice at the U ni ve rsity of Oklahoma.
k is not a pleasant story but it needed to be accurately recorded be fo re it was di sto rted furth e r
by the histo rical rev isio ni sts . The boo k s ho uld be read as in vestigati ve repo rting a nd not
as an in -depth evaluation of co mpetin g phil osophies .
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4. Intra veno us o r o ra l " fo rced feeding" should nor be given to a c hild with
meningeonce phaloce le. necrotizing e nt e rocolitis. o r a c hild w ith pe rinata l asphyxia
who is not bra in dead (Pa ri s and Fletc he r).
S. The number of babies born w ith ha ndicaps has " do ubl ed" in the last 25 yea rs accord ing
to some unid e ntified " pedi atri c ia ns and stati sti c ia ns" (source un k now n).
6
· The rea l probl e m in the ca re o f ha ndi capped infa nt s is th a t ill ad vised "rig ht to life "
(qu~tes in the o rig in al) g ro ups inte rve ne inappro pria te ly to redu ce di ffi c ult mo ral
cho1ces to a " c rusade o f s loga ns" (Pa ri s and McCo rmic k).
7
· In Great Brita in . the pro ble m o f try ing to save ve ry s m all in fa nt s coul d be bett er
addressed by · 'a bo rt ion re fo rm ' · . The Swedes a re w ise r tha n th e Amer ica ns beca use
they do not try to save a ny baby unde r 750 g ra ms (Yo ung)
8
· ~e should no t try to save lives in whic h " the po te nt ia l for huma n re la tio ns hi ps is
Simply non-ex iste nt o r wo ul d be utte rly s ubme rged a nd unde ve lo ped in the s trugg le
to survive" . (McCo rmi ck) . (Try to tra nslate tha t state me nt in to a useful g ui de l{n
bedside dec is io n-ma kin o )
.
9
· The federal
rol e was " we ll in te nt io ned but heavy ha nded and
Promoted o nly controve rsy a nd furth e r confusio n . " (G laser).
VIew of the ha ndicapped newbo rn controversy is that noble phys ic ia ns were all owing
~essly defo rmed infa nts to di e until th e fede ral gove rnm e nt need less ly ste pped in to
chapc nd mappropria tc e xtra-o rdina ry care . then thi s is the boo k to r yo u . Desp ite some useful
~ ~rs b~ John Robertso n. the Bioethics Commi ttee of the A me ri can Acade my of Pediatrics.
!ohou; e Sacred Co ngregatio n fo r the Doctr ine of the Fai th . the book is fata ll y ll awcd: It
'iclcod ·~ kcpt ou t o l the ha nds o f the you ng a nd impressiona bl e at al l co~ts. Compa mon
(a~scttcs we re not re viewed .

govcrnmen~<

ha~

~our

-E.F. Diamond , M.D.
Professor of Pediatrics.
Lo~· ola U nivers it~·

ember. 1985
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Imhof AE: From the old mortality pattern
to the new : implications of a radical
change from the sixteenth . to the
twentieth century. Bull Hw Met/
59: 1-29 1985

obligation to my indi vid to
superseded by my obli gat
and. eve ntuall y. to my c•
is 'the main ethi c of mil it

t ient wa~ fa r
, the mi liWI)
., . This liK U)
·psychiatry.

There has been a rad ical increase in
life-ex pec ta ncy in th e 20 th ce ntur y
compared with th at in the prccedm g lour
centuries . This has not been a n unaHoycJ
be ne fit. howeve r. In the past. death m the
course of an epidemic was qui ck and
merc iful : in co ntrast. death "caused by
t<xlay's chronic illnesses in old age.: · · _oll~n
means waiting for death tor years. . This has
no t bee n a good exchange . In add l_llon a nd
as a coroHary . mode rn man has lost a se nse
of the eternal. Earthly life has become the
o nl y accepted as pect of huma n ex iste nce ._
whereas in the past " life was composed o t
a more o r less important ea rthl y phase IIIUI
a mu ch more impo rtant and longe r other
worldly. eternal phase ...
.. Along w ith the transition into th e n c~
mortality patte rn we lost th1s VISHlll · · · Lll~:
and death have become com pl ete ly
sepa rated : at the moment. they arc two
tot aHy different things tor . us. hard to
combine. As long as we arc wll lmg to accept
only the first o ne and to reject the oth er . w.~
wi H remain in an unsnlvah le dilemma . · ·

Landesman SH, Ginzh
SH: The AIDS epi d t
Met/ 312:521-524 21

Current
Literature

Colbach EM: Ethical issues in combat
psychiatry, Mi litw-r Met/ 150:256-265
May 1985
The au tho,· . as an American Catholic.
has always believed in j ust war theory as
arti cul ated by Augustine and Aqumas .
Specifically. he co nsidered that t~.e V letna•.n
co nflict qualified as a JUSt war. And o nce
ha v ing acqui esced to my role as a mil ltary
psychiatrist. 1 th en had to accept that my

378

Curran WJ: AIDS research and " the
window of opportunity.'' Ne 1v Eng J
Med 312: 903-904 14 Apr 1985

1

An AIDS resea rch project will irivo lve
some 200,000 healthy volunteer blood
donors and will cons ist of screening for
AIDS antibody . There are two major ethi ca l
problems assoc iated with the program. First.
should the results of the sc ree nin g be
conveyed to the donors? It would seem that.
both legally and ethically , full di sc losure
shou ld be made. Seco nd. sho uld recipients
of blOOd later found to be posit ive for A IDS
antibody be told of this resu lt? Legally. thi s
mu t be done, and it would seem again that
full disclosure to both do no rs and rec ipients
is an ethical impe rati ve.

the

HM , Weiss

. Nell' En.~ l

Bird SJ: Presymptomatic testing for
Huntin gto n 's
di sease .
l AMA
253:3286-3291 14 June 1985
A DNA marker fo r Huntington 's disease
is now available. Although the re are
limi tatio ns to a presymptomat ic test fo r this
dise!lse, nevertheless it would seem that a
screening program will be deve loped . This
wi ll inevitably raise serious et hical question s
dea Lng w ith confidenti ality. marri age .
procreat ion . de pressio n. and other iss ues.

Hoffman BF: The impact of new ethics
and laws on electroconvulsive therapy .
Canad Med Assoc J 132:1366-1368 15
Juen 1985

, 1985
Ruddick W, Finn W: Objections to
hospital philosophers. J Med Ethics
ll:42-46 1985

, ociatcd " ith
Among th e proble m :-.
of an ethical
the A IDS ep idemic arc tl
dlic ulti c> ol
nature . These in c lu d e
,her resou rce>
aHocatio n o f financi a l a n
t reaunc nt.
Ill
AIDS research
,J support of
Conce ntrating treatmen t
AIDS patients in speL l v designated
hosp ital wards is very e ft 1 ,;t but po,,ihl~
stigmatizing. Furthermo re 1e advent of the
iscs issue> 11 f
HTLV-111 antibody tc~ t
confidentiality and of C! '' : nt. and P0 'c'
anew the tension that e ' ' hct ween the
ril!ht s of an ind iv idual pat • .t and lcgitilllatc
p~hlic health concerns .

Althou g h collaboration between
physician and philosophe r in the hospita l
setting is no longer novel, certain objections
01 this liaison persist. These include ( I)
redundancy and (2) disrupti ve ness. As for
the first, philosophers bring " a wider range
of principles and categories " to clinical
Problems than do clinicians . With respect
to disruptiveness , it is conceded th at mo ra l
d•scourse may impede the smooth course of
~ical decision-making in th e hospita l
mtheu. but nevertheless this may ·'enhance
Staff morale and .patient welfare . ..

Jonsen A: E thics and A ll ' ~. · 8 11 II Alit Coil
Surg 70:16-18 June I ISS
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lluu RT: Informed consent: patient's
right or patient's duty? J Med & Philos
10:183-197 May 1985

The traditional conce pt of informed

~nt ,

as articulated by bioethical and
.&al SOUrces , has been that of a patie nt' s
fight and a physician ' s duty. Howeve r. it is
irgued that the full concept also involves a
fl~t of the physician and a duty of the
Pahent.
pe01 . In this view , the patient is no t
by lltted to decline informatio n proffered
~~~~-~hysieian in o rder to facilitate the
~"'"IC(J consent process: rather, the patient
~a duty toward his physician to be
ledgeable about the planned treatment.

~ember,

1985

In the past. many patients hospitalized
fo r psychiatric indicatio ns were treated
w ithout their conse nt o r that of th e ir
surrogates. However. treatment decisi o ns
are no lo nger va lidated on a paternalistic
basis but are expected to be more egalitarian .
Electroconvu ls ive therapy (ECT) is a case
in point . Since li berty and freedom are now
considered legal iss ues of the highest
priority. the use of ECT w ill require imer
alia the assessment of competency by
di s interested parties , the obtai ning of
informed consent , and greater accountabil ity
by the medical profession to th e public .

Fletcher JC: Artificial insemination in
lesbians: et hical considerations. Arch
/nr Med 145:419-420 March 1985
The above-cited article by Perkoff raises
at least three et hical issues. First , was the
(Catholic) medical school act ing unethically
in withdrawi ng its acceptance of the
physician who had pe rformed AID in a
lesbia n? (No.) Second , did the physician
who discussed the pa ti en t 's sex ual
o rientatio n and his colleague ' s involvement
in AID vio late eth ical norms? (Yes. he
betrayed both the confidential ity due the
patient and his professional relationship wi~h
her physician. ) Third , d1d the pat1ent s
physician have a positive duty to initiate AID
on her request? ( o . because there ~a s no
clear medical indication for A ID 111 tht s
case.)
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...

Brody EB: Patients' rights: a cultural
challenge to Western psychiatry. Am
J Psychiat 142:58-62 Jan 1985

Simpson CJ: The stigm a~
miracle? Brit Med J
22-29 Dec 1984

Jathology or
9: 1746-1748

The psychiatric patient is already
impaired by his disease in matters such as
decision-mak ing. In cases of severe mental
illness, the psychiatrist must try to resolve
ethical dilemmas of justice . autonomy, and
beneficence . The Kantian ethical ideal
involving a physician /patient contract may
neve r be ac hieved in thi s s itu ation.
Paternalistic intervention may therefore be
req uired since most mentally ill patients are
not trul y autonomous.
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